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Specialized Common Carriers, communications carriers
which cane into existence offering private line microwave
service, are now significant competitors in the long
distance telecommunications industry. This Thesis provides
irilitaiy installation telecommunications managers with a
tasic knowledge of hew Specialized Coamon Carriers entered
the telecommunications market, what services Specialized
Common Carriers offer, and hew to obtain these services for
a military installation. It includes a case study evalua-
tion of the potential use of long distance services cf two
of these competing common carriers at Naval Air Station
Mcffett Field, California. A computer program used to
calculate the costs of using these two alternative leng
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!• IN2J30DOCTION
This thesis addresses Specialized Common Carriers
(SCCs) , those communications carriers which entered the
market offering special communications services not
adequately being provided by existing common carriers. 1
Initially, the special services offered by SCCs were prima-
rily point-to-point private line microwave links for data or
ether ccstcm transmission needs, but today SCCs are
competing in markets that have historically been open only
to the large domestic carriers such as American Telephone
and Telegraph (ATST) and Western Union. Today SCCs are
succeeding, not in the private line market in which they
started, but in the long distance, switched network services
market in direct competition with AT&T. In fact, the offer-
ings of SCCs today are so "un"-special that some authors
refer to these carriers as Other Common Carriers (as in
cthei than AT&T) . This thesis will refer to these carriers
as Specialized Common Carriers, the name attached to them
when they first entered the market.
Eefore the advent of SCCs the base telecommunications
manager 2 would rely heavily on the local telephone company
representative to fill any long distance telephone needs
since: 1) no ether companies were in a position to offer
service; and 2) the telephone company representative was
glad to do it. Today, amidst fierce competition in the leng
l Some ether classes of cemmon carriers are Ccmmunitv
Antenna Television (CAT7)
,
packet switching networks of
Value Added Networks (VANs) , mobile radio-telephone, marine
radio-telephone, radio paaing, domestic, and international
carriers.
2 The term "base telecommunications manager" is used
throughout this thesis to refer *o telecommunications
managers at all types of military installations whether
bases, pests, stations, or whatever.
10

distance market, tie base telecommunications manager mast
recognize that this attitude is no longer economically
sound. The purpose cf this thesis is to assist rase tele-
communicaticns managers in understanding how sees came into
existence, what lcng distance switched voice n^twcrk
services SCCs offer, how to evaluate the potential use of
SCC services at their installations, and how to begin the
process tc procure these services.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter II
discusses the major events leading up to and following the
Federal Ccmiunications Commission (FCC) ruling which author-
ized SCCs to openly compete in the private line micrcwave
field. 3 Chapter III gives information on the services
effered by SCCs and cempares these services tc those offered
by AT8T. This chapter also discusses competitive procure-
ment cf SCC services and the current use of SCC services at
various military installations and Department of Defense
activities. Chapter IV is a case study analysis of a
specific military installation (Naval Air Station Moffett
Field, California) for the potential use of SCC long
distance telephone services instead of or in addition to
AT&T services. A computer program which calculates the
costs cf using services of two of these alternative lcng
distarce carriers is included as part, of the case study.
Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis.
3 2ppendix A contains a chronology of major events
affecting Specialized Common Carriers.
11

II. SPECIALIZED COHHOS CARRIERS—A SI3-!^*-
1- 1EE ICNG DISTANCE MONOPOLY
Since Alexander Giaham Bell's patent was issued in 1876,
the Bell Telephone Company and the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company (AT&T) have had a nearly continuous
ncnopcly en providing local and long distance telephone
service in the United States.* Setting aside the arguments
whether the telephone industry was a natural monopoly 5 in
the beginning, except during a few years between 139U and
1907, and from 1966 until today, an approved monopoly it
was
.
The first period of exception to the monopoly was caused
by the expiration of the Bell patant in 1894. As a result
of the ensuing competition, the independent telephone compa-
nies owned 44 percent of all telephones by 1902 and 51
percent by 1907 [Ref. 4]. The period ended with the recall
of Thecdcre Vail as the president of AT&T as he changed the
company's policy froir one cf meeting competition to ens of
buying (ci forcing) competitors out cf the market.
In 1910 the Interstate Commerce Commission was given
regulatciy authority ever the telephone industry, but it was
not until the passage of the Communications Act of 1934 and
the formation of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
The Eell Telephone Company was formed from the Bell
latent Association in 1877 and the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company was formed in 1885 by the Bell Telephone
Company to operate its long distance system. For an in
depth review of the telephone industry's history see refer-
ences 1 , 2 , and 3.
5 A natural monopoly is an economic concsot based en the
principle that in certain industries one company can orcvida
services mere economical! y and efficiently than several
companies in a competitive environment. Reference 5 is an
execellent reference on this subject.
12

that th€ telephone industry was subject to any real
regulation. 6
The period of FCC regulation is very significant in the
history cf Specialized Common Carriers and is discussed in
the following sections of this chapter.
B- IBB IBOiE 890 AHE CARTEBFOBE DECISIONS
Three FCC actions considered as landmarks in preparing
the way for new entrants into the common carrier private
line nicrcwave field are the 1959 and 1960 FCC rulings
commonly referred to as the Abo*e 890 decisions and the 1568
FCC ruling dubbed the Carterfone decision.
1 « 1^£5S 8 9 Decisions
Microwave racio, an cutgrowtn of the invention of
the klystron tube ty Bell Laboratories and the H.I.T.
Instrumentation Lab, was developed during World War II for
radar applications. It was modified and began being used as
a trarsnissicn medium for point-to-point communications
because of its increased capacity, better quality, and
higher reliability over wire or cable transmission systems.
Shortly after World War II, Western Jnion built a microwave
systen: connecting New York City and Philadelphia as an
experiment to see if it was suitable for use as a common
carrier system [Ref. 6]. By 1956 microwave transmission
accounted for 22 percent of the 10.5 million circuit miles
cf the telephone system (Bef. 7].
The 1959 and 1960 FCC Ibove 890 decisions opened the
microwave field to private firms and individuals allowing
them to install microwave systems utilizing the frequency
6 Even with the FCC reaulating the telephone industry
there is some question as to who regulated whom between the
FCC and fiTST. In the FCC's first twenty-five years of exis-




spectrum abcve 890 MEz for their own use. While this deci-
sion did not authorize new companies tc compete with estab-
lished ccmmcn carriers, it was certainly a step in that
direction. Since tie FCC prohibited sharing facilities and
systems, crly companies or users needing a large volume of
circuits between two points were economically able to taks
advantage cf building their own systems instead of leasing
from the common carriers.
Ihe Above 890 decisions were not the result cf peti-
tions of companies seeking entrance into the microwave
carrier market, as cne would expect, but instead were the
result of the persistence of microwave equipment manufac-
turers and potential users of private microwave links
[Ref. 8].
Ihe proceedings which led to the Above 890 decisions
began in 1S56 with an FCC review of microwave frequency
allocations which included a lock at letting private users
construct their own microwave systems when common carrier
facilities were already available. The idea of private
microwave sjstems was not a new one 7 for there were already
tens cf thousands of route miles of microwave systems in
existerce tc serve railroads, mining operations, pipelines,
and ether right-of-way companies at the time of the Above
890 proceedings. [Bef- 7] However, the prevailing FCC
policy *as to grant microwave licenses only tc common
carriers and right-cf-way companies due tc a perceived
shortage cf frequencies available to allocate.
The opposition by established common carriers
(specifically ATST, Western Union, and the independent tele-
phone companies) was fierce. Their arguments against
permitting private concerns to build their own microwave
7 lhe first application for a private microwave system
was submitted in 1948 by a railroad"" company as an exceriment
to ccipare the service and cost of their own system with the
circuits they were leasing from common carriers [Ref. 6 ]•
14

systems were based od claims that the frequency spectrum was
limited and that the FCC had a responsibility to protect the
econcnic interests of the established common carriers by
prohibiting competition. They also argued that licenses for
private microwave facilities should be given only when
common carrier services were unavailable and should be
revoked when common carrier facilities became available.
[Ref. 7] Furthermore:
The Bell System witnesses contended that to permit the
licensing of private systems where common carrier facil-
ities are available would cause irreparable harm to the
telephone company's ability to provide a basic nation-
wide ccmmunica tions service, which is vital in times of
peace tut indispensable in times of national emergency.
Alsc, they claimed that widespread licensing of private
systems would not cnly increase the cost of communica-
tions to the Nation's economy as a whole but would cast
an added turden upcn the individual and the small busi-
nessman who would continue to rely on common carriers.
[B€f. 9]
The arguments of ATST and the ethers failed,
because, "...the fact remained, the private applicants
pointed cut, that if permitted to construct their own facil-
ities, they would provide for their needs at much lower
costs than the carrier tariffs" [Ref. 10]. The FCC made
their decision in July 1959 concluding: "...there are now
available adequate frequencies above 890 Mc 8 to take care of
the present and reascnatiy fcrseeable future needs of beta
the ecrnmen carriers and private users for point-to-point
communications systens" [Ref. 11].
Not ready tc give in without a fight, the cemmon
carriers asked the FCC tc take another look at the frequency
spectrcm question stating that with communications satel-
lites cciring into existence the FCC should wait until it was
certain the satellite systems would not need the frequencies
8 The units cf frequency measurement were changed from
cycles tc Hertz after these decisions.
15

above 890 MHz. The FCC reaffirmed their original decision
in 1960.
2 • Carter fone Decis ion
From its beginning, ATST had a policy of refusing
interconnection with anyone and everyone. This was their
way cf ensuring their monopoly status. However, this stand
was changed when antitrust litigation in 1913 forced ATST to
promise to allow independent telephone companies tc inter-
connect Kith the ATST long distance network. 9 Connection cf
equipment cr attachments ty customers was quite another
matter—they were strictly prohibited by ATST. In fact,
AT&T maintained they had the right to remove the equipment
cr step service to the customer. [ Eef . 12 , 13]
In 1921 the Hush-A-Fhone Corporation began manufac-
turing a simple non-electronic device tc place over the
telephone mouthpiece to prevent room noises from being
picked up, as well as to provide some privacy for the tele-
phone cser so his/her conversation would not be heard by
ethers in the room. AT&T sought prohibition of use cf the
device. In 1955 the FCC weakened the ATST interconnection
position by ruling:
The previsions ...shall not be construed or applied to
bar a customer from using devices which serve his
convenience in his use of the facilities of the
Telephone Company ...provided any such device so used
would not endanger the safety of Telephone Company
employees or the public* damage, require change in or
alteration of, or involve direct electrical connection
to the equipment cr other facilities of the Telephone
Company; or interfere with the proper functioning of
such equipment or facilities; or imDair the operation of
the telephone system or otherwise injure the oublic in
its use cf the Telephone Company's services. [ Ref . 11]
9 This tromise is known as the "Kingsbury Commitment,"
named after N.C. Kingsbury, then Vice-President of ATST.
16

In spite of this decision, AT&T still generally refused
interconnection.
ST&T next tock on the Carter Electronics Corporation
when they began marketing the Carterfone, a device which
acoustically coupled a mobile radio system with the tele-
phone system through the telephone handset. l ° AT&T insisted
that they "must control every element of the [telephone]
systeir" to insure that it works best for all. In ths 1968
Carterfone decision the FCC concluded:
...a customer desiring tc use an interconnecting device
to improve the utility to him of both the telephone
system and a private radio system should be able to dc
so, as long as tte interconnection does not adversely
affect the telephcne company's operations or the tele-
phone system's utility for ethers [Ref. 14].
The Carterfone deciscn, that the Bell System had to
permit interconnection of non-Eell equipment as long as the
interconnection would not harm the system or disrupt the
ability cf ethers to use the system, was important since it
would allow for the future interconnection of Specialized
Ccmmcr Carrier (SCC) switching equipment.
C. MCI EECISON
Ihe development cf computers and their widespread acceptance
and use in the 1960s created a need for data communications
that was essentially unavailable from the established common
carriers. The AT&T and Western Union systems were designed
using analog technology primarily intended for voice trans-
mission not data. In 1963, Microwave Communications,
Incorporated (MCI) applied for FCC certification for public
common carrier point-to-point microwave communications
service between Chicago and St Louis and intermediate
10This was an acoustical modem arrangement, but instead
cf transmitting data it coupled voice signals.
17

points. MCI* s proposal was to provida simply a microwave
link between the twc locations. The subscribers would be
iequii€d tc provide their own terminal equipment and connec-
tions with the MCI system.
ATST, General Telephone, Illinois Bell, Southwestern
Eell, and Western Union opposed the application (as would be
expected) contending that:
...the service would meet no demonstrated need, that it
would result in wasteful duplication cf facilities, that
MCI did net posess the legal, technical. and financial
qualifications to install and operate the system, and
that the system would cause radio interference tc
existirg and future facilities of the established common
cauiers [Ref. 15].
Eesides these argumerts, they contended that it was a wast»
cf the FCC's time tc considar the application since MCI
would net be able tc provide local service (since this
industry was already monopolized) and existing carriers
would refuse to provide interconnection (Ref. 15].
Frofcably more as an experiment than any ether reascn,
the FCC approved the MCI application in 1969 in what is
called the Hd decision. Kahn explains the basis for the
apprcval thusly:
MCI offered two things that the 3ell companies and
Westerr [Union! did not: first, low rates - its proposed
charges were less than half those of the established
carriers - and secend, far greater freedom and flexi-
bility in use of the service: customers could attach
such equipment as they saw fit and up to five of there
could share the use of a single channel, thus further
reducing the cost cf each. And it was this proposed
contribution that, in the last analysis, induced the FCC
to approve the application. [Ref. 16 ]
16

B. SPECIALIZED COHHCB CARRIES DECISION
Following the HCI decision new entrants ware jumping on
the private line microwave system bandwagon in spite cf the
FCC statement that their decision would not be considered as
a binding precedent for future applications. By 1971 there
were applications on file with the FCC for 1,977 microwave
stations in 46 separate proposals from 33 new carriers.
[Ref. 17] The FCC was not particularly interested in
reviewing each of these applications individually and there-
fore set cut to establish a ruling applicable to all of
them. The resulting June 1971 ruling, the Specialized
Ccaicn Carrier decision, opened the SCC field to open compe-
tition. The FCC said:
We find that: there is a public need and demand for the
proposed facilities and services and for new and diverse
sources of supply, competition in the specialized commu-
nications field is reasonably feasible, there are
grounds for a reasonable expectation that new entry will
have seme beneficial effects, and there is no reason to
anticipate that new entry wculd hava any adverse impact
on service to the public by existing carriers such as to
outweich the considerations supporting new entry. We
further find and conclude that a general policy in favor
of the entry of new carriers in the specialized communi-
cations field would serve the public interest, conven-
ience, and necessity. [Ref. 18j
E. AETEB TEE SPECIAIIZED CCMHON CARRIER DECISION
As with the preceding decisions, the Specialized Ccmmon
Carrier decision met with strong opposition from the
existing ccmmon carriers. In addition to asking the FCC to
reconsider its decision based on the arguments previously
used while fighting the MCI decision, the existing common
carriers refused to interconnect the SCCs through the local
telephone exchanges knowing that, if it were difficult for
potential users to access the SCC systems, the SCC market
19

wculd t€ restricted. The FCC had upheld that AT&T and the
ethers mtst provide interconnection from the beginning, but
the regulatory and legal processes precluded full intercon-
nection rights to the SCCs for five years after the
Specialized Common Carrier decision. [Eef. 19]
Durirg this period MCI continued to create difficulties
for the established common carriers by introducing its
Execunet service. Touted as a "shared" private line
service, Execunet very closely resembled the long distance
voice service offered by AT&T with the exception that
Execunet had only a very small number of cities in its
network. Instead of leasing a private line full-time for a
monthly rate, Execunet subscribers could dial into the
system when required and be charged on a time and mileage
basis, with connect and monthly minimum charges. Thus users
that could not afford a full-time private line could afford
this "shared" private line.
A16T quickly asked the FCC to bar MCI from offering
Execunet since it was obviously (obvious to AT&T with their
long distance switched network monopoly) not authorized by
the Specialized Common Carrier decision. The FCC did order
MCI to discontinue Execunet, but their action was later
reversed by an appeals court.
1
- Switched Voice Networks: The SCCJ.S Money. Maker
fchile SCCs continue to offer private line point-to-
point service, which is what the FCC Specialized Common
Carrier decision originally permitted them to provide, their
"bread and butter" business is now their switched voice
retwcrk offerings. Revenues in 1983 from the long distance
services provided by MCI, GTE Sprint, and ITT United States
Transmission Systems (USTS) totaled 32.44 billion. (See








MCI $ 1 ,520 $ 203
Git Sprint $ 750 $ 66






this market is exhibiting exceedingly rapid growth. 11
[Hef- 20] Aralysts predict that this may increase to 10 to
20 percent cf a more than $100 billion per year industry by
1990 [Fef. 21].
Sher the SCCs started up, the number of cities to
which -ley offered services was very small and all (or
rearly all) were large metropolitan areas. Today MCI, GTE
Sprint, ITT, and other SCCs have networks that extend from
coast to coast. MCI*s system, begun as a single microwave
systen between St Lcuis and Chicago, has evolved into a
nationwide network connecting thousands of cities in
hundreds cf metropolitan areas. (See Appendix C for a
listing cf all the area codes and prefixes currently on the
MCI network.)
In spite of the success that the SCCs have had in
getting favcrabls regulations and establishing a position in
the ccmmcn carrier market, they are still faced with prob-
lems. They may have- nearly overcome the regulatory problems
1J In 1980 MCI, Southern Pacific Communications (new GTE
Sprint), ITT OSTS, and Western Union had $400 million in
revenues (only two percent cf AT&T's $20 billion in the
same year) . In 1975. these companies had only $30 million
in revenues. [Ref. 21]
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(particularly sines AT&T has lest control of its operating
companies 12 and is primarily in the competitive long
distarce or long-lines business) but there are technical
problems that must be resolved.
The first technical problem is that dual tens
irulti-freguency (DTMF) signalling 13 is required tc access
the SCC's network. If a potential customer is among the
majority that own rotary or pulse dial telephone instruments
the potential customer is currently not able to use the
SCCs' long distar.ee networks. This is a serious disadvan-
tage to the SCCs since they are trying -co reach as much cf
the leng distance telephone market, as possible. Next, to
make calls en the SCC's network requires dialing 14 twelve or
lore eitra digits (besides the ten digit number of the party
to be called): a seven digit telephone number to access the
SCC switch (the local access number) , then a five or mere
digit accounting code. Third, the SCC's systems have been
known tc recognize noise on the line as a completed call 15
so that a customer could be billed for calls that actually
never went through [ Eef . 26].
The first twe problems can be eliminated through the
use cf dedicated access lines (DALs) 16 or least cost routing
12Beferences 22, 23, 24, and 2 are good references which
discuss the AT&T divestiture. Reference 25 deals with the
impact cf the AT£T divestiture on telecommunications
services to the Department cf Defense, but, in this authcr*s
cpinicr, it is neither objective nor current.
l3Touch tone is the Bell registered trademark for this
type cf signalling.
14 Even with DTMF sianalling the process of inputting a
telephone number is called "dialing" although no dialing is
actually dene.
lsThis is due to the fact that the SCCs are not able to
directly connect to the local telephone exchange to receive
call ccmpletion signals and must rely on their computers
recognizing a change in the ringing pattern.
16 A dedicated access line JDAI) is basically a tie line
to the SCC switch which eliminates the need to dial the
local access number or an authorization code to make a call
on the SCC network.
22

devices (available for a monthly fee from MCI and GTE
Sprint) , but these solutions are not for the small user
sines tie money saved by using the SCCs services would not
compensate for the cost of the DAL or least cost routing
device. The SCCs will be remedying these problems for even
the snail user beginning in the fall of 1984 as a result of
AT&T's divestiture of its operating companies. After the
divestiture, MCI and the ethers will be able to connect
directly tc the local telephone exchange for access 17 as
well as for recording billing information. A glimpse of the
coming changes was seen in 198 1 when the Northwest lewa
Telephone Company, one of the nearly 1,500 independent tele-
phone companies in the United States, offered MCI service to
all cf its customers. Now their customers can dial "6"
(using rotary or pulse dial, or touch tone telephones) to
make long distance calls via MCI's circuits, just as dialing
"1" accesses the AT&T long distance system. [Ref. 27 , 28]
Cthex digits for access or billing codes are unnecessary
since these functions are dene electronically by the tele-
phone company's central office eguipment.
Another major disadvantage of using SCC services was
that the user could complete calls only tc other cities
within the SCCs netwerk (assuming the user was in a city
served by an SCC; this is still the major problem cf using
SCCs services) . An FCC ruling in 1980 permitting the resale
of Wide Area Telecommunications Service (WATS) changed all
that. 18 Now SCCs offer the capability to place calls to
w'Egual access" is the term beina given tc this
issue— where all carriers are to receive "equal access" to
the long distance market. Startina in September 1984 local
companies must begin offerina their telephone risers the
opportunity to choose the long 'distance carrier they want to
give their business. One third of a local companies' access
lines must enter the realm of "equal access"" by September
1985 and the remainder by September 1986.
18 Althcuqh net the subject of this paper. this ruling
also led tc the creation cf "resellers"— those who lease
circuits frcm common carriers and resell these circuits (cr
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anywhere in the continental United States but only from
selected network cities. The rates are usually higher for
calls tc thsse non-network cities, but are still cheaper in
most cases than the same call placed with AT&T.
2 • Changes Taking Plac e
SCCs are still pressing forward regardless cf prob-
lems. In 1980 an FCC study proclaimed that telephone compe-
tition is "speeding innovation and meeting unsatisfied
communications needs" [fief. 29]. Now that SCCs are confi-
dent they are not gcing -to be regulated or dominated out of
existence, they are making significant plans and changes to
their offerings. Eesides continuing to expand their
networks, SCCs are installing fiber optic cables and using
communications satellites for their networks. They are even
investigating using cable television networks to provide
local telephone service. 19 [fief. 30]
what will the future bring? The FCC ruling in 1980
permitting the resale of WATS suggests the possibility of
the fcrmaticn of what Johnscn describes as:
...•carrier's carriers, 1 whose express objective would
be tc build transmission facilities for. use by other
common carriers. ...While AT&T is itself a common
carrier, one could imagine in the future a firm whcse
entire business consists cf leasing facilities to other
common carriers. [Eef. 31]
Perhaps this is in the future fcr one of the SCCs.
use cf the circuits in the case of switched type services)
to customers.
19No doubt the SCCs will be going after the still mono-





This chapter has presented a brief history of the SCCs from
the invention of microwave radio to the use of fiber optic
cables and communications satellites. Fortunately, the
early FCC decisions on matters such as using microwave
frequencies for private micrcwave systems (different from
private line) and interconnection were favorable fcr SCCs.
Even with the favorable regulations, it was a very risky
undertaking for very small companies such as MCI to take on
the corporate giants such as AT&T and its cohorts in the
ccmmcE carrier industry, for AT&T and the others were r^ady
and able to fight for their previously well-protected
ncncpcly. 20 But the SCCs survived the AT&T self-preservation
tactics and have established themselves as small but rapidly
growing competitors.
20The chairman cf the beard of MCI later said it had
cost HCI $10 million in legal and other regulatory costs in
their effort to get their network approved— a hign price to
pay considering the tctal ccst cf their St Louis"to Chicago
cf years after they began.
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Ill, SPECIALIZED CC3H0N CAR BIER SWITCHED VOICE NETWOEK
SERVICES
This chapter discusses the switched voice network offerings
of AT&T, HCI f and GTE Sprint, and the use and procurement of
SCC services within the Department of Defense.
1. AT&T'S SERVICES—THE MARKET STANDARD
The lcig distance telephone service that everyone is
intimately familiar with is AT&T's Long Distance Message
Telecommunications Service (LDMTS) , or MTS for short. MTS
is the composite service cf direct distance dialing and
operator assisted calling ( perscn-to- person, collect, third
number, etc.). With KTS a telephone user (who is willing to
pay fcr it, of course) can place a call tc anywhere in the
world. ATST's MTS is billed according to the duration cf
the call, the rate period (day of week and time of day) 2l in
which the call was irade, and the distance to the called
rumbei. 22
Wide Area Telecommunications Service (WATS) is another
AT&T service that most have come in contact with. 23 Seme
contend that WATS differs from MTS only by the method of
tilling. While it is true that WATS calls are routed ever
the same ATST circuits as MTS calls, one major difference
21 In 1982 AT&T changed their method cf considerino the
rate period in calculating the cost of a call. Previously,
the entire call was tilled according to the rate period of
the first minute. Sew calls are billed at •'.he rate cf the
rate period in which each minute of the call occurs.
22This is referred to as usage sensitive pricina. It is
also referred to as time and/or distance (or mileage) sensi-
tive pricing.
23This discussion is about outward WATS. Inward WATS
(800 Service) is basically the same as outward WATS except
the calling is inward.
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exists. WATS calls may be originated only via a lindted
number of WATS trunks connected to the PBX. 2 *
Interstate WATS is offered it the form of six geograph-
ical areas called Service Areas (formerly Bands) . Service
Area 1 includes the states adjacent to the state in which
the call is originated and each higher numbered Service Area
adds a larger geographical area to . the lower numbered
Service Area(s). Service Area 5 WATS permits calling to
anywhere within the continental United States (ouxside of
the state in which the call was originated) . Service Area 6
adds Alaska and Hawaii.
In June 198 1 there was a significant restructuring of
how WATS is billed. Before that time WATS was available in
either full business day WATS lines (up to 240 hcurs of
usage per month per line at a flat rate with hours ever 240
killed at an additional hourly rate) 25 or measured time WATS
lines (up to ten hours of usage per month per line at a flat
rate with hours over ten billed at an additional hcurly
rate) . Today, WATS has no minimum usage requirement (but
there is a monthly recurring charge per line) and every call
contributes to the monthly bill. WATS costs are calculated
from the average use per WATS line per rate period (and the
distance as determined by the Service Area capability of the
SATS line) . Calls are measured in one second increments and
the total number of ninutes must be greater than or equal to
the total number of calls in each rate period during the
billing period (minimum average time requirement--MATR)
.
2 *The number of KTS calls that can be made simultane-
ously is also also limited by the number of dial 9 trunks,
but these are usually more numerous than WATS lines.
25For 240 hours of usage in an average 22 business day
month the circuit must be in use almost 11 hours oer busi-
ness day. That«s definitely, a full business day! " This is
the source of the "WATS is rree1T—syn drome. Companies were
under utilizing their WATS lines and oermitted, if not
encouraged, personal calls via the company's WATS lines.




E. SCC SWITCHED VOICE NETWORK SERVICES
SCCs offer basically two types of services which lcok
remarkatly like AT&T's services: dial access service and
dedicated (cr direct) access service. 26 The dial ar.d direct
access services offered by MCI and GTE Sprint are described
below. 27
1 • L=*l Access Services
Eial access service mest closely resembles AT&T's
MTS (without operator assistance— as actor Cliff Robertson
has pcinted out in the recent AT&T television commercials).
2 customer dials a lecal access (telephone) number and a
billirg cede to access the SCC network and, finally, the
desired number to be called. like AT&T's MTS, the customer
is billed for SCC dial access service according tc the dura-
tion cf the call, the rate period, and the distance tc the
called number. The rate perieds used by AT&T, MCI, and GTE
Sprint are listed in Table 11.2a Non-recurring and monthly
recurring charges for AT&T MTS, and MCI and GTE Sprint dial
access services are shown in Table III. (AT&T's current
and prepesed MTS tariff rates, and the current tariff rates
for MCI Execunet and GTE Sprint's SPRINT are found in
2 «8 third service is also offered by some of the SCCs
which prcvides inward calling capability." This service will
not be discussed in this thesis" as mosx base telecommunica-
tions managers will not have a requirement for such service.
Installations or activities (such as recruiting units)
currently using In-WATS (800 Service) may want to obtain
information on SCC inward calling service offerings.
27The services of MCI and GTE Sprint were investigated
since 1) they are the two biggest SCCs and 2) efforts to
obtain information from ITT and Western Union were discour-
agingiy unfruitful. A base telecommunications manacer
investigating SCC services should be cauticned not to call
the tell free number for the SCCs and expect to have his/her
questions answered. The best bet is tc contact the nearest
sales office fcr the SCC and know what information is
needed.
2aThe rate perieds, rates, and recurrina and non-
recurring charges which apoear in this chapter are from
references 23, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39.
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Appendix E.) Unlike AT&T's MTS, SCC dial access service
currently requires dialing many digits to access the
network. 29
TABLE II
AT&T, MCI, and GTE Sprint Bate Periods
Business Da y
8:00 am to but net includirg 5:00 pm Monday-Friday
E venisg
5:00 pm to but net including 11:00 pm Sunday-Friday
Night and Weekend
11:00 pm to but net includicg 8:00 am All days
8:00 am to but net includirg 11:00 pm Saturday
8:00 am to but net including 5:00 pm Sunday
a. MCI Execunet Service
MCI offers dial access service in two flavors:
Network-cnly Termination30 and "Universal Termination." 31
29 As mentioned in Chapter II, customers of the Ncrthwest
Iowa Telephone Company can dial a single digit tc access
MCI*s Execunet service. As SCCs are given "equal access" to
the leng distance market. more customers will be provided
single digit access tc the SCCs (assuminc they are in an
area in *fiich an SCC offers service) . Another way tc teat
the extra digits is ky using an aurodialer or a least ccst
routing device (particularly for a big user).
30AT5T only offers Netwcrk-cnly Termination service, but
all cities are on the AT&T network.
.
3l The term "Universal Termination" is misleading. While
"Universal Termination" service offers coverage which is
greater than that provided by Network-only Termination, it,
too, has its limitations. MCI's "Universal Termination"
service allcws a user to complete calls to anywhere in the




AT£T MTS. and HCI and GTE Sprint Dial Access Services
Monthly Recurring and Hon-recurring Charges
A 1ST MTS
Mo Monthly Recurring cr Non-recurring Charges
MCI Ex ecunet
Monthly Recurring
$75 minimum usage or $10 charge
SPRINT
Monthly Recurring
$ 5 minimum usage
Network, or Execunet Service, calling can be originated from
the cities in Table IV and car be completed to any network
city. 32 Calls to non-network cities (or "Universal
Termination" calling) can be originated only from cities
listed in Table V. MCI calls this Execunet Service with
Nationwide Calling. Calls made via Execunet Service with
Nationwide Calling nay be ccmpleted to anywhere in the
continental United States, Hawaii, and Puerto Rice and to
some lecatiens in Canada. Calls to Alaska cannot be made
u
some locations in Canada. MCI does not offer calling to
Alaska. "Universal Termination" with GTE Sprint permits
calling to anywhere in the continental United States,
Hawaii. Alaska, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
(See tie subsection in this chapter on "Intrastate Service"
for a discussion on intrastate calling.) AT&T's MTS
service can be regarded as the only truly "Universal
Termination" service since a user can call anywhere in the
world (...perhaps with seme difficulty).
32 A complete listing of the area codes and prefixes on







MCI Execunet Service Originating Cities
Abilene, TX Denison, TX
Akron, OH Denton, TX
Albany, NY Denver, CO





Amarillo, TX Durham, NC
Anaheim, CA Easton, MD
Ann Arbor, V.I Edgemont, IL
Annapolis, MD Sdmburg, TX
Atlanta, GA El Paso, TX









Eaton Rouge, LA Forest Park,IL
Beaumont, IX Ft Collins, CO
Eel Air, MD Ft Lauderdale, FL
Eensonville, IL Ft Wayne, IN
Birmingham, AL Ft Worth. TX
Frederick, MDEloomirgtor, IN
Blue Island, IL Fredericksburg, VA
Ecise, ID Fresno, CA
















Capistrano Valley, CA Greensburg, PA
Greensville, SCCarlisle, FA
Cedar Rapids, IA Greenwich. CT
Hackensack, NJChampaign, IL
Channelview, TX Hagerstcwn, MD
Charleston, iV Harlingen, TX





Chicago, IL Houston. TX
Huntsville, ALCincinnati, OH





Colorado Springs, CC Jackson, MS
Cclton, CA Jacksonville, FL





Kalamazoo, MICreve Coeur, MO









































































































































MCI Execunet Service Originating Cities
Springfield, MA Valley Park, MO
Springfield, MO Ventura, CA
Springfield, OH Vista, CA
Stamford, CI Waco, TX
Stockton, CA Washington, DC
Syracuse, NY. Washington, PA
Tampa, FL Waterloo, IA
Temple, TX West Palm Beach, FL
Terminal, TX Wheeling WV
Texarkana, TX White Plains, NY
Toledo, OH Wirchita, KS
Tcpeka, KS Witchita Falls, KS
Trenton, NJ Williamstown, NJ
Tucson, AZ Wilmington, DS
Tulsa, OK Winston-Sal sm, NC
Tyler. TX Worcester, MA
Uniontown, EA York, PA
Dtica, NY York-own Heights, NY
Vallejo, CA Youngstown, OH
via MCI. Calls completed to cities on the MCI network are
hilled at a lower rate than calls completed to non-network
cities. MCI refers to this as a two-tiered system— Tier 1
to network cities and Tier 2 to non-network cities. The
duration of an Execunet call (with or without Nationwide
Calling) is rounded to the next higher full minute for
calculating the cost of the call.
t. SPRINT Service
GTE Sprint's latest tariff revision (Jan 198U)
combined two services. Residential Sprint and Eusinsss
Sprint, into one service now called SPRINT. 33 Now ail calls,
retwcrk and non-netwcrk, are billed at the same rate.
Previously, Residential and Business Sprint services had
separate, two-tiered rate structures as Exscunet. SPRINT
calls may be originated in any of the cities in Table VI and
33 SP5INT stands for Switched Private Network











































































































may fce completed to anywhere in the continental United
States, Eawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin
3a

Islands. (Calls originated in Hawaii cannot be completed tc
Puerto Bice or the U.S. Virgin Islands.) The duration of
SPRINT calls are also rounded to the next higher full minute
for calculating charges. The rate for SPRINT service is
varied according to the total amount of the bill so that
higher usage has a higher disccunt. (See Appendix E.)
c. Additional Features with MCI and GTE Sprint Dial
Access Services
MCI and GTE Sprint offer several additional
features with their dial access services. These are least
cost rcuting, group billing, speed dialing, travel/credit
card service, and magnetic tape billing. Least cost routing
enables the use of rotary or pulse dial telephones to
complete calls via the SCC dial access services. (It's a
must at most military installations.) Probably the feature
cf mest interest to a military installation, besides least
cost rcuting, would be the group billing. This feature
permits tills itemized according to billing (authorization)
code. KCI's Corporate Acccunt Service offers 50 accounts 34
at nc monthly service charge if the combined monthly bill is
at least $2,500. There is no charge for each additional
code for every $50 added tc the total monthly bill. GTS
Sprint's group billing service is called Corporate Billing
Arrangement. It offers 50 cedes at no monthly charge with a
linimum cf $1,500 usage per month and each additional cede
(up tc 200) is free for every $20 of usage added tc the
monthly till. With a bill of $15,000 per month 2500 codes
can be provided at no cost. Both MCI and GTE offer addi-
tional accounting cedes (up tc 99 accounting cedes per
authcrizaticn code) for a small monthly fee.
34The rumbers of accounts which are given here are
provided as examples cf the service offered. Other quanti-































































































































































































































































































































Disadvantages of Dial Access
Dial access service offers the following advan-
Kith additional billing numbers, bills are automati-
cally sorted for verification.
Seme dial access services are billed in less than one
minute increments— a potential cost savings.
3. The number of possible simultaneous calls is only
limited by the number of dial 9 trunks.
Some of the disadvantages of dial access service
If the SCC has a lot of customers in the area there
may te access problems. These access problems may
depend upen hew often the SCC upgrades their equip-




2. Currently, uiless the customer uses an autodialer or
has speed dialing or a similar capability, there are
a let of numbers which must be dialed because of the
lecal access cumber and the billing code. (This
pioblem will disappear with "egual access.")
3. Since there are nc operators, there are no
perscn-to-perecn, collect, or third number calls
(most base telecommunications managers would be glad
net to have tc worry about these, anyway) .
4. Every call which results in getting the SCC dial tcne
will cost (if there is a charge for the local or leng
distance call to a.cc^ss the SCC network) , not just
the cnes which result in a completed long distance
call.
5. Easically, there is no overseas calling capability.
e. When to Consider Using Dial Access Service
When should a base telecommunications manager
consider using dial access service?
• When it costs less than the service currently
teing used!
• If local calls are free and the local access
number truly is lccal.
• If a lot of calls must be made at the same time.
(Only limited by the number of dial 9 trunks.)
• If single digit access to tha SCC is available,
or, if not available, autodialing or speed dialing
capability is available.
• If DTMF signalling is available (either at the
switchboard or at each call station)
.
(Not neces-
sary if single digit access is available.)
3S

2. Ded ica ted Access services
Dedicated access service is the sec* s marketing
answer tc AT&T's SATS. The customer accesses the SCC
network through a dedicated access line (DAL) , eliminating
the need tc dial the local access number or billing code.
Dedicated access services also use usage sensitive pricing.
Table VII lists the non-recurring and monthly recurring
charges for AT&T WATS, and MCI and GTS Sprint dedicated
access services. (ATST's current and proposed WATS tariff
rates, and the current tariff rates for MCI WATS and GTE
Sprint 1 s Direct Sprint are found in Appendix S.)
a. MCI Network Service and MCI WATS
MCI offers dedicated access service in the same
two flavors as their dial access service: Network-only
Termination and "Universal Termination." MCI Netwcrk
Service allcws calling only tc network cities, while calls
made via MCI Network Service with Universal Termination can
te completed to anywhere in the continental United States,
Hawaii, and Puerto Eico and to some locations in Canada.
MCI has attached the name MCI WATS to their MCI Network
Service with Universal Termination. Although the nam^
suggests it, MCI WATS cannot be viewed as equivalent service
with 5T&T WATS since calls cannot be completed to Alaska.
Table VIII lists the cities from which both of these
services may be originated. Durations of calls via these
services are rounded to the next higher thirty second incre-
ment, 35 and, like ATST WATS, MCI's dedicated access services
have a one minute minimum average time requirement.
3SThere is a savings when billing is in less than one
minute increments. Self states for an average call length
cf five uinutes that one second , six second, 30 second, andinitial minute then 30 secend increment billing will save
10, 9, 5, and 3.8 percent, respectively, of the cost of a
call tilled in full minute increments (like AT&T MT5, MCI




&1Z1 iATS, and HCI and GTE Sprint Dedicated Access
Services Monthly Becurring ana Non-Recurring Charges




Order $ 51.80 per order
Installation $123.00 per line




Order $ 51.80 Der order
Installation $123.00 per lire
MCI Network S ervic e
Monthly Recuiring
$75 mirimum charge for all usage
$85 per line
Ncn-Recurring
Order $ 50 per order
Installation $120 per line
Cancel Order $130
MCI WATS
(MCI Network Service^wltaHTniver sal Termination)
Monthly Recurring
$75 mirimum charge for all usage
$100 per line termination charae
(or cost + $10, whichever is greater)
Ncn-Recurring
Order $ 50 per order





ATS1 1ATS, and 1CI and GTE Sprint Dedicated Access
Services Honthly Becurring ana No n-Recurring Charges
Direct S prin t
Monthly Recurring
$350 per line ninimum usage
Termination at Fate Center $ 5 per line
Termination witfcin LDA 535 per line
(Lccal Distribution Area)
Termination outside LDA $35 oer line
but within state boundaries + $4~per mile
outside LDA
boundary
Termination outside LDA $35 oer line




Circuit Termination $65 per line
No Non-Recurring Charges
b. Direct Sprint Service
GTE Sprint's Direct Sprint service is also
available in Nerwcrk-cnly Termination and "Universal
Termination." Calls for both types of service may be origi-
nated frcm the cities in Table IX. 36 Direct Sprint calls are
neasuied in six second increments (the duration of the call
is rounded up to the next higher six second increment) . The
iate structure is complicated by The fact that, in addition
to network and non-network rates whicn are mileage indepen-
dent, ttere are mileage sensitive rates for calls to Alaska
and tc aid from Hawaii (other than Honolulu). Direct Sprint
also uses a one minute minimum average time requirement.
3«Apjendix D provides a cciplere listing of area codes

















Ees Moines , I
A
Detroit. MI



























c. Additional Features with MCI and GTE Sprint
Dedicated Access Service
Least cost routing, accounting codes, and
magnetic tape billing are additional features offered with
MCI Network Service, MCI WATS, and Direct Sprint Service.
Ihe least cost routing offering is a boon for those loca-
tions that do net have a sophisticated switch with least
cost routing capability— which, unfortunately, includes
nearly all military installations. Microprocessors leased
from the carrier permit completing calls via the most
economical method whether via AT&T MTS, WATS lines, SCC
lALs, FX lines, or whatever. The accounting codes are also
noteworthy. Rather than getting a bulk bill as with AT&T
liATS, the accounting codes allow itemizing all calls by




Direct Sprint Originating Cities
Atlanta, Gft Los Angeles, CA
Baltimore, KD Miami, FL
Eoston, MA Milwaukee, WI
Buffalo, NY New Orleans, LA
Chicago, II New York, NY
Charlotte, NC *Omaha, NE
Cincinnati, OH Orangeville, NY
Cleveland, CH Philadelphia, PA
Dallas, TX Phoenix, AZ
Eenver. CO Rochester, NY
Detroit, MI San Francisco, CA
Honolulu, HI San Jose, CA
Houston, TX Seattle, WA
*Lcdi, CA Washington, DC
Direct Sprint with Universal Calling not available
the calls. Accounting codes should be viewed as essential
items fci most military installations.
d. Advantages and Disadvantages of Dedicated Access
Service
The following are seme of the advantages of
using dedicated access service:
1. Nc local access number or billing code to dial.
2- Usually less eapensive than the carriers dial accsss
service. 3 7
3. May permit relieving local lines (dial 9 trunks) and
thereby save iccney.
4. Call detail billing is available itemizing each call.
37Potential users must recognize that there is a break-
even joint since there are fixed costs (monthly recurring as
well as order and installation costs) associated with dedi-




Some of the disadvantages of dedicated access
service are:
1. Orly one call at a time per DAL. If the circuit is
busy, it"s btisy! CAIs create the same problem as
fcATS—when the circuits are busy telephone users call
via AT&T MTS anyway so it costs more. 38 This situ-
ation actually costs more twice because cf lower
overall usage cf the WATS lines or DALs, which costs
a higher rate for ail calls, plus a higher cost for
tie MTS call. (Note that with least cost routing,
telephone users do not realize they are using
anything diferent.)
2. If the service is referred to as a WATS or WATS-type
service, remember that iiany people have the miscon-
ception that WATS is free. WATS or WATS-type service
is net free; in fact, it can be very expensive unless
it is managed properly. Newton suggests replacing
KATS lines with LATS (Limited Access Telephone
Service) lines as a oocney saving measure:
....send a memo around the company tc all
employees saying, "We have cancelled our WATS
lines because of the expense. We have now
subscribed to a brand new telephone company
oar LATS calls—each and every one—are tilled
and charged ty the length of the call in minutes
and seconds and by tine cf day."
What have we done? We nave killed the myth
that WATS lines are free by cancelling cur WATS
lines. We have introduced the correcx." logic that
calls cost ironey based on the time of day they
were made and the length of the call. There is,
of course, no such animal as a LATS line.
[Ref. 4 1]
38 Sc net iines the amount of traffic which is being
diverted tc MTS (or ether dial access service) is an indi-




e. When to Consider Using Dedicated Access Service
When should a base telecommunications manager
consider using direct access service?
• Again, when it costs less than the service
currently teing used. (Remember to consider fixed
ccsts.
)
• If WATS is already being used at the installa-
tion,
• If the rumber cf long distance calls justifies
several DAIS.
• If local lines (dial 9 trunks) can be removed
when DALS are installed.
• When call detail billing is needed.
3 - Int rastate Se rvice
SCCs are interstate carriers. Prior to the AIST
divestiture they were able tc provide intrastate service
enly in these states where they were authorized by the
state's Public Utilities Commission (PUC)
.
One cf the
changes landated by the AT&T divestiture agreement was that
the divested operating companies (or BOCs for Bell Operating
Companies) would prcvide long distance service within the
lATAs (Local Access and Transport. Areas), 39 or intra-LATA
calling, and calling between LATAs (inter-LATA) would be
provided by ATST and other carriers like the SCCs and
resellers. Even sc, ail calls within a state are still
subject to regulation by the state PUC. So far, SCCs have
39Local Access and Transport Areas, or LATAs, were
created as a method cf definirg the boundaries within which
the divested operating companies could nrovide "local"
service. There are 161 LATAs. Idaho, Maine, New Mexico,
and the District of Columbia each have one LATA for the




teen authorized to offer (at least partial)
calling in six states [Ref. 20]- Simon and Whalen point out
that:
The PDCs also have the right, if they wish, to allow the
"interexchange carriers" (also called "inter-LATA
carriers") like AT£1, MCI, ITT, etc. to carry calls
within LATAs in the states, though the 30Cs are expected
to object to this [Ref. 42].
Historically, calls which originate and terminate cr. the SCC
network within a state have been completed. Calls within
the State of Califorria made via MCI's dial access and dedi-
cated access services with "Universal Termination" are
completed only if the called locations are on the network.
Although they are net shouting it from the rooftops, GTE
Sprint dees not restrict intra-state (inter- or intra-LATA)
calling via SPRINT or Direct Sprint with Universal Calling.
They canrct effer or advertise service (in California) for
solely intra-LATA calls, but no one checks.
The bottom line is: Potential users must check with
the SCCs concerning their service offerings in a particular
state.
C. USE 1ND PROCOREHiBT OF SCC SERVICES IN THE DEPARTMEST OF
EiflHSE
1 • Pse of SCC Services in the Department of Defense
In 1980, the author conducted an Air Staff
(Headquarters USAF) directed study of the potential use of
SCC services at all Strategic Air Command (SAC) installa-
tions in the continental United States. At that time the
SCC marketing people seemed reluctant to provide information
and assistance in spite of the potential to get part of the
several hundred thousand dollars that are spent by SAC
installations annually for long distance telephone service.
ui

The major prcfclems 4 ° with using SCC services at tha J
time were:
a. SCC systems presently serve only major metropolitan
areas. Calls can only be placed to and from cities
within the SCC's network.
(1) Most SAC bases are not wizhin the calling
areas cf the metropolitan cities served.
(2) Bases with SCC system accessibility will need
to develop and maintain directories listing the cities
and/cr area and NNX codes served by the SCC because of
the liiited service.
b. Eual tone multi-frequency (DTMF or touch tone)
signalling is needed to access the SCC systems. At most
bases, this wculd require operator assistance to dial a
seven digit access number. a multiple digit billing
number, plus the ten digit telephone number to be called
[R€f. a317~~
Eut, as was mentioned in the previous chapter, mcst
cf these problems no lcnger exist since SCCs cffer
"Universal Termination," 41 (from selected network cities) as
well as CALs or least cost routing devices which enable
calls tc be completed without dialing the local access
number or the billing code and from a rotary or pulse dial
telephone instrument. Also, with the growth of the SCC
networks more and mere military insralianicns are within
their reach. Even with these problems corrected, SCC usage
in the Department cf Defense has been slow in getting
started. 42 In fact, SCC use throughout the Department: of
40 Most cf these problems were already mentioned in
Chapter II.
41 MCI plans to cffer "universal origination" to its
2 In 1982 MCI was providing
Department
)8 service to only cne
of Defense activity, the Defense Telephone
Service-Sashinaton. It is hiahly likely that this was the




Defense is currently limited tc just a handful cf places.* 3
Worse yet (in the author's opinion), direction en their
procurement and use is virtually non-existent. Why should
the Department of Defense be concerned? Because there is
money 1o be saved! According to MCI:
...While we have teen unable to obtain an accurate
figure for DoD's current cost for [administrative long
distance telephone services.] estimates place these
costs at a minimum cf 350 million annually. The poten-
tial savings may be as high as $125 million annually....
[Bef. uu]
2 - Pro cur ing SC C Servi ces
Sensing a hesitancy en the part of military telecom-
munications managers to move away from AT&T into the
uncharted waters (as far as the Department of Defense was
concerned) of the SCCs, MCI's Director of Government
Marketing sent a letter to the Deputy Under Secretary of
Defense (C3I) in August 19 82 urging a stronger position for
competitive procurement of leng distance services. An
attachment to this letter discussed the Federal Government's
policy en competitive procurement of telecommunications
services. An excerpt follows:
The D. S. Government has specific, established policies
which require agencies to compete their telecommunica-
tions requirements. The Defense Acquisition Regulations
clearly state this duty in DAB 22-1005.1 (b) which states
that:
...there are locations at which no sinale communi-
cations common carrier has the exclusive right to
provide the required service. When this is the case
ard more than one common carrier is authorized and
can provide the required service, the procurement
shall be made from the source offering "the lowest
cost to the Government, if practicable.
43Per the author's conversations with offices in
Department cf Defense and with SCC marketing personnel.
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Similarly, DAR 1-300.1 requires all procurements to be
performed competitively to the maximum practicable
extent. In ether words, an agency must compete its
requirements for telecommunications service when it is
able to do so. And since HCI's service new covers
virtually the entire country, there is no excuse not tc
compete telecommunications service needs as the EAR
requires.
Numerous DoD components have taken action to implement
the fundamental pclicy position set forth in tne DAR.
The Defense Commercial Communication Office .(EECCC)
recently issued a "Policy for Seeking Competition for
CONUS Erivate Line Services." The effective date is Way
1. 1981. DECCO policy provides that increasing degrees
or cempetition shall be used as the requirement
expands. ...
...DECCO clearly requires competition in private line
services. The same policy considerations alse apply tc
procurement of DDE or WATS equivalent message service,
including MCI * s Network Service.
The pclicy expressed in these documents is simply a
reiteraticn of a competitive communications policy which
DoE has stressed fcr many years. For example, by memo-
randum dated December 23, 1978. for the Secretaries of
the Military Departments, the Chairmen, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and numercus ether DoD officials, Gerald Eineen
stated that it is EcD policy that procurements fcr base
telephene systems "will be completed to the maximum
extent possible..." (Emphasis in the original.)
More recently, Deputy Secretary Frank Carlucci issued a
memcranduir for broad dissemination within DoD urging EoD
managers to increase the use of competition in the
rccurement process. Mr. Carlucci's memorandum, dated
uly 27, 1981, stated cat egcricaily that:3
The value of competition in the acquisition process
is ere of the mest widely accepted concepts. We
believe that it reduces the costs of needed supplies
and services, improves contractor performance, helps
tc ccmbat rising costs, increases the industrial
base, and ensures fairness of opportunity for award
cf government ccrtracts. Despite our beliefs and
efforts at furthering competition, there is a
sericus concern that our achievements are not
adequate. Many in aovernment and industry believe
that we award tec many ccntracts without adequate
cempetition.
I am therefore a sking that managers in all levels
review f5eir efforts to oT?tain~ max"imiim comDetiticn




This last statement is particularly apolicable to EoD
base, cemmunications managers. For years, DoD bass
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Carlucci's memorandum clearly requires ree valuation of
this practice, and the infection of more competition
intc local communications procurements.
In summary, established federal policy mandates competi-
tion in all procurements to the fullest; extent practi-
cable. This policy is well established in
communications and all other areas of federal procure-
ment. There is nc justi f icaxion for a base communica-
tions manager to continue sole sourcing AT&T. Such a
practice is clearly prohibited by the policies and recu-
laticns set forth above. [Bef. 44]
Subsequent tc receiving this letter, the Assistant
Deputy Secretary of Defense (Telecommunications) sent a
memorandum to the Services 1 senior communicators requesting:
"Your comments on the advisability and feasibility of using
MCI metered use service. ..and like offerings are solicited."
[Hef- 45]. Apparently the Services paid some credence tc
the tasking, as there are a few more installations usina see
services nc* than there were at the time of the tasking.
Cne methcd, of several being used (on a very limited
basis) in the Department of Defense to procure SCC services,
is through a strictly competitive procurement process. The
Sir Force is currently pursuing long distance telephone
services this way. The Air Force Communications Command's
Continental Communications Division has been publishing
Requests for Quotation (SFQs) in the Commerce Business Daily
as well as through the mail tc marketing representatives of
the major carriers. The winner is determined, as in any
ether contract, based on the quote provided by the carrier
and ether factors which are weighted by the contracting
office. Sc far only two bases have obtained services by
this irethed; Kelly air Force Base, Texas and Tinker air
Force Ease, Oklahoma. Kelly Air Force Base replaced ten
WATS lines (Service Area 5) and one intrastate Texas WATS
line with 14 MCI WATS DALs in August 1983. As a result of
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this change Kelly Air Force Base is spending less money for
irore circuits (and mere capability since all of the MCI DALs
are capable of completing calls within Texas) and the
quality cf the circuits is comparable to that had previ-
ously. 4 *
The Navy is also getting underway with several
activities in the San Diegc area recently competitively
procuring SCC services. While there is no Navy-wide
guidance on obtaining SCC services, the Western Division of
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command requires a minimum
of three quotes from competing carriers.
Apparently net willing to accept the experience of
other test areas, the Army plans to competitively procure
SCC services to conduct its own test at an Army activity in
the netropclitan St Louis area within the next several
onths. The Army is the slowest of the military services to
implement SCC service usage.
Another irethed of procurement is for the base tele-
communicatiens manager to cbtain the carriers 1 tariffs and
ether information describing their services and to perform
his/her cwn evaluation to determine the least expensive and
the best (or maybe a combination of both) . This is the
method used by the Defense Telephone Service-Washington
(DTS-Washinqton) . DlS-Washington first obtained MCI DAIs in
May 1979. Currently ETS-Washington has 102 MCI Network-only
EALS, 209 WATS (Service Area 6) lines, and 65 FX lines for
completirg long distances calls.* 5 This second method is
reasonable since all cf the carriers are tariffed and the
**Ancther Air Force installation, Offutt Air Force Base,
is "testing" one DAL from toth MCI and GTS Sprint— not an
effective way, in the author*s opinion, to test either cost
savings cr quality of service.
5DTS-Washinaton provides all administrative telephone
service to all DoD components in the Washington, DC area.
All lenq distance calls by DoD offices in the Washinqton, DC
area are routed through the DT3- Washinaton electronic switch
for least ccst routinq.
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hase telecommunications manager is capable of comparing
rates and services. (In a sense, this method is competi-
tive, tec.) Thirty days is the standard minimum length of
service required by the SCCs, so, unlike leng term agree-
lents, the risk in trying their services is minimal.
A third method is just to continue zo allow AT&T to
provide the service without regard to any competing
carriers. This is ty far the easiest method, but this
method should become ctsolete at all but the locations where
there are nc competing carriers.
3- Where tc Go for Military. Service Guidance ar.d/or
ass ist ance
Ease telecommunications managers interested in
obtaining SCC services should contact the appropriate office
listed below for guidance and/cr assistance.
flrmv
7th Signal Commard/CCN-CPS-FL




Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Philadelphia, PA 191 12
Commanding Cfficer
Chesapeake Division
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Washington Navy Yard
Kashinaton, DC 20390
Telecommunications Command- 4U01 Massachussetts Avsnue,














Naval Facilities Engineering Command
San Eruno, CA 54066
Ccmirander
Pacific Division
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Eearl Harbor, HI 9686
Air Fo rce
CCE/FKZ
Griffiss AFB, NY 13441
B. SOMMJBI
As has been presented in this chapter, SCC services
appear like and function similar to AT&T MTS and WATS.
There is sufficient evidence both inside and outside of the
Department cf Defense that shows that SCCs provide as good
guality services which can be less expensive than these
provided by AT&T. There should be no mere need for testing
SCC services. The military services must establish policies
and prcvide direction to base telecommunications managers to




IV. ABALYSI S OF JLTEB NATIVES
Having presented discussions in earlier chapters about
the history of SCCs and the services they offer, -his
chapter provides, first, a general outline of questions
which can he used in analyzing the use of SCC services at
nilitary installations.
*
7 Then, an actual case study is
presented which evaluates the potential use of MCI and GTE
Sprint services at Kaval Air Station (NAS) Moffett Field,
Califcrria. The final section of this chapter describes a
computer program which was developed by the author for use
in calculating the ccsts of using SCC dial access and dedi-
cated access services from actual telephone bill data.
1. EVALUATING THE PCTEHTIAI USE OF SCC SERVICES
The first step that a base telecommunications manager
must take to evaluate his/her installation for potential use
of SCC services is tc know what type of services the instal-
lation has and what the costs are for these services. 48 It
is difficult to assess replacing or augmenting services
without first knowing what is already in use. The next, step
is tc determine if the installation is in an area served by
an SCC. Co any of the SCCs have a switch serving this area
or could the installation access SCC networks in a nearby
city via an FX line or DAL? (Tables IV, V, VI, VIII, and IX
show the origination cities for accessing the MCI and GTE
7This rationale can also be used to evaluate the poten-
tial use of reseller services, but since this thesis is
about SCCs that exercise is left to the reader.
8This first step is useful even if there are no SCCs
which offer services in the area (which is tc be determined
in the next step) as it will help the base telecommunica-
tions manager to see if there are ether services offered bv
the incunbent carrier which may be cost saving.
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Sprint networks.)* 9 If net, there is no reason to continue
the evaluation at this tiae, but considering the way that
the SCCs are growing, a periodic re-evaluation is absolutely
necessary. However, a base telecommunications manager
should fce skeptical about planned or projected SCC service
in his/her area since a "projected" availability of service
is never a sure thing until it actually beccmes available.
Next the base telecommunications manager must answer the
question, "What is the cost cf accessing the SCC network?"
Eces the installation have a per call per minute charge
(measured service or zone usage measurement service or ether
usage sensitive tilling)? This charge will apply each time
the local access number is called (for off-network access)
2S sJJiiifiS 1° the long distance charges . In fact, all
calls which result in the SCC dial tone but result in a busy
signal or otherwise uncompleted call will also incur these
charges. so These costs are real and must be kept in mind in
the evaluation. If the lecal access number is off an
exchange in a nearby city, what will an FX line cost? What
are the costs for a DAL to connect directly to the SCC
network? Will installing DAIs permit removal of dial 9
trunks and, as a result, save the cost of these trunks? If
local lines can te removed when installing FX lines or DALs
these savings should be considered.




cities, tut Palo Altc and San Francisco are.
"j.i ins ecm D m
Li perhaps it is considered a part of a larger nearby
:ity. for example: NAS Mcffett Field is in Mountain View,
:alifcrria which is not listed in the SCC network lists of
5<3Self estimates that an additional 45 percent of the
actual leng distance connect time must be added to calls
made during the Business Day rate period to account for
these unccnpleted long distance calls (as well as the time
required to input the access cede and telephone number to be
called, the time soent waiting while ringing, etc.)
[Hef. 46]. ' * *
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The next step is to determine if there is an economic
advantage 51 (cost savings) by using SCC services for
completing either all 52 or part 53 of the leng distance calls
placed by the military installation. First, what are the
calling trends of the installation? (This may lead to seme
ether censiderations such as: calls placed to or near mili-
tary installations that could be placed over AUTOVON; recur-
rent, periodic abuse; sufficient calls to nearby cities
which may warrant censidering installing an FX line ether
than tc access the SCC network.) Second, what would it ccst
to ccmplete the installation's long distance calls via the
SCC services? Then, assuming that the cost of completing
calls via the SCC is less than the existing method (s) , is
the ccst of accessing the SCC's service (whether dial cr
dedicated) less than the difference?
Lastly, the base telecommunications manager must answer
the guestion, "Are there any technical considerations that
night affect the potential use of SCC services?" For
example, can the installation's PBX accomodate additional
trunks? Tc effectively use an SCC's network-only dedicated
access service, least cost routing should be considered. Is
least cost routing available on the P3X? A summary cf these
questions is listed in Table X.
51 The computer program described in the following
secticn cf this chapter and which is listed in Appendix G
can be very useful in this part of the evaluation.
:erscr, collect, third number, etc. calling is reauired.
But as long as ATST provides MTS service with nc monthly
service charges and no monthly minimums there is no reason
not tc have it handy just in case it's needed.
53 If SCC services are used to supplement rather than
replace existing WATS or dedicated access service, the base
telecemmunications manager should be aware that the hours
which are shifted frcm the existing service are those hours
which are in the lowest rate category. In other words, if
UO hours out of 120 hours per access line are shifted tc
another service, the UO hours beina shifted are these hours




Evaluating the Potential Use of SCC Services
• What type cf lcng distance telephone services does
the installation have, and what are the ccsf s of these
services?
• Does the SCC (cr SCCs) have a switch serving this
area cr could the installation access the SCC network
in e nearby city via an FX line or DAL?
• What is the cost of accessing the SCC network?
• Dees the installation have a ser call per
minute charge (usage sensitive pricing— measured
service cr zone usage measurement service cr other
usage sensitive billing) ?
• If the local access number is off an exchange
in a rearby city, what will an FX line cost?
• What are the costs for a DAL to connect direct-
ly to the SCC netwerk?
• Will installing DALs permit removal of dial 9
trunks, and as a result save the cost of those trunks?
• What are the calling trends of calls from the
irstallation?
• What would it cost to complete the installation's
long distance calls via the SCC services?
difference?
• Are there any technical considerations that miaht
affect the potential use of SCC services?
E. A CASE STUDY OF HAS HOFEETT FIELD
The following case study evaluating the potential use of
SCC services at NAS Mcffett Field, California is provided tc
assist a base teleccmraunications manager in performing a
similar analysis at tis/her installation.
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1 - IJJ=£ and Ccst of Long D istance Service at N&s
Ho ffett Field
NAS Hoffett Field is located in Hountain view,
California which is in the metropolitan San Francisco area
and is served by all of the irajcr SCCs. The two bigaes-
SCCs, MCI and GTE Sprint, were investigated az potential
providers of long distance telephone service at NAS Hoffett
Field.
NAS Hoffett Field has what is referred tc as
EOTS—Plain Old Telephone Service. No WATS lines. s * Nc tie
lines, Nc FX lines. Nothing fancy or exotic. Just HIS.
Just POTS.
NAS Hoffett Field is charged for zene usage measure-
ment service for calls in the lecal area. 55 The bill for
long distance and zone usage measurement (ZUM) services is
about $15,000 per month.
2 • Cost of Ace e s sin£ the SCC Network
The MCI and GTE Sprint local access numbers for NAS
Hoffett Field are Zone 1 calls (to Palo Alto, California).
Calls to these networks (through dial access) would incur a
ZUH charge cf $.03 per minute for the first minute and 3.01
per minute for each additional minute during the Business
Cay rate period. S6 That's $.07 for a five minute call during
s (two sta
Northern California fcAIS line). On 24 January 1984 NAS
Hoffett Field had the recommended number of lines installed.
Since the telephone bill data being used for the case study
is pre-KATS, this discussion will proceed as if they weren't
installed.
S5 ZUH calls are lecal calls (within 16 miles) which are
billed in zones with Zone 1 being the area closest tc the
location where the call was originated. Zone 1 calls are
lumped together and apDear on the monthlv bill as totals for
first and additional minutes in each rate period. Each Zcne
2 and Zcne 3 call is itemized.
56There is a 30 percent discount for calls made during
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the business day just to connect to the SCC n etwork, net to
make the long distance call itself. Table XI compares the
cost cf a five minute call tc the East Coast frcm Moffett
Field via AT&T MIS, MCI Execunet, and SPRINT.
Since calls tc the MCI Execunet and SPRINT networks
are Zcne 1 calls, EX lines need no- be considered. The
proximity of Moffett Field tc the SCC switches permits easy
installation of SCC EALs. Not considering installation
charges cr monthly usage minimums, an MCI Nexwork-cnly EAL
would cost $85 per month, an MCI WATS DAL would cost $100
per month, end a Direct Sprint DAL would cost $100 per month
(frcm Table VII)
.
Moffett Field is billed 5.70 per month
per each base telephone number for dial 9 trunks. This
charge is independent of the cumber of trunks, therefore,
the use cf EALs will not affect this charge.
TABLE XI
Ccst cf a Five Minute Call froa NAS Moffett Field tc
East Coast (Including Cost to Access SCC Network)
Carrier
AT&T MTS (Current Rates)
AT&T MTS (Iroposed Fates)







Includes 858 disccunt fcr total bill $200 or over
the Evening rate period, and a 60 percent discount fcr calls
made during the Night and Weekend rate period. The rate
periods for ZUM calls are the same as in Table II except the
Sight and Weekend rate pericd includes all day Sunday."
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3 - Calling Trends of N£S Hoffett Field
lhe total ccst of the installation's long distance
and ZDM calls fcr the period between 20 September 1983 and
20 October 1983 was $17,990.16. There were 15,117 icng
distance calls at a total ccst of $15,045.06. Cf these
calls, 1583 were interstate calls at a cost of $3424.02,
nine were international calls (including to Canada) at a
cost cf $64.85, and the remainder were long distance calls
within the state of California (1267 in-er-LATA and 12,216
intra-LAlA calls). The majority of Moffezt Field's leng
distance calls are made to the eas-ern United States, prima-
rily tc Washington, IC, Maryland, Virginia, and New York,
and, cf course, within the state of California. There is
also a need to call Hawaii and Alaska from Moffett Field.
4 . Cost to Complete N AS jjo f fett Fields Lon_g Eis tar.ce
Calls via SCCs
The computer program in Appendix G was used to
analyze the cost of completirg Moffett Field's interstate
long distance calls. Twenty-one of the 1593 interstate
calls were not used in the analysis because they were
multiple rate period cr operator assisted calls. The crig-
inal ccst cf the remaining 1562 calls was $3348.41.
a. Dial Access Services
The costs calculated for placing these calls via
AT&T MIS (proposed rates) , MCI Sxecunet, and SPEINT are
listed in Table XII. This table shews that, even
(partially) considering the costs of calls to access the SCC
retwerks, there is a significant potential cost savings by
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b. A Method cf Estimating the Number of WATS lines
or DALs Needed
The following paragraphs describe a methcd cf
estimating the number cf WATS lines cr DALs that may be
reeded.
An Eriang, a unit used to measure telephone
traffic, is expressed in units of call hours per hcur. An
Eriang is related tc CCS (hundred call seconds) , ancther
unit cf traffic measurement, by a factor of 36 (1 Eriang =
36 CCS). (There are 3600 call seconds (36 CCS) in one
hour.) A single telephone circuit can be in use a maximum
cf 1 Eriang (1 call hour per hour or 100 percent in use)
.





1 E + E / 2! + ... E / N!
where E is the probability that N trunks are simultaneously
busy with a traffic lead of E Erlangs. B is also referred
to as the grade cf service as it can be viewed as an expres-
sion cf how many calls out of 100 are net completed. For
example, a B value cf 0.05 means that five out cf 100 calls
are blccked, or there is a five percent probability that all
trunks will be in use at any cne moment in time. [Ref. 47]
To approximate the number of WATS lines or DALs
that nay be required if the total minutes of calling which
cccur during the busy hour is known:
1. Divide this number by 60 to obtain hours cf calling




2. Lcck up the value clcsest to this in the Erlang B
tables found in Appendix F and read the required
number of trunks for the desired grade of service. 57
To calculate an approxinaticn of the total
minutes of calling in the busy hour and the number of WATS
lines or CAIs that may be required:
1. Take the total number of minutes of calling during
the Business Cay rate period for a month.
2. Divide this number by 60 to obtain hours of calling.
3. Divide the result by 22 (average number of business
days in one mcnth) to obtain average hours of calling
per business cay.
U. Multiply this number by .17 (an approximation that 17
percent of all calls made during the business day (8
hcurs) occur during the busy hour) to obtain hours of
calling during the busy hour. 58 This value is in the
same units as Eriangs.
5. Lcck up the value closest to this in the Erlang B
tables (Appendix F) and read the required number of
trunks for the desired grade of service.
An example of the second method is shewn next,
using the data from KAS Moffett Field's interstate calls.
There were 5157 minutes of calls placed during the Eusiness




s7 Smith suggests that a arade of service of .005 is a
typical practical value (Ref. 48]. The standard for the
AOTOVC?J system is a grade of service of .05 (for inward
calling) , but there are many installations throughout the
Department cf Defense with much worse arades of service.
Eemember that this grade of service is based on the busiest
hour cf usage during the day— so it represents worst case.






Next, the number of hours of calling during the business day
are calculated.
89.95 hours
= 3.91 hours/bus. cay.
22 tus. days/morth
The rubber cf hours during the busy hour are calculated as
follcvs:
3-91 hours/bus. day X -17 = .66 hours/busv hcur.
(Erlangs)
One, twc, three, and four lines will provide grades of
service cf .375, .101, .020, and .003, respectively, with
-60 Erlar.gs of traffic during the busy hour (from Appendix
?).
c. Dedicated Access Services
The costs calculated for completing Mcffstt
Field's interstate lcrg distance calls via AT&T WATS, PCI
SATS, and Direct Sprint, based on using three access lines,
ars listed in Table XIII. Costs calculated for four access
lines are fcund in Table XIV.
Tables XIII and XIV show that the SCC dedicated
access services can save ever 30 percent of the cost of
completing the calls via ATST MTS (current rates) and over
20 percent of the calculated cost of completing the calls
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Although this case study was oriented tc X-r-fl
evaluating the costs cf completing interstate calls via MCI
and GTE Sprint services, intrastate calls could be completed
via these services as well. As stated in the previous
chapter, MCI will complete calls within the state
(Califcrria) only if they terminate on -heir network, and
GTE Sprint will ccirplete all calls within the state.
Eacific Eells*s rates for intrastate calls are such that
nearly all calling tc locations more than 40 miles away is
less expensive via MCI Execuner, MCI Network Service
(withcut Universal Termination), SPRINT, or Direct Sprint
(to network cities). For Direct Sprint to ncn-netwcrk
cities, the distance irust be greater than 110 miles before a
call is less expensive than via Pacific Bell. S9 Therefore,
at Moffett Field most intra-LATA calls would probably be
less expensive to complete via Pacific Eell 60 and inter-LATA
calls would be less expensive via the SCCs. 61
Exactly how much can be saved by coirpl cting
intrastate calls via SCCs was not determined. It is reason-
able to assume that some ccst savings would result but,
unless the installation has (or can obtain) least ccst
routing, the telephone user wculd have too many decisions to
nake fcr ccnpleting a call.
S9These compariscns are based on a five minute call
during the Business lay rate period and, for MCI Network
Service and Direct Sprint, an average use per line in the
Eusmess Cay rate period or less than 900 minutes.
60Fci many installations, some intra-LATA calls will be
less expensive if placed via the SCCs since some locations
within the LATA may te rather distant.
6i A semi-random inspection of the inter-LATA calls on
Moffett field's telephone bill showed that about 70 oercent
cf these calls cculd te completed on MCI's network.
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5 • Technical Co rsidera tiers
Th€ Centrex system at Moffett Field has rcora for
additional trunk terminations and least cost routing is
available (for a pric*, of course) if tha installation
desires to take advantage of this capability to make the
routing choices for the telephone user. There are no other
known technical considerations at NAS Moffett Field.
C. A COMPUTER PBOGRAK OSED TO CALCULATE COSTS OF USING SCC
SIRflCES
The computer prccram in Appendix G was created by the
author tc analyze the costs of completing interstate calls
via AT&T MTS and WATS (at current and proposed tariff
rates) , MCI Execunet and MCI WATS, and SPRINT and Direct
Sprint. A description of this program is given below.
1 . Computer Program Descri ptio n
Easically, this program takes telephone bill data
and calculates the cost of each call as if it were made via
AT&T (with current anc proposed rates), MCI, and GTE Sprint.
It was written for interactive computing using the WATFIV
facilities of the IBK 3033 at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Jiles containing listings of area codes and prefixes
that are en the KCI and GTE Sprint networks are read into an
array. This permits comparison with the ar?a cede and
prefix of a telephone call (from the input data) to deter-
mine if that area code and prefix ar* on the SCC networks.
Telephone bill data for a one month period is read
from a file 62 into an array (actually several arrays) and
the input
- the case
-_y in the previous section of this chapter was entered
manually from the telephone bill. The computer Drcaram can
easily be modified to accept data from magnetic" tapes.
(After obtaining anc processing three magnetic tapes with
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sorted fcj area cede and prefix to permit a readable output,
if output is requested for each call. Data for calls
outside of the United States (all 50 States and the Dis^ric*
cf Columbia) , in multiple rate periods, or in a rate class
ether than direct dial (i.e., person-to-person, station- te-
station, collect, third party, etc.) is automatically
rejected.
The program calculates the distance (actually a
range of distances) to the called number fcr each call from
the duration, rate period, and cost of the call. 63 Eata for
calls fcr which the distance calculation does not properly
calculate a distance is also rejected.
Costs of completing each call via AT&T MTS (proposed
rates) , KCI Execunet, and SFEINT are calculated based on the
duration, rate period, distance (range of distances) to
called rumber, and, for MCI Execunet, whether it is a
network cr non-network call. Also, the minutes of calls
which occur within each rate period to network and ncn-
netwerk locations are summed for use in calculating the WATS
and dedicated a.cc&ss services costs. This program will
accccrt fcr the cost of a call to access MCI Execunet and
SPRINT, based on first minute and additional minute rates.
Costs for each individual call are calculated and can be
output, if the user desires. The results can be output as
total costs for all calls cr the costs of each call can be
cutput individually fcllowed by total costs for ail calls.
Figure 4.1 shows the interactive queries and responses which
produced the ouput shewn in Figure 4.2.
only a handful of calls on each, the author resorted tc the
nanual input method. The author highly recommends inputting
the telepnone bill data from magnetic tape.)
occirmcn carriers actually calculate the distance tc the
called number from the coordinates of the cailina and called
locations, requiring a very large data base.
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DO YOU WANT OUTPUT FOB EACH CALL? (Y OR N)
Y WILL GIVE DATA BOB EACH CALL PLUS TOTALS
N WILL GIVE TOTALS ONLY
I
IS THERE A CHARGE FOR THE CALL TO ACCESS
TEE MCI EXECGNET AND SPRINT NETWORKS?
<Y OR N)
THIS PRCGRAK ASSUMES:
* MCI AND SPRINT LOCAL ACCESS NUMBERS ARE
IN THE SAKE AREA
* THE CCST CF ACCESS IS BASED ON A FIRST
MINUTE RATE AND AN ADDITIONAL MINUTE RATE
* THE RATS PERIODS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
EUSINESS DAY
8AM TO BUT KOT INCLUDING 5PM MON-FRI
EVENING
5EM TO BUT NOT INCLUDING 11PM SUN-FRI
NIGHT AND WEEKEND
11 EM TO BUT KOT INCLUDING
8AM TO BUT NOT INCLUDING







DO YOU STILL WANT TO CONTINUE TO ENTER DATA
FOR CALCULATING THE CCST OF ACCESSING THE
SCC NETWORKS? (Y OR N)
Y WILL CONTINUE AND ASK FOR RATES
N WILL PREVENT CALCULATON OF ACCESS COSTS
T
F05 THE DAY RATE PERIOD:
WHAT IS THE EIRST MINUTE RATE?
(EXAMPLE: FCB S.03 PER MINUTE INPUT .03)
.03
WHAT IS THE ADDITIONAL MINUTE RATE?
(EXAMPLE: FOR $.01 PER MINUTE INPUT .01)
.01
ARE THE CHARGES FOR THE OTHER RATE PERIODS
CALCULATED AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE DAY RATE?
(Y OR N)
Y
WHAT IS THE DISCOUNT FOR THE EVENING RATE
PERIOD? (GIVE AS A .REAL FRACTION.
EXAMPLE: FOR A 30% DISCOUNT INPUT .3)
.3
Figure 4.1 Interactive Computer Queries and User Responses
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WHAT IS THE DISCOUNT FOR THE NIGHT AND
WEEKEND RATE PE5IOD? (GIVE AS A REAL
FRACTION. EXAMFLE: FOR A 60% DISCOUNT
INEUT .6)
• 6
FOR CALCULATING THE AT&T HATS COSTS USING
CURRENT RATES- WHAT IS THE RATE STEP?
(TBIS IS THE RATE STEP FOR SERVICE AREA 6)
RATE STATES
STEP
19 •" ID, OR, WA












































INEUT RATE STEP (19, 20, 21, OR 22)
20
FOF CALCULATING THE ATSI WATS COSTS USING
ERCPCSED RATES, WHAT IS THE RATE STEP?
RATE STATES
STIP
1U -- IA, KS, NE
15 - AR, IL, MN, MO, ND, OK, SD
16 - CO, IN, LA, MS, TX, wi, WY


























INPUT RATE STEE (14, 15, 16, 17, OR 18)
18




FOB CALCULATING THE DIRECT SPRINT COSTS,
WHilT IS THE REGION OF ORIGINATION?
REGION STATES
1 CO, GA, IL, LA, MO, OH, TX, WI
2 - AZ, CA, DC, FL, MA,
PA, WA
MD, NC, NY,
(NCTE: ONLY SPECIFIC LOCATIONS IN THESE
STATES ARE CAPAEIS OF DIRECT SPRINT CALL
ORIGINATION)
INEDT REGION ( 1 OR 2)
2
EASED ON 0.66 ERLANGS DURING THE BUSY
HOCR THE FCLLOWING NUKBEFS OF LINES WILL
GIVE THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF SERVICE.
(EXAMPLE: GRADE CF SERVICE = 0.050 MEANS
5 CUT OF 100 ATTEMPTED CALLS ARE NOT
CCKPLETED.
)
NUMEEE OF LINES = 2 GRADE OF SERVICE = 0.117
NUMBER OF LINES = 3 GRADE OF SERVICE = 0.025
NUMBER OF LINES = 4 GKkDE OF SERVICE = 0.004
HO* MANY TCTAL RATS LINES OR DEDICATED
ACCESS LINES DC YOU WANT TO USE TO
CAICULATE DEDICATED ACCESS SERVICE COSTS?
(A RESPONSE OF 999 WIIL ALLOW CALCULATION
CF COSTS FOR A BANGE CF NUMBERS OF LINES)
999
WHAT IS THE SMALLEST NUMBER IN THE RANGE OF
NUMBERS OF LINES?
1
iiKAT IS THE LARGEST NUMEER IN THE RANGE OF
NUMEERS OF LINES?
(MUST BE WITHIN 10 LINES OF THE SMALLEST)
4
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Since charges for the dedicated access services
(ATS1 &A1S, MCI Netwcrk Service with Universal Termination
(MCI WATS), and Dir€ct SPRINT) are based on average usage
per line, the total number of WATS lines or DALs must be
entered. The computer program estimates the Erlangs of call
traffic during the tusy hcur (using the second method of
approximating the number of WATS lines or DALs described in
the previous section of this chapter) and displays the
calculated numbers cf lines and grades of service or. the
visual display terminal to allow the user to decide how many
access lines should be used in the WATS and dedicated access
services cost calculations- If the user desires, a range of
numbers cf access lines may be entered and calculaticns will
te performed and results given for each number cf access
lines in the range of numbers. Also, if the user desires,
the number cf access lines which is used in the calculation
can be ar existing or carrier-proposed number of WATS lines
or EBls cr a number derived frcm any reliable source.
2. Com put er Program As sumptions and Limitations
The following are assumptions and limitations cf the
program:
• This program can te used cnly for calculating costs of
calls (via AT&T MTS and WATS, BCI Execunet and MCI WATS, and
SPRINT and Eirect Sprint with Universal Calling) originated
within the continental United States (CONUS) and completed
to CCNUS, Hawaii, and Alaska. It also assumes that the user
knows if the iocaticn being evaluated is in an area which
permits originating calls via these services.
• Telephone bill data from a one month period is used for
the input data. (Tt€ user shculd consider using an average
months bill and a peak month's bill to evaluate the costs
and number cf WATS and DALs for average and peak months of
7S

telephone usage in order to determine if there is a signifi-
cant difference.
)
« Tenths of a cent are truncated from the ccsts calculated
for each AT&T MTS call and are rounded for each MCI Execunet
and SPRINT call.
• Since calls to Hawaii made via AT&T MTS are tilled by
Eand and net by mileage (see Appendix E) , the program
converts Ear.ds tc mileage ranges for use in calculating the
costs via the other carriers. The correctness of these
conversions has not been determined except fcr the West
Coast.
• Ccsts for calls made via dial access services (MCI
Execunet and SPRINT) in the 56-70 and 71-124 mile distance
ranges are calculated using the rates fcr the 71-124 mile
range since AT&T MTS has only a 56-124 mile range (and the
distance (range cf distances) to the called number is calcu-
lated frcm the duration, rate period, and cost of the crig-
inal AT&T MTS call)
.
• Ccsts fcr calls made via MCI Execunet over 3000 miles are
calculated using the rates fcr the 1911-3000 mile range
since ttere is no rate shewn in the tariff for distances
greater than 3000 miles.
• Costs for calls mace via SPRINT are calculated using the
rates which are discounted fcr over $200 usage per month.
• The program calculates the ccsts of accessing the dial
access services, if any, using first minute and additional
ninute rates, the rate periods in Table II, and only the
duration of the completed long distance call.
• Since original call data is in one minute increments,
WATS and dedicated access service cost calculations dc not
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consider the less than one minute increments used by these
carriers or the one minute minimum average time requirement
of these carriers.
• JiAlS and dedicated access service cost calculations
include the monthly recurring charges per access line but
not crder cr installation charges. The monthly recurring
charges used in the program are the basic charges which
assume that the installation is close enough to the carri-
er's pcint cf termination so as to avoid additional mileage
charges.
• Costs for AT&T WATS (current tariff) are calculated using
Service firea 6 rates. The rates used for calculating costs
cf A161 iiATS (proposed tariff) are for Service Areas 5 and 6
(which have the same rates) .
• The program does not round the total hours of calls in
each rate period to the nearest tenth of an hour for AT&T
RATS ccst calculations.
• Costs are calculated for dedicated access services with
"Universal Termination" (MCI WATS and Direct Sprint with




V. SOHBABX ASD BECOMMENDATIONS
A. SUMMARY.
1. Spe cialized Ccmmon Carri ers— A History
Following an introductory chapter, the seccnd
chapter of this thesis presents a brief history of
Specialized Common Carriers (SCCs)
.
Several Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) actions were particularly
significant in preparing the way for SCCs; the 1959 and 1960
Above 890 decisions, the 1968 Carterfone decision, the 1969
MCI decision, and the 1971 Specialized Ccmmon Carrier deci-
sion.
The Above 890 decisions opened the microwave field
to private firms and individuals allowing them to install
microwave systems utilizing the frequency spectrum above 890
MHz fcr their own use. Since the FCC prohibited sharing
facilities and systems, this decision did not allow competi-
tion wi~h established common carriers.
The Carterfone decisicn required the Bell System to
permit irterconnecticn of non-Eell equipment as long as the
interconnection would not harm the system or disrupt the
ability cf ethers to use the system.
In 1963, Microwave Communications, Incorporated
(MCI) applied for FCC certification for public common
carrier pcint-to-poirt micrcwave service between Chicagc and
St Lcuis and intermediate points. After several years, and
in spite of vigorous opposition by AT&T, General Telephone,
Illinois Bell, Southwestern Bell, and Western Union, the FCC




Ey 1971 there were applications on file with the fCC
for 1 ,977 microwave stations in 46 separate proposals from
33 new carriers. Tc avoid reviewing each of these applica-
tions individually, the FCC opened the SCC field tc open
competition in their June 1971 Specialized Common Carrier
decision.
Rhile SCCs continue to offer private line point-to-
point service, which is what the ICC Specialized Ccmmon
Carrier decision originally permitted tham to provide, they
are now making their money by offering long distance,
switched network servicas in direct competition with ATST.
Bevenues in 1983 from the leng distance services provided by
MCI, GTE Sprint, and ITT United States Transmission Systsms
(OSTS) totaled $2.44 billicn, seven percent of AT&T's $35
tillion. Analysts predict that this may increase to 10 to
20 percent cf a more than $100 billion per year industry by
1990.
2« Specialized Commo n Carrier Switched Voice Network
Ser vic es
Chapter III describes MCI and GTE Sprint dial access
and dedicated access services, discussing the costs, addi-
tional features, advantages, and disadvantages of thsse
services. Dial access service is similar to AT&T's HTS
(withcut operator assistance) . A customer dials a local
access (telephone) rumber and a billing cods to access the
SCC, and, finally, the desired number to be called. Calls
via MCI Execunet and GTE Sprint's SPRINT can be originated
enly in a limited, but large and growing, number cf loca-
tions. Eoth services offer "Universal Termination" which
permits ccmpletirg calls to non-network cities. Billing is
based on the duration of the call, rate period, distance to
called number, and whether to a network or non-network city.
MCI and G1E Sprint offer least cost routing, group tilling.
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speed dialing, travel/credit card service, and magnetic taps
tilling as additional features with their dial access
services.
Indicated access service is the SCC's marketing
answer to AT&T's WATS- The customer accesses the SCC
network through a dedicated access line (DAL), eliminating
the need tc dial the local access number or billing cede.
Again, calls via these services can be originated only from
specific areas. MCI Network Service and Direct Sprint allow
calling enly to network cities, while calls made via MCI
Netwcik Service with Universal Termination (MCI WATS) and
Cirect Sprint with Universal Calling can be completed to
nen-netwerk cities. Both companies bill -heir dedicated
access services based on average use per line per rate
period to network or ren-netwerk cities. Also, both have a
cne minute minimum average time requirement. Least ccst
routing, accounting codes, and magnetic tape billing are
additional features effered with these services.
ihile SCCs are interstate carriers, the AT&T dives-
titure agreement mandated that leng distance service between
lATAs would be provided by AT&T and otner carriers like the
SCCs. So far, SCCs have been authorized to offer (at least
partial) intrastate calling in six states. Potential SCC
users must check with the SCCs concerning their sarvice
cffeiings in a particular state.
SCC use throughout the Department of Defense is
currently limited tc just a handful of places. The
Department of Defense should be concerned because there is
money 1o be saved. According to MCI:
,.. While we have been unable to obtain an accurate
figure fcr DoD* s current cost for [administrative lena
distance telephone services. J estimates place these
costs at a minimum of 5500 million annually. The poten-
tial savings may be as high as $125 million annually. ...
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Cne methed, cf several being used (en a very limited
tasis) in the Department of Defsnse to procure SCC services,
is through a strictly competitive procurement process.
Osing this irethod, Kelly Air Force Ease, Texas replaced ten
WATS lines (Service Area 5) and one intrastate WATS line
with 14 MCI WATS DALs in August 1983. As a result cf this
change Kelly Air Force Base is spending less money for mere
circuits (and more capability since all of the MCI DALs are
capable cf completing calls within Texas) and the quality of
the circuits is comparable tc thax had previously.
Another methed is for the base telecommunicatiens
manager to obtain the carriers' tariffs and other informa-
tion describing their services and to perform his/her cwn
evaluaticn to determine the least expensive and best
carrier.
A third methed is just to continue to allow AT6T to
provide th€ service without regard to any competing
carriers. This method shculd be used only at lecatiens
where there are no ccipeting carriers.
The offices which base telecommunications managers
should ccntact for guidance and/or assistance on obtaining
SCC services are listed in the chapter.
3- Ana lysis of Alterna t iv es
Chapter IV outlines a method of evaluating the
potential use of SCC services at military installations and
applies this method in a case study evaluating the potential
use cf MCI and GTE Sprint services at Naval Air Station
Moffett field, Califcrnia. Table XV is a summary cf the
questions that a base telecommunications manager must answer
in evaluating SCC usage at his/her installation.
The case study shows a potential cost savings of
about 2C percent using MCI and GTS Sprint dial access




Evaluating tie Potential Use of SCC Services
• What type cf lcng distance telephone services does
the installation have, and what are the costs of these
services?
• Does the SCC (cr SCCs) have a switch serving this
area cr could the installation access the SCC network
in a nearby city via an FX line or DAL?
• What is the cost of accessing the SCC network?
• Dees the installation have a per call per
minute charge (usace sensitive pricing--measured
service cr zone usage measurement service or other
usage sensitive billing) ?
• If the local access number is off an exchange
in a nearby city, what will an FX line cost?
• What are the costs for a DAL to connect direct-
ly tc the SCC network?
• Will installing DALs permit removal of dial 9
trunks, and as a result save the cost of those trunks?
• What are the calling trends of calls from the
installation?
• What would it ccst to ccmolete the installation's
long distance calls via the SCC services?
• If the cost of completina long distance calls via
the SCC is less than the existing method (s), is the
cost cf accessing the SCC service less than the ccst
diff arence?
• Are there any technical considerations that might
affect tie potential use of SCC services?
services fcr completing long distance calls at Hoffett
Field. Exactly how much cculd be saved by completing
intrastate calls via SCCs was not determined, but at Hcffett
Field most intra-LATA calls would probably be less expensive
to cciplete via Pacific Bell and inter-LATA calls would be
less expensive via the SCCs.
The last section of this chapter describes a
computer program (in Appendix G) which was created by the
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authcr tc analyze the costs of completing interstate calls
(originated within the continental United States (COMUS) and
completed tc CONOS, Hawaii, and Alaska) via ATST HTS and
KATS (at current and proposed tariff rates), MCI Execunet
and MCI WATS, and SPEINT and Direct Sprint. Basically, this
program takes telephone bill data and calculates the ccst of
each call as if it were made via ATST (with current and
proposed rates) , MCI, and GTE Sprint. It was written for
interactive computing using the HATFIV facilities of the IBM
3033 at the Naval Postgraduate School. Figures giving exam-
ples of the interactive queries and user responses and the
cutputted results are provided in the chapter. Assumptions
and limitations of the computer program are also presented.
SCCs are rapidly growing competitors in a multi-
hillicn dcllar long distance telecommunications market.
They are viable alternative long distance carriers fcr mili-
tary installations. Several military installations are
currently using SCC services and receiving excellent service
at less ccst than fcr comparable ATST offerings. Mere
installations must evaluate the potential use of SCC
services and begin realizing the cost savings that are
currentlj possible.
B- BICCMHEMDATIOHS
The Department of Defense and the Military Services must
provide guidance tc base telecommunications managers on
procuring and using SCC services. A restatement and reem-
phasis cf the federal government's policy on competitive
procurement cf local telecommunications services, including
long distance services, by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense is in order. Military service regulations and
instructions must state the Service's policy on the use of
SCC services and provide guidance on methods cf procurement.
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Training on long distance alternatives should be included in
kase telecommunications manager training programs such as
the Air Force's Basic and Staff Telecommunications Officer
courses at the Keesler Technical Training Center, Keesler
Air Fcrce Base, Mississippi. Also, a primer on SCCs, such
as this thesis, shculd be published and made available to
all base telecommunications managers in the United States.
NAS Hoffett Field should seriously consider using SCC
services due to the significant potential cost savings that
could be realized as shown by the case study.
Several thesis research topics are suggested by this
study:
« Lcng distance resellers--history , regulation, and
services.
« (Adequacy of) Department of Defense and Military
Service guidance on procurement and use of telecommunica-
tions services.
• Use of iricrcccmput ers to analyze the use of SCC
and/cr reseller services at military installations.
• An analysis of the econcmic feasibility of the use of
dynamic least cost rcuters and software defined systems.
• Additional research on the topic of this thesis to
include:
• Modifying the computer program to calculate the
installation's busy hour and hours of calling during the
busy hour fiom time of day and duration of call data. Also,
use cf the computer program tc provide more statistical
inforiation about the installation's monthly telephone bill,
i.e., total cost of calls within each area code.
• Implementation of SCC services at an installa-
tion which has been evaluated using the computer program and
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subsequent monitoring to see if the evaluation was an accu-






CHRONOLOGY CF SPECIALIZED COMMON CARRIERS
1959/1960 - FCC Above 890 decisions allowing private
iricrcttave sjstems to be developed using the frequency spec-
trum abcue 890 MHz.
1963 - MCI applied to FCC for microwave link between St
louis and Chicago.
1968 - FCC Carterfone decision allowing connection of
non-Eell telephone eguipment tc the telephone system.
JSS-SSt 1969 - FCC HCI decision authorized MCI to
provide private line microwave service between St Lcuis and
Chicagc.
JS2ili§I 12§2 ~ Datrail Transmission Co. (D AIR AN)
applied tc FCC for microwave system linking 35 metropolitan
areas with a switched circuit high-speed data network.
^5±2 1 970 - FCC staff recommended policy of open
Specialized Common Carrier competition.
October 197 - Justice Department urged FCC to adept
policy cf open competition in Specialized Common Carrier
field.
i?3I 1221 " FCC Specialized Coaaon Carrier decision
cpened Specialized Common Carrier field to competition.
J972 - MCI authorized by FCC tc build New York to
Chicagc microwave lirk. DATRAN authorized by FCC to begin




Ifbrtiarv. 19 73 - Southern Pacific Communications Co.
(SPC) authorized by FCC to begin building its microwave
network.
Jvll .1973 " ITT's United States Transmissions Systems,
Inc. (OSTS) applied to FCC to build a microwave network
between New York and Houston via Philadelphia, Washington,
DC, and Atlanta.
October J973 - AIST petitioned the FCC to stop licensing
Specialized Common Carriers.
September 197U - ITT's DSTS authorized by FCC to build
iiicrc*av€ network.
Bay. 1975 - AT&T objected to MCI sales of long-distance
type voice service with Execunet stating that it was outside
the FCC authorization for MCI to provide private line
service.
£2±1 J225 • Fcc ruled MCI Execunet service did net fit
the definition of private-line service, which was what MCI
was authorized to provide.
jJSll l*n§. ~ fcc reaffirmed its ruling that KCI's
Ixecunet was not lawful.
lS3S§^ 1976 - CAT5AN decided to end operations and
filed for bankruptcy.
1976 - MCI and SFC filed with FCC to
offer switched voice network services: Switched Private
Line Service and SPRINT, respectively.
^Sil J977 - Cocrt of Appeals reversed FCC decision on
the legality of MCI * s Execunet service.




0Sl5i5I 123® ~ FCC approved resale of Wide Area
Telecommunications Service (WATS) by other common carriers.
JU2§ 1231 ~ Northwest Iowa Telephone Co. offered MCI
long-distance calling to all its customers.
January 1982 - C. S. Department of Justice and AT5T
agreed tc drop government 1 s 197U anti-trust charges and 1956
anti-trust settlement barring AT&T from engaging in unregu-
lated business. ATST agreed to divest itself of 22 local
Eell operating companies.
HSIiJb-isI 123.2 ~ KCI announced plans to test the use of
cable TV for telephone service in Omaha, Nebraska.
Decejrber 1982 - MCI bought railroad rights of way to
install fiber optic cable.
ISJrI5§II 123.3 - KCI arranged to buy two satellite tran-
sponders.






Irea Code - A three digit code which precedes the NNX cede
cr prefix and is used for calling from one geographical area
to ancther. Alsc knewn as Number Plan Area (NPA)
.
Automatic Vcice Network (AUTOVON) - A worldwide switched
voice network used by the Department of Defense.
Eusy Hour - The peak 60 minute period of telephone usage
during the day.
Centrex - A PBX in which incoming calls are dialed direct to
the extensions without operator assistance. Centrex CO has
switching equipment on-premise with the switchboard.
Centrex CO has switching equipment in the commercial tele-
phone exchange (Central Office).
Coaaunic aliens Commcn Carrier - A company which provides
communications services, or classes of communications
services tc the public and whose services and rates are
subject to public regulation.
Dedicated (or Direct) Access Line (DAL) - A circuit
connecting a phone system directly to the terminal of a long
distance carrier. A fcATS lines is a DAL to AT&T Long Lines.

Eial 9 Trunk - Dial Access Central Office Trunk - A direct
circuit between a EEX and a telephone Central Office to
which all stations have access by dialing a given digit (9)
.
Direct Distance Dialing - An AT&T servics which permits the
telephone user to dial his/her own long distance telephone
calls sithcut operator assistance.
Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTHF) Signalling - A signalling
method which uses combinations of two frequencies to indi-
cate telephone number digits (and precedence, in the case of
AUTOVCN) . Also known as touch tone dialing.
Foreign Exchange Line (FX) - A trunk, paid for en a flat
monthly rate, connecting a PBX to a remote telephone
exchange.
Least Cost Routing - Also referred to as Automatic Bcute
Selection (ARS) and Bcute Optimization - Automatic selection
cf the mest econcmical route for an outgoing call.
least Ccst Routing Device - An electronic device which
routes a call over the most economical telecommunications
path available.
Line - A common term used to denote any circuit connecting
two cr mere telecommunicatiens devices.
Local Access Number - A telephone number which is dialed to
access an SCC switch to make calls via the SCC's network.
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local Access and Transport Area (LATA) - A geographical area
within which a telephone company may provide "local"
service. There are 161 LATAs. Idaho, Maine, New Mexico,
and *he District of Columbia each have one LATA for the
entire state or district. All other states have mere than
one LATA.
Message Telecommunications Service (MTS) - Long Distance
Message Telecommunications Service (LDMTS) - AT&T's
composite service of direct distance dialing (DDD) and oper-
ator assisted calling.
Minimum Average Time Eequirement (MATH) - A requirement -hat
the average duration of calls placed via a carrier's service
mus^ be at least a specified minimum. AT&T WATS, MCI WATS,
and Direct Sprint each have a one minute minimum average
time requirement.
UNI Cede - The first three digits of a seven digit telephone
cumber.
Other Ccmmcn Carrier (OCC) - A communications common carrier
ether than AT&T.
Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) - Ordinary long distance
telephone service (ATST MTS)
.




Private Eranch Exchange or Private Automatic Branch Exchange
(PBX) - A private phcne system connected to the public '.ale-
phone network which permits internal routing and switching
cf calls.
Private line - A point-to-point circuit with no connection
to a PBX or network. Usually a special circuit such as a
fire or guard telephone, or a circuit used to interconnect
computers.
Botaxy or Pulse Dial - A signalling method which generates
pulses (a pulse fceinc defined as a single impulse of a tele-
phone dial) to indicate telephone digits.
Service areas - A geographical area within which AT&T WATS
calls lay he completed (outward WATS) or originated (inward
WATS)
.
Interstate WATS is cffared in the f crm of six
geographical areas called Service Areas (formerly Bands).
Service Area 1 includes the states adjacent to the state in
which the call is originated and each higher numbered
Service Area adds a larger geographical area to the lower
numbered Service Area(s). Service Area 5 WATS permits
calling tc anywhere within the continental United States
(outside of the state in which the call was originated) .
Service Area 6 adds Alaska and Hawaii.
Specialized Common Carrier (SCC) - A communications common
carrier offering telecommunications services between two or
lore points to large volume users.
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Switched Network - A network consisting of custcuers or
subscribers connected to switching centers (central offices)
which are interconnected ty a series of other switches.
Rather than using a full-time physical connection between
two users or locations (such as a private line) , a call is
completed via temporary connections between switching
centers and switches.
Tariff - The published rate for a spscific unit of equip-
ment, facility, or type of service provided by a communica-
tions ccimcn carrier.
lie Line - A direct circuit between two PBXs.
Trunk - A circuit between switchboards or PBXs or between a
switchboard/PBX and a telephone Central Office.
Universal Termination - An SCC term for the capability to
call any location in the continental United States and seme
ether locations froi specific cities that are on the SCC
netwerk. Sometimes referred to as Universal Calling.
Dsage Sensitive Pricing - A pricing system that charges for
calls based on one or more of the following: duration of
call, rate period, mileage, or total usage.
Hide Area Telecommunications Service (SATS) - An AT&T
service which provides a special line allowing the
subscriber tc make calls to any location within a specific





AREA CODE AHE PBEFIX LISTING FOB MCI NETWORK
<16 Noveater 1983>
Area Cod€ 201
201 221 224 22 5 22 6 227 228 231 232 233 235 238 239 241 242
243 245 246 24 7 24 8 249 251 254 256 257 25 9 261 262 263 265
266 267 268 272 27 3 276 277 27 8 279 283 284 285 287 238 289
297 299 321 32 2 32 4 325 326 328 330 332 333 3 34 335 336 338
339 340 342 343 344 345 348 351 352 353 354 355 356 360 361
365 366 368 371 37 2 373 374 375 376 377 379 381 382 384 3 85
386 387 388 390 39 3 394 399 420 423 427 428 U29 430 432 433
434 435 436 437 438 440 441 442 444 445 447 450 451 455 4 56
457 460 461 46 3 46 4 465 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 473
480 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 494 499 522 523 5 24
526 527 533 53 8 53 9 540 541 543 545 546 547 548 549 558 560
561 564 565 56 7 56 8 569 570 572 574 575 581 582 585 589 592
595 596 599 621 62 2 623 624 625 627 628 63 1 632 634 635 636
641 642 643 64 5 64 6 648 649 652 653 654 656 658 659 66 1 662
€65 667 668 670 67 2 673 674 675 676 677 678 6 84 685 686 6S7
688 690 692 694 696 699 722 724 725 731 733 736 738 740 742
743 744 745 74 6 74 8 750 751 752 753 754 755 7 56 757 759 760
761 762 763 765 76 6 772 773 777 778 779 783 7 85 789 790 791
792 794 795 796 79 7 798 820 82 1 822 823 824 8 26 828 833 936
837 843 844 84 5 846 851 854 857 858 861 86 2 863 864 865 866
667 868 869 871 87 3 8 77 878 880 881 882 884 885 886 887 889
893 894 895 89 8 923 925 926 931 932 933 935 936 937 939 941
942 943 944 94 5 94 7 952 953 956 961 963 964 965 966 967 968
969 977 981 983 98 4 985 987 989 991 992 993 9 94 997 998 qgq
area Code 202 ****Entire Area Code Is Served****
Area Code 203
222 223 224 225 22 6 227 229 232 233 234 235 2 36 237 238 239
241 242 243 24 4 24 6 247 248 249 252 254 255 2 59 261 265 268
269 271 272 27 3 277 278 279 281 262 284 285 286 283 239 3 22
323 324 225 327 32 8 3 29 332 333 334 335 336 3 48 356 257 358
359 266 267 36 8 27 1 272 373 374 375 377 378 3 82 384 385 386
387 369 393 397 43 2 436 453 457 467 468 469 481 484 488 492
49 3 494 495 49 7 521 522 523 524 525 527 52 8 529 530 531 544
547 546 549 552 56 1 562 56 3 565 566 568 569 5 76 579 532 583
584 589 591 592 59 4 621 622 623 624 625 627 628 629 633 6 34
637 643 644 646 64 7 649 651 653 655 656 658 6 59 661 666 667
668 673 674 67 7 67 8 663 688 693 721 722 72 5 726 727 728 747
762 771 772 77 3 77 6 777 77 8 783 784 785 787 7 99 793 795 799
827 828 634 838 646 847 852 853 854 865 86 6 869 871 872 874
675 877 678 89 1 92 6 929 932 933 934 937 944 945 947 964 965
966 967 <68 972 98 7
area Code 205
250 251 252 25 4 26 1 262 263 264 265 269 271 272 277 279 281
284 265 288 29 3 320 321 322 323 3 24 325 326 3 27 328 342 343
344 361 365 37 9 39 9 424 425 426 428 431 432 433 436 438 452
453 456 457 46 47 471 473 476 477 478 479 491 497 532 533
534 535 536 539 567 569 583 591 592 595 599 6 26 631 633 640
645 647 648 649 65 3 655 660 661 663 664 665 666 668 669 672
97

674 675 678 67 9 681 690 694 699 741 744 772 776 780 781 783
785 786 787 78 8 79 1 798 822 823 828 830 83 2 833 834 c3o 8 37
838 641 E49 852 85 3 654 856 859 868 870 871 876 877 879 881
882 863 895 923 925 928 933 934 938 939 94 2 945 950 951 956
967 969 S72 97 3 97 9 S87 988 99 1
area Code 206
220 223 226 228 23 2 233 234 2"3c 236 237 24 1 242 243 244 246
248 251 255 271 27 7 281 282 283 264 285 292 322 323 324 325
326 328 329 34 3 34 4 345 34 6 361 362 363 364 3 65 367 382 392
394 421 431 43 2 43 3 442 447 451 453 454 455 4 64 467 481 483
485 466 487 48 8 522 5 23 524 525 526 527 542 543 545 546 5 47
575 583 587 621 62 2 623 624 625 6 26 623 630 631 632 633 634
641 643 644 65 5 656 662 672 682 721 722 723 725 742 743 745
746 747 762 76 3 76 4 767 771 772 773 774 77 5 7 76 778 782 783
784 788 789 821 822 823 824 827 828 836 838 839 842 852 854
859 872 878 88 1 88 2 883 885 932 933 935 937 9 38 941 946 947
955 977 991 994 99 5 996 997
area Code 208
286 322 334 336 33 8 342 343 344 345 362 375 376 377 376 383
384 385 386 422 888 939
area code 209
221 222 224 22 5 22 6 227 228 229 233 237 247 251 252 255 264
266 268 275 27 6 29 1 292 294 297 298 299 431 4 32 435 436 4 39
441 442 443 44 5 44 9 453 46 2 463 464 465 466 4 67 473 474 477
478 481 484 485 48 6 467 488 521 522 523 524 526 527 529 5 37
538 545 571 572 57 5 576 577 578 579 8 34 864 869 883 886 931
941 942 943 94 4 94 6 948 951 952 957 982 983
area Code 212 ****Entire Area Code Is Served****
area Code 213 ****Entire area Code Is served****
area Code 214
221 222 223 224 22 5 226 227 228 229 231 233 2 34 235 236 238
239 241 242 243 24 5 247 248 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258
259 262 263 264 26 6 269 270 271 272 276 278 279 285 286 2 87
288 289 291 292 296 297 298 299 323 321 323 324 327 328 330
331 333 337 339 34 341 343 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 355
357 358 361 363 36 8 369 370 37 1 372 373 374 375 376 377 360
381 382 385 38 6 387 388 391 392 398 399 420 421 422 423 4 24
«26 428 434 436 43 7 438 442 445 446 450 453 4 56 458 462 463
464 465 466 47 1 475 484 487 492 494 495 521 522 526 528 5 30
531 c^4 539 54 1 54 2 548 553 556 5 57 559 56 1 5 65 566 570 573
574 576 579 58 1 59 2 593 595 596 597 620 630 631 634 637 638
641 642 643 644 64 7 651 652 653 655 658 659 660 661 663 669
670 671 676 68 68 1 688 689 690 691 6 92 696 698 699 720 721
724 727 732 73 3 73 6 739 741 742 744 745 746 7 47 748 749 750
753 754 757 75 8 75 9 760 761 767 780 783 784 7 85 786 787 783
790 792 793 79 4 79 8 820 821 823 824 325 826 8 27 828 830 832
837 638 639 84 64 4 849 851 656 867 863 869 871 877 830 381
882 868 8SC 891 89 2 893 894 920 924 931 933 9 34 939 941 942
943 944 946 94 8 95 4 S6C 96 9 980 982 985 986 9 67 988 99 1 992
993 9 95 996 997
area Code :215
221 2 22 223 224 225 226 227 226 229 231 232 233 234 235 2 36
237 238 2<H 242 24 3 244 245 247 248 250 25 1 2 52 253 256 258
259 261 262 263 26 4 265 266 266 269 271 272 2 74 275 276 2 77
98

278 279 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 291 293 296 298 299
320 322 - 23 324 326 3 27 328 329 331 332 333 3 34 335 336 3 37
338 339 341 342 34 6 347 349 351 352 353 355 356 357 358 3 59
36 2 363 364 36 5 36 8 371 372 373 374 375 376 378 379 382 3 83
38U 386 387 388 389 395 398 399 422 423 424 4 25 426 427 4 31
432 433 434 435 436 427 438 439 441 443 444 446 447 448 449
452 455 456 45 7 45 9 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468 471 472
473 474 47 6 477 48 1 482 483 484 485 4 86 487 4 88 489 491 492
493 454 495 496 497 499 521 522 525 527 528 532 533 534 535
537 539 540 54 2 54 3 544 545 546 547 548 549 5 52 557 56 1 562
563 564 565 56 6 56 7 568 569 572 574 576 578 581 582 583 584
585 586 587 589 59 2 cc 5 596 597 622 623 624 625 626 627 6 28
629 630 631 632 63 3 634 635 636 637 638 639 6 40 641 642 643
644 645 646 647 64 8 649 657 659 661 662 663 6 64 665 66b 6 67
668 670 671 672 67 3 674 675 676 677 678 682 6 83 684 686 687
688 689 691 692 693 694 696 697 698 699 721 722 723 724 725
"26 727 728 729 73 2 734 735 739 742 743 744 745 747 748 749
750 751 752 753 75 5 757 758 759 763 765 767 768 769 770 775
776 777 779 781 78 2 783 784 785 786 787 783 789 791 793 796
797 799 820 821 82 3 824 825 828 829 831 833 834 835 836 8 37
€38 639 841 842 84 3 844 S46 848 849 853 854 8 55 856 660 861
864 865 666 86 7 86 8 869 672 674 875 876 877 878 879 884 8 85
S86 867 691 893 69 4 895 896 89 8 921 922 923 924 925 926 9 27
S28 929 933 934 935 936 937 936 943 944 94 5 946 947 948 949
951
988
9 52 962 96 3 96 4 965 966 967 968 969 972 977 978 985 967
Area Code 216
221 225 226 22 8 22 9 231 232 233 234 235 236 2 37 238 241 243
244 245 246 24 7 24 8 249 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 259 261
265 266 267 26 8 271 273 277 278 281 282 283 288 289 291 292
295 299 321 322 32 3 324 327 329 331 333 334 3 35 336 338 341
344 346 349 351 352 354 355 356 357 361 362 363 365 366 368
370 371 3"J4 375 37 6 379 381 382 383 384 391 398 421 423 4 25
429 430 431 432 43 3 434 438 439 441 442 443 444 447 449 451
452 453 454 455 45 6 458 459 461 464 467 468 471 473 475 4 76
477 478 481 484 48 6 488 489 491 492 493 494 4 97 499 521 522
523 524 526 529 530 531 533 534 535 536 538 5 39 541 542 543
545 5 49 561 562 56 6 568 572 574 575 578 579 581 582 585 587
589 621 622 623 626 628 630 631 6 33 641 642 644 645 65C 651
655 656 657 658 659 661 66 2 663 664 666 668 671 672 673 676
678 681 666 687 688 692 694 696 699 721 724 726 729 731 732
733 734 741 74 2 74 3 744 74 5 746 747 748 749 750 751 752 753
755 757 75 6 759 76 1 "62 771 773 777 779 781 7 82 783 784 7 88
791 792 793 794 79 5 796 797 798 799 822 825 3 26 831 832 833
835 836 637 838 84 2 843 84 5 846 851 860 361 862 863 864 366
667 868 669 871 87 4 875 877 879 881 882 883 884 885 886 888
892 896 S20 921 922 923 926 928 9 29 931 932 9 33 934 937 941
942
991
943 944 94 6 94 9 951 953 960 961 965 967 974 984 986 988
area Code '.217
328 332 333 337 34 4 351 352 356 359 364 367 384 398 422 423
424 425 428 429 48 3 467 488 492 4 96 498 522 5 23 525 527 528
529 544 546 56 6 626 629 636 747 7 53 782 785 7 86 787 788 7 89
793 875 877 96 3
Irea Code 219
232 233 234 23 6 23 7 238 239 255 256 258 259 272 277 282 283
284 267 288 289 29 1 299 391 392 397 398 420 422 423 424 4 25
426 427 428 429 432 434 436 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 447
449 456 458 46 1 46 2 464 465 467 473 478 481 4 32 483 484 485
486 489 493 52 54 7 556 622 623 625 627 632 6 33 637 638 639
654 657 659 67 2 67 4 679 683 664 693 733 736 738 744 745 747
749 759 762 763 76 9 787 836 838 844 845 853 881 382 883 364
99

885 866 687 923 924 931 932 933 937 938 942 944 947 949 962
972 971 sec 981 98 9
Irea Code 301
221 222 223 224 225 226 227 226 229 231 232 233 234 235 236
237 238 239 24 2 24 3 244 247 248 249 251 252 253 254 255 256
258 260 26 1 26 2 26 3 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 27 3 275
277 278 279 28 2 283 284 28 5 286 288 289 291 292 293 294 295
296 297 298 29 9 320 321 322 323 tj?5 327 328 329 332 335 3 36
337 338 340 341 34 2 343 344 345 350 352 353 3 54 355 356 357
358 362 363 36 4 36 5 366 367 368 371 372 374 376 377 379 383
384 365 386 388 39 391 39 3 394 396 397 420 421 422 423 424
426 427 428 429 43 1 432 433 434 435 436 437 439 441 44 2 443
444 445 447 44 8 44 9 452 454 455 457 459 460 461 462 464 465
466 467 468 46 9 47 2 47 3 474 476 4 77 479 481 US2 483 484 485
486 488 490 492 49 3 494 495 496 497 498 52 1 522 522 524 525
526 528 529 530 531 532 534 536 537 539 542 5ii3 544 546 547
549 551 552 557 55 9 561 563 564 565 566 567 568 569 572 514
575 576 577 57 8 58 2 563 585 567 588 589 592 5 93 594 595 596
597 596 599 621 622 623 624 625 627 628 629 630 632 633 634
636 641 643 644 64 6 647 649 651 652 653 654 655 656 657 659
661 662 663 66 4 66 5 666 667 668 669 671 672 673 674 675 676
677 678 679 68 1 68 2 665 686 687 688 692 694 695 699 721 723
125 727 728 730 731 732 733 734 735 736 739 741 742 744 745
747 748 149 75 1 75 2 753 754 757 758 760 76 1 762 763 764 765
"66 768 770 771 77 2 773 774 77 5 776 779 781 784 787 786 769
790 791 792 793 79 4 "595 796 797 798 799 820 821 822 823 8 24
825 627 628 829 83 1 833 834 835 836 837 838 839 840 841 842
843 644 645 84 6 64 7 648 849 850 851 852 853 854 855 856 8 57
658 859 661 86 4 86 5 666 867 868 869 870 871 873 874 875 876
877 878 679 88 1 88 2 863 886 886 889 890 891 8 94 896 897 898
899 921 922 92 3 92 4 925 926 927 9 29 933 935 9 36 937 939 942
943 944 945 946 94 7 948 949 951 952 953 954 955 956 957 962
963 964 967 96 8 96 9 972 973 974 977 981 982 9 83 984 986 9 67
988 992 995 99 7
Area Cede 302
239 322 323 32 8 36 6 368 421 428 429 451 453 454 475 478 571
573 575 594 65 1 65 2 654 655 656 658 731 737 738 762 764 772
773 774 792 79 8 83 4 636 992 994 995 998 999
Area Code 303
221 223 224 226 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 237 238 239 273
277 278 279 294 287 288 289 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298
299 320 321 32 2 329 330 333 337 339 340 34 1 343 344 350 351
352 353 355 356 360 361 363 364 366 367 370 371 373 377 382
388 390 392 39 3 39 4 398 399 420 421 422 423 4 2" 425 426 4 27
428 429 430 431 43 3 440 44 1 442 4 43 444 447 449 450 451 452
454 455 457 458 46 5 466 469 471 472 473 475 4 77 480 481 432
484 468 491 492 49 3 494 495 497 499 526 530 532 534 535 542
543 544 c 4 c; 546 547 549 551 560 561 564 566 563 570 571 572
573 574 575 57 6 577 578 579 584 587 590 591 592 593 594 595
596 597 598 59 9 620 623 624 628 629 630 631 632 633 634 6 35
636 639 642 64 9 65 651 652 654 659 663 665 6 66 667 669 670
671 673 674 678 68 1 664 685 686 687 688 690 691 692 693 694
695 696 697 698 69 9 722 733 737 740 741 744 7 50 751 752 753
755 756 157 75 8 759 "561 762 770 771 772 77 3 7 76 777 778 7 79
780 781 785 789 79 791 793 794 795 797 79 8 799 820 821 823
825 826 630 83 1 632 634 837 839 841 850 851 8 55 861 863 866
£69 890 692 893 89 4 896 89 8 922 934 935 936 937 938 947 9 48




232 233 234 242 24 3 277 336 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 357
39U 547 722 72 7 74 4 747 755 756 757 766 76 8 776 840 843 345
899 925 949 96 5 56 8 5 64 988
Area Code 305
221 223 226 23 2 23 3 235 237 238 245 246 247 248 251 252 253
255 257 258 26 1 26 2 263 264 266 270 271 273 2 74 275 277 279
281 282 264 285 291 293 295 298 299 324 325 326 327 331 339
343 345 350 351 35 2 357 358 361 365 371 372 3 73 37U 377 379
382 384 385 38 6 387 389 398 399 420 421 422 423 424 425 4 26
427 428 429 43 1 43 2 a33 434 435 439 441 44 2 443 444 445 4 46
447 448 44 9 454 45 6 457 458 462 463 467 469 472 473 474 475
476 484 485 U86 490 491 492 493 521 522 523 524 525 526 527
528 529 531 53 2 53 3 534 53 7 538 541 543 544 545 547 548 550
551 552 c c •; 554 556 557 558 559 561 563 564 565 566 568 573
576 577 578 57 9 58 581 582 583 584 585 586 5 87 588 591 592
593 594 5S5 596 59 8 620 621 622 624 6 25 626 627 628 629 633
634 635 637 638 64 2 643 644 645 646 647 649 6 50 651 652 653
655 656 657 659 66 661 662 663 665 666 667 669 671 672 673
674 677 678 681 683 684 685 686 687 688 689 691 693 694 695
696 699 721 722 726 731 732 733 734 735 736 7 37 739 74 1 742
744 746 747 74 8 74 9 751 754 756 757 758 759 761 762 763 764
765 766 767 769 77 1 "/"J2 774 776 781 782 785 7 86 788 791 792
793 797 621 82 2 82 3 824 825 828 830 831 832 833 834 835 836
837 840 841 84 2 64 3 644 845 846 849 350 851 854 855 856 857
858 859 661 86 2 86 4 865 86 6 868 869 871 873 874 876 677 883
884 865 866 887 88 8 869 891 893 6 94 895 896 8 97 898 899 9 20
921 922 923 925 926 927 92 8 929 931 932 935 9 36 937 03 940
941 942 943 944 94 5 946 947 946 949 952 96 1 962 963 964 965
S66 S67 568 96 9 971 972 973 974 975 979 981 9 83 985 987 989
Irea Code 307
632 634 (35 637 638 662 771 772 775 777 778
Irea Code 309
637 655 671 672 67 3 674 675 676 679 682 685 6 86 688 690 651
692 693 654 697 698 699 745 751 752 755 757 762 764 786 767
788 751 792 793 794 796 797 79 8 799
Irea Code 312 Entire Area Code Is Served****
Irea Cede 313
221 222 223 224 225 2 26 232 233 234 2 35 237 238 2 39 245 247
252 254 255 256 257 259 261 263 264 267 268 270 271 27 2 273
274 275 276 27 7 27 8 280 281 282 283 234 285 2 86 287 288 291
29 2 293 294 29 5 296 257 298 322 323 326 331 332 333 334 3 35
336 337 338 34 1 34 2 343 344 345 348 349 35 1 352 353 354 355
356 357 358 360 36 1 362 363 365 366 368 369 371 372 373 374
375 377 381 382 383 386 388 389 391 393 394 397 398 399 420
421 422 423 424 425 427 430 43 1 434 435 437 441 442 444 445
4U6 451 45 3 455 45 6 459 46 3 464 465 466 46 7 468 469 471 472
473 474 476 477 47 8 479 481 462 483 4 84 485 4 86 487 491 492
493 454 455 496 497 499 521 522 523 524 525 5 26 527 528 531
532 533 534 535 536 537 538 539 540 541 54 2 543 544 545 5 46
547 546 549 551 552 553 554 556 557 559 56 1 562 563 564 565
566 567 568 56 9 57 1 572 573 574 575 576 577 579 581 582 583
584 585 588 589 591 592 593 594 595 621 623 6 24 625 626 6 27
628 629 631 635 636 637 640 641 642 643 644 645 646 647 6 49
651 652 653 655 65 6 658 659 66 1 662 663 665 6 66 668 669 671
673 674 675 676 68 1 662 683 664 685 6 86 687 689 693 694 6 95
697 658 699 721 72 2 723 72 8 729 731 732 733 7 35 736 738 739
742 743 "544 750 75 1 754 755 756 757 758 75 9 761 762 763 764
101

166 767 76 6 76 9 771 772 773 77 4 775 776 77 7 778 779 785 787
789 791 792 821 622 623 824 826 827 828 831 832 833 834 835
636 837 838 83 9 84 1 842 843 846 847 848 849 851 852 853 855
856 657 658 86 1 66 2 663 864 865 866 867 86 8 869 871 872 873
674 675 676 87 9 88 1 682 883 884 885 886 887 8 88 891 892 893
894 895 696 897 898 699 921 922 923 924 925 926 927 923 931
932 933 S34 93 5 937 939 94 1 942 943 946 949 9 56 961 962 963
964 965 $66 96 7 S6 8 971 972 973 977 978 979 981 994 995 9 96
Irea Code 314
225 227 231 23 2 23 3 234 241 247 253 261 263 273 275 278 267
289 291 2S6 29 8 321 326 342 343 344 351 352 3 53 355 361 362
367 371 375 376 38 1 382 383 385 388 389 39 1 394 421 423 425
426 427 428 429 432 434 436 441 447 454 458 464 465 467 469
481 467 521 522 52 4 525 527 531 532 533 53 4 535 536 544 553
554 561 567 56 9 572 576 577 595 621 622 623 631 638 644 645
647 652 658 66 4 677 679 694 721 723 724 725 726 727 731 739
741 752 753 76 1 76 8 771 772 773 776 777 781 821 822 823 8 25
826 631 832 83 7 83 8 839 842 843 846 849 851 854 855 862 863
865 667 668 86 9 87 2 678 889 892 894 895 89 9 921 922 925 9 28
936 938 942 94 6 94 7 948 957 96 1 962 964 96 5 9 66 968 969 975
982 991 553 994 997
Irea Cede 315
421 422 423 424 42 5 4 26 428 432 433 437 445 4 46 451 452 454
455 456 457 45 8 46 3 468 469 470 471 472 473 4 74 475 476 4 77
478 479 487 488 49 2 622 623 625 633 635 636 637 638 640 652
655 656 662 668 67 2 673 675 676 677 678 682 6 83 685 687 689
695 696 697 699 89 963
Irea Ccd€ 316
261 262 263 264 26 5 266 267 266 269 436 522 524 526 529 574
681 662 663 684 685 686 687 688 689 721 722 733 744 755 772
773 775 776 777 77 8 768 794 7S6 799 832 838 942 943 945 946
Area Cocle_ 317
222 228 232 233 23 5 236 237 239 240 241 242 2 43 244 247 248
251 252 253 255 257 259 261 262 263 264 26 5 266 267 269 271
272 273 282 283 28 4 285 286 288 289 291 293 2 97 298 299 3 26
335 352 •3C - 354 35 6 357 358 359 372 378 396 422 462 46 7 468
485 533 534 53 5 53 6 539 542 543 545 546 547 549 552 556 560
562 630 63 1 632 63 3 634 635 636 637 638 639 642 643 644 646
649 724 734 73 6 73 8 "41 745 747 754 755 759 768 769 773 774
776 776 779 78 2 78 3 764 786 787 788 789 823 831 835 838 8 39
842 644 845 84 6 64 8 849 352 856 861 862 87 1 872 873 875 877
878 881 862 88 7 888 692 894 896 897 898 899 923 924 925 926
S27 926 929 994 996
area Code 318
221 222 226 227 231 232 233 234 235 237 261 2 64 269 294 4 24
425 U56 U59 63 1 63 2 635 63 6 670 671 674 683 6 36 687 688 742
746 747 7S7 79 8 637 656 861 865 868 869 873 896 925 929 9 33
938 949 S65 981 98 4 9 87 988 989
Area Code 319
225 23 2 233 234 235 236 266 266 273 277 282 2 84 285 289 291
296 322 323 32 4 326 332 337 338 344 351 353 354 355 356 359
362 363 364 365 36 6 369 373 377 381 383 386 3 88 390 391 393
395 396 398 39 9 62 6 6 44 645 679 633 842 846 848 849 851 854

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































260 272 361 589 684 693 696 722 724 727 735 736 737 740 744
752 753 755 76 1 76 2 763 764 765 766 768 76 9 7 75 779 786 794
796 822 823 832 833 835 838 839 842 845 846 8 60 866 892 898
899 925 935 938 942 945 948 962 963 982 983 985 986 989
103

Ire a Code >412
221 222 223 22 5 22 7 228 231 232 234 237 241 242 243 244 245
246 247 255 25 6 257 261 262 263 264 266 269 271 273 276 277
279 281 282 28 3 28 4 285 287 286 321 322 323 325 327 328 3 29
231 333 335 33 7 33 9 341 34 3 344 345 351 355 3 56 359 361 362
263 264 26 6 36 7 37 1 372 373 374 375 378 381 391 392 393 3 94
396 421 422 42 3 42 9 430 431 433 434 437 438 439 441 442 445
446 456 46 1 46 2 46 4 466 46 8 469 471 481 482 4 84 486 437 4 38
495 521 523 527 531 533 537 539 553 561 562 5 63 564 565 566
569 571 573 57 8 583 566 587 596 621 622 624 6 26 628 633 6 36
637 642 643 64 4 64 7 6 53 655 661 663 664 665 668 672 673 675
677 678 681 68 2 68 3 687 725 728 731 734 737 741 745 746 751
754 761 765 76 6 76 7 771 77 3 774 775 777 778 781 782 784 765
787 788 789 793 79 5 821 822 623 824 828 829 830 831 632 833
634 €35 636 837 83 8 640 843 846 847 854 855 856 857 859 863
864 865 869 87 2 87 3 661 882 884 885 892 921 922 923 925 9 28
931 936 937 94 1 94 8 961 963 967
Area Code '»13
442 443 445 44 7 44 8 494 499 525 532 533 534 5 36 538 539 543
547 557 562 566 56 7 568 56 9 57 5 583 589 592 593 594 596 598
623 637 655 684 698 720 732 733 734 736 73 7 739 781 782 783
785 7€6 767 788 78 9 955
Area Code i414
224 225 226 22 8 24 1 242 243 246 251 252 255 2 57 258 259 263
264 2^5 269 271 27 2 273 274 276 277 278 28 1 282 289 291 321
327 j j2 334 338 24 2 344 347 351 352 353 354 355 357 358 367
272 314 375 377 38 3 384 399 421 422 423 425 438 442 444 445
447 449 452 45 3 45 6 457 458 459 461 462 463 4 64 466 467 475
476 477 481 482 48 3 527 529 533 535 541 542 543 544 C/J c. 546
547 548 549 55 1 55 2 553 554 562 564 565 583 6 26 629 631 632
633 634 626 637 63 9 643 644 645 647 649 652 6 54 656 657 653
662 668 671 672 67 5 677 678 679 681 638 691 6 92 693 694 697
744 747 753 761 76 2 764 76 5 768 769 771 77 4 778 781 782 783
784 765 786 79 5 79 7 798 799 835 843 844 85 7 859 871 872 373
878
999
666 921 92 2 923 929 931 933 935 936 937 961 962 963 964
Area Code 415 ****Entire Area Code Is Served****
Area Code 417
623 624 625 64 9 673 725 732 736 742 743 744 753 759 765 781
782 831 623 836 862 864 865 866 869 881 882 883 885 887
Irea Code 419
240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 255 259 359 381 382
385 389 433 470 47 1 472 473 474 475 476 478 531 534 535 536
537 625 626 627 66 1 666 684 691 693 698 726 727 729 825 826
829 836 837 838 84 1 855 865 866 867 372 874 875 877 878 882
685 891 893 936
Irea Code 501
223 224 225 227 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 378 433 455 490
562 565 568 569 660 661 663 664 666 753 75 8 771 821 834 835
647 851 668 888 897 945 961 982 985 988
Area Code 502
222 226 229 231 239 241 244 245 267 361 363 366 367 368 423
425 426 429 447 448 449 451 452 454 456 458 459 491 499 540
560 561 562 566 56 8 569 571 580 581 582 533 584 585 587 588
104

589 634 635 636 637






































































































































































































































































































































242 243 247 25 5 256 262 264 265 266 268 277 281 292 293 294
296 296 299 344 34 5 765 766 821 822 831 836 841 842 843 844
845 646 648 865 867 669 873 877 881 883 884 388 892 897 898
Area Code 507
281 262 264 285
867 876 932






















































































































































































































































































































420 421 422 42 3 42 4 425 426 429 433 434 435 4 39 443 445 449
1»51 454 457 46 1 46 2 467 471 474 475 476 481 482 489 499 521
522 527 528 530 531 533 536 539 541 542 551 5 53 554 557 559
561 562 562 56 5 56 6 568 569 574 575 576 579 5 83 589 591 595
598 621 624 62 5 629 631 632 641 647 651 659 661 662 665 671
677 681 683 68 4 72 1 722 724 729 731 732 733 7 34 737 738 741
742 743 745 74 6 74 8 749 751 752 753 755 756 761 762 763 765
769 771 772 77 7 77 9 782 786 767 791 793 794 797 820 821 322
625 628 629 83 1 83 2 835 83 6 837 841 845 84 8 849 851 852 353
854 859 661 86 2 66 3 864 865 866 867 863 870 871 372 373 374
678 879 682 885 89 891 896 898 921 922 923 931 941 943 948
950 961 964 96 9 97 2 977 979 984 988
area Code !515
223 224 225 23 2 23 3 239 24 2 243 244 245 246 247 255 262 263
265 266 270 271 27 4 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 233 234 285
286 267 288 289 292 294 296 334 958 959 96 1 964 965 966 967
98 1 984 966 987 98 9 992 993 996 999
Irea Code !516 ****Entir€ Area Coda Is Served****
Irea Cede !517
321 322 323 332 33 7 339 34 9 351 353 355 363 371 372 37 3 3 74
377 393 394 482 483 484 485 487 489 496 624 625 626 627 631
636 641 642 643 64 5 646 651 652 655 662 663 6 67 675 676 6 84
686 667 689 694 69 5 699 752 753 754 755 770 771 776 777 781
790
695
791 792 793 79 9 822 835 839 865 868 882 8 87 892 893 8 94
Areai Code !518
235 237 266 270 27 1 272 273 274 279 283 286 346 355 356 3 70
371 372 374 377 381 382 383 384 385 386 393 399 434 436 438
439 445 447 449 45 3 454 455 456 457 458 459 462 463 465 470
471 472 473 474 47 5 476 477 482 489 584 587 6 63 664 674 732
753 756 765 76 6 76 7 768 783 785 797 861 864 869 872 877 882
685 695 899
Irea Code (501
252 253 254 355 359 262 366 371 372 373 376 8 25 829 845 852
656 857 866 87 8 87 9 922 924 93 2 936 939 944 948 949 956 9 57
960 961 966 96 9 981 982 987 992
irea Code 602
224 221 23 3 234 23 5 226 237 226 239 241 242 243 244 245 246
247 248 249 25 1 25 2 253 254 255 256 257 258 2 59 260 261 262
263 264 265 266 26 7 268 269 270 271 272 273 2 74 275 276 277
278 279 265 293 29 4 295 296 297 298 299 323 325 326 227 435
437 438 551 573 57 4 575 576 577 578 531 582 583 584 585 588
589 621 622 62 3 62 4 626 628 629 721 741 742 743 744 745 746
747 748 749 790 79 1 792 795 820 829 830 33 1 832 833 834 335
637 638 839 84 84 1 842 34 3 846 848 849 853 8 56 860 861 862
863 864 666 86 7 86 9 672 873 676 877 878 879 8 80 881 882 883
884 885 686 887 88 8 689 890 891 892 893 394 895 897 898 399
921 924 921 932 933 924 935 936 937 933 939 941 942 943 944
S45 946 947 94 8 94 9 951 952 953 954 955 956 9 57 959 961 962
963 964 965 966 96 7 968 969 971 972 973 974 975 977 978 979





223 231 232 233 25 2 253 254 255 257 258 259 261 266 268 269
272 273 276 277 27 8 283 291 292 293 299 331 341 342 344 356
359 371 384 39 7 43 1 441 485 491 493 525 56 5 566 572 581 586
628 635 689 72 7 781 646 858 873 885 887 936 939
Area Code (508
221 222 231 23 3 23 8 211 244 246 249 251 252 255 256 257 253
262 263 264 26 6 26 7 271 273 274 275 291 362 364 365 424 437
455 592 635 655 67 6 7 52 754 755 756 764 767 7 98 829 831 832
833 835 836 837 83 8 839 84 5 846 849 868 873 876 879 883 364
936 9S3
Jrea Code (509
227 228 234 23 5 29 2 295 29 8 338 342 3 46 354 3 65 392 393 394
396 424 428 429 43 5 445 456 482 488 541 546 547 561 567 573
581 562 565 58 6 58 7 589 590 596 599 627 629 6 33 662 663 b65
667 694 695 728 736 "542 755 757 767 768 771 772 778 779 763
784 766 "595 82 9 854 858 863 86 6 881 882 883 883 890 896 921
933 936 939 962 96 3 964 96 6 963 984 939
Area Code 612
221 222 223 224 22 5 226 227 228 251 2 52 253 255 259 291 292
293 296 297 29 8 330 331 332 333 3 34 335 336 338 339 340 341
342 343 344 347 34 8 349 355 356 363 370 371 372 373 374 375
376 377 378 37 9 387 393 420 421 422 423 424 4 25 426 427 4 28
429 430 1421 432 43 3 434 435 436 437 438 439 441 443 445 446
447 448 450 451 45 2 454 455 456 457 453 459 460 461 462 463
464 469 471 472 47 3 474 475 476 477 473 479 481 482 483 484
487 488 489 49 2 49 7 498 499 520 521 522 529 533 534 535 5 36
537 538 540 54 1 54 2 544 545 546 5 53 558 559 5 60 561 566 571
572 574 588 620 622 623 631 632 636 638 64 1 642 644 645 646
647 681 685 690 69 6 698 699 721 7 22 724 725 7 26 727 729 721
733 735 136 73 8 739 743 746 753 755 757 770 771 772 774 776
777 778 779 78 781 784 786 788 789 822 823 8 24 825 827 828
830 831 835 85 3 854 658 861 666 869 870 871 872 874 831 884
885 887 688 89 89 3 894 920 921 922 924 925 926 9 27 929 931
932 933 934 935 93 6 937 938 941 944 963 977 989
Area Code 614
221 222 223 224 22 5 227 228 229 231 235 236 237 233 239 251
252 253 256 26 1 26 2 263 265 267 268 272 274 2 75 276 278 279
281 291 294 297 29 9 362 36 3 36 9 382 383 387 389 421 422 4 24
431 436 ii3S 44 3 44 4 445 451 457 459 460 461 462 463 464 465
466 467 468 46 9 471 475 476 481 486 488 491 492 494 497 499
524 528 536 54 8 56 9 595 653 654 666 687 726 746 747 756 764
766 771 821 83 3 83 6 837 84 6 855 860 861 862 863 864 866 868
870 871 875 876 877 678 879 881 882 885 888 889 890 891 895
927 S65 969 997
Area Code i515
226 227 228 236 238 242 244 248 251 252 254 255 256 259 262
265 266 267 269 29 2 297 298 320 321 322 323 3 26 327 329 331
332 333 344 35 2 353 356 358 360 361 362 366 367 373 377 383
335 386 387 396 431 435 439 457 466 482 483 494 521 522 523
524 525 538 544 546 552 558 57 3 574 576 577 579 584 588 6 22
624 629 632 63 7 64 2 645 646 647 648 6 56 669 673 687 688 689
690 691 693 694 69 7 698 737 741 742 747 74 8 7 49 751 752 754
755 756 757 758 76 4 766 776 778 780 782 790 791 793 794 798
799 821 822 82 4 825 632 833 834 833 842 84 3 847 855 859 860
865 667 668 870 87 5 876 877 878 883 885 88 6 8 89 892 894 899




241 242 243 24 5 24 6 247 281 323 327 329 342 343 344 245 3 49
361 262 364 37 2 37 5 381 382 38 3 384 385 388 451 452 453 4 54
455 456 457 458 45 9 530 531 532 534 538 623 6 24 626 628 629
649 657 664 66 5 66 8 669 671 676 677 679 681 682 685 691 692
694 698 73 1 77 77 4 784 791 866 868 874 877 878 387 891 696
897 942 949 957
Area Code <517
223 225 227 229 23 1 232 23 3 235 236 237 24 1 242 243 244 245
246 247 250 25 1 25 3 254 256 256 259 261 262 265 266 267 268
269 272 Vll 274 27 5 276 277 282 284 286 237 288 289 292 296
298 321 c 22 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 331 332 333 335 3 37
338 353 jc n 357 35 8 359 361 364 365 366 367 368 376 381 383
387 389 c91 392 39 3 395 396 421 422 423 424 4 26 4 27 429 431
434 436 437 43 8 43 9 442 44 4 445 449 451 452 453 454 455 458
459 461 463 46 6 46 9 471 472 479 482 483 484 4 88 489 491 492
494 qcc 497 49 8 522 523 524 527 536 542 547 552 561 566 567
569 574 576 577 57 8 579 581 589 592 593 594 5 95 596 598 5 99
620 623 625 628 63 3 635 637 638 641 642 643 646 647 648 649
651 653 654 65 5 657 658 661 662 663 665 666 667 671 684 692
696 698 720 721 72 2 723 725 726 727 729 73 1 732 734 735 738
739 740 742 74 3 749 752 753 754 755 756 757 762 767 76 9 770
773 776 781 782 78 3 785 786 787 788 791 792 7 93 798 799 821
825 e28 829 83 2 835 839 842 843 845 846 84 8 849 851 852 853
655 856 660 861 86 2 863 864 865 868 869 870 872 875 876 8 77
879 881 662 884 885 866 889 890 891 892 893 8 94 895 899 923
924 S25 926 929 931 933 935 936 937 938 942 944 955 956 9 57
961 963 964 965 96 7 969 973 966 987
area Code I518
234 235 256 271 27 4 277 332 337 344 345 397 3 98 399 451 452
482 624 632 744 74 6 797 674 875
Area Code i519
221 222 223 224 22 5 226 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237
238 239 260 26 2 26 3 264 265 266 267 268 270 271 272 273 274
275 276 277 27 8 27 9 280 281 282 283 284 286 2 87 289 290 291
29 2 293 2 94 29 5 29 6 297 298 299 320 321 323 324 325 327 3 28
340 341 342 343 34 5 346 34 7 393 396 397 398 399 420 421 422
423 424 425 426 427 428 429 430 433 4 34 435 436 437 438 4 39
440 4 42 443 444 44 5 447 448 449 450 451 452 4 53 454 455 456
457 456 459 460 46 1 462 463 464 465 466 469 4 70 471 474 475
477 47S 480 481 48 3 484 485 486 487 483 489 5 60 561 562 563
564 565 566 56 8 56 9 570 571 573 574 575 576 578 579 580 582
583 584 586 588 58 9 690 691 692 693 695 697 698 699 721 7 22
7 23 724 725 726 727 728 729 741 742 743 744 745 746 747 748
149 753 7 55 756 757 7 58 789 94 941 942
Area Cccle 702
246 293 294 29 5 32 2 223 329 33 1 342 343 345 348 356 358 359
361 362 363 367 36 8 369 381 382 383 384 385 3 86 389 ^og 451
452 453 454 456 45 7 458 459 564 565 566 634 642 643 644 645
646 647 648 649 67 3 677 731 732 733 734 735 7 36 737 739 747
784 765 766 78 8 789 793 796 798 825 826 327 831 832 844 847
649 651 652 85 3 87 671 873 876 877 878 882 3 83 385 687 9 26
928 972
Irea Code 703
221 222 235 237 241 243 247 250 255 256 27 3 2 74 276 278 280
281 284 285 321 323 325 327 329 332 335 338 339 342 343 344
345 351 352 35 4 356 360 361 362 366 367 368 369 370 371 373
375 378 379 380 38 4 385 387 389 4 25 430 435 4 37 442 448 450
108

451 455 471 476 48 6 487 490 49 1 494 521 522 524 525 527 528
532 533 534 536 538 548 549 550 553 556 557 5 58 560 561 563
569 573 578 582 590 591 594 620 631 640 642 6 43 644 659 660
661 664 668 670 67 1 660 683 664 685 687 690 691 698 734 750
"751 752 754 75 6 759 765 76 8 774 777 780 731 7 86 790 79 1 820
821 822 623 827 830 636 838 841 845 849 860 876 882 883 8 90
692 893 898 89 9 92 922 929 93 1 938 941 947 9 54 960 968 971
972 974 977 978 97 9 961 982 965 986 989 992 9 98
Area Code 704
331 332 333 334 33 5 364 365 366 371 372 373 374 375 376 377
378 379 392 393 39 4 398 399 455 523 525 527 535 536 537 541
542 545 552 55 3 554 563 567 568 588 594 596 5 97 598 821 825
827 640 643 847 675 662 889 892
Ire a Code 707
433 523 525 52 6 52 7 528 538 539 542 544 545 5 46 552 553 554
557 575 576 57 8 584 565 642 643 644 646 648 664 745 746 7 95
623 829 833 83 8 887
Irea Code 712
232 233 239 252 25 5 258 274 276 277 279 322 3 23 325 328 3 47
366 428 943 94 6
Irea Cocle_713
220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 2 32 235 236 2 37
241 251 255 256 25 9 266 270 271 277 2 80 284 285 288 292 320
324 328 331 332 33 3 334 337 338 339 341 342 343 346 350 351
353 354 356 35 8 35 9 363 367 370 371 373 376 383 388 39C 391
392 393 4 20 422 424 425 426 427 428 431 432 U33 434 436 4 37
438 439 440 441 44 2 4 43 44 4 445 446 447 448 4 49 450 451 452
453 454 455 456 45 7 458 459 460 461 462 463 4 64 465 466 467
468 469 470 471 47 2 473 474 475 476 477 479 480 481 482 483
484 485 466 487 488 489 490 491 492 493 494 4 95 4 96 497 498
499 520 521 52 2 52 3 524 52 5 526 527 523 529 5 30 531 533 534
537 538 540 541 545 546 550 5 C 1 552 554 556 558 559 571 573
574 577 578 580 581 583 585 590 591 599 620 621 622 623 626
627 629 630 631 63 3 635 640 641 6U3 644 645 649 650 651 652
654 656 656 659 66 661 662 663 664 665 666 667 668 669 670
671 672 673 674 67 5 676 678 679 680 681 682 6 83 6 86 688 6 90
691 692 694 695 69 7 699 720 721 723 726 728 7 29 731 733 734
738 7 39 741 747 74 8 749 750 751 754 757 75 9 771 772 774 776
"777 778 780 781 78 2 783 784 785 783 789 790 791 792 795 797
79 9 6 20 821 827 64 64 1 844 847 850 852 85 9 361 862 864 863
669 670 671 87 7 87 9 880 881 888 890 893 895 3 96 920 921 9 23
924 926 928 929 930 931 932 933 937 939 94 941 943 944 946
947 951 952 953 95 4 955 956 957 960 961 965 9 66 972 973 9 74
975 977 978 980 981 964 987 966 991 993 995 996 997 998 999
Area Code 714
22 240 24 1 250 26 1 321 350 351 354 359 369 370 380 331 3 82
383 384 385 39 1 431 432 441 467 472 474 476 491 492 493 494
495 496 497 498 49 9 502 517 520 521 522 523 524 525 526 5 27
528 529 530 53 1 53 2 533 534 535 536 537 538 5 39 540 541 542
543 544 545 54 6 54 7 548 549 550 551 552 553 554 556 557 558
559 567 581 58 6 59 1 592 593 594 595 596 597 5 98 599 620 621
622 623 624 625 62 6 627 628 629 630 631 632 633 634 635 636
637 636 639 64 64 1 642 643 644 645 646 649 650 651 660 661
662 667 669 670 671 673 675 680 681 632 633 684 685 686 687
688 689 720 730 731 732 738 739 740 742 750 751 752 754 756
759 76C 761 76 8 77 771 772 773 774 775 776 7 77 778 779 780
781 783 784 785 78 6 787 788 790 792 793 794 7 95 796 797 798
620 821 822 82 3 82 4 825 826 827 828 829 330 831 332 833 3 34
109

835 836 837 838 63 9 640 841 842 846 847 848 850 851 852 855
£56 657 659 861 86 3 865 870 87 1 874 875 877 879 880 881 882
883 884 665 886 887 668 889 891 892 893 894 895 896 897 898
S21 937 S45 94 6 94 7 951 95 2 953 954 955 956 9 57 960 961 962
963 S64 S66 96 8 96 9 970 971 972 973 974 975 977 978 979 980
981 982 983 984 985 986 987 988 989 990 99 1 992 993 994 995
996 997 998 99 9
Irea Code 716
221 222 223 225 227 232 23 5 236 238 244 247 2 48 254 258 262
263 265 266 271 27 5 278 282 283 284 285 286 2 88 293 297 3 23
525 328 334 337 33 8 342 352 359 377 381 385 392 395 398 422
423 424 425 426 427 428 433 434 436 439 442 4 54 457 458 461
464 467 473 47 5 477 482 494 496 533 537 538 542 544 546 549
582 586 588 592 59 4 621 624 625 626 627 631 632 633 634 6 36
€37 643 644 647 64 8 649 652 654 655 662 663 6 68 671 674 675
681 663 664 685 686 667 638 689 690 691 692 693 694 695 6 96
722 724 "26 73 1 74 1 745 751 754 759 772 773 791 821 822 323
824 825 626 827 628 651 832 833 834 835 836 837 838 839 842
643 844 645 84 6 64 7 849 852 853 8 54 855 856 862 865 872 873
874 875 676 877 67 8 679 881 882 883 8 84 885 8 86 887 889 890
691 892 893 894 89 5 896 897 898 921 924 937 941 947 955 964
974 967 992
Irea Code 717
225 232 233 234 23 6 238 243 244 245 246 249 252 255 258 266
283 284 265 28 7 28 8 291 292 295 299 342 343 344 346 347 343
554 378 383 392 39 3 394 397 428 457 464 469 472 486 489 533
534 545 556 560 56 1 562 563 564 566 569 586 5 87 599 626 6 27
652 653 €54 655 656 657 664 66 5 687 689 691 693 697 698 752
737 741 755 757 76 1 "63 764 766 767 768 771 7 74 776 780 732
783 766 787 790 79 2 822 823 824 825 826 829 842 843 845 846
848
986
854 672 87 6 696 8S8 921 938 939 944 948 9 57 961 963 969
Irea Cede i301
224 225 226 227 23 7 250 254 255 261 262 263 264 265 266 268
272 277 27 8 292 295 298 321 322 323 350 355 3 59 363 364 373
374 375 377 37 8 37 9 592 393 394 399 423 451 4 65 466 467 479
482 463 484 485 48 6 487 489 521 522 524 526 5 30 531 532 533
534 555 557 539 54 4 546 561 566 571 572 581 582 533 584 585
€21 625 €26 627 73 1 745 754 756 768 773 774 776 777 782 765
798 825 942 94 3 96 4 965 966 967 968 969 972 973 974
Irea Code I303
232 233 235 239 24 2 243 244 246 252 254 256 268 269 271 277
281 282 288 292 29 4 295 297 296 299 345 353 3 56 359 433 439
461 463 472 474 47 6 573 574 576 578 579 582 5 83 585 ego 5 96
731 732 755 735 736 736 74 8 751 754 755 758 765 771 772 7 76
777 779 781 782 78 3 766 787 788 791 7 94 796 7 98 799 834 836
845 655 659 862 877 679 895 963 967
irea Code I304
222 225 226 23 231 252 233 244 245 247 25 4 2 57 261 262 264
265 266 268 270 27 1 272 274 275 276 281 282 2 84 285 288 289
320 321 523 32 3 32 9 340 343 345 346 3 53 355 358 359 363 379
380 395 396 39 7 39 8 -eg 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 427 4 28
433 440 441 44 4 44 5 446 452 455 458 460 46 1 463 464 465 466
467 468 469 480 48 1 482 483 464 485 4 36 487 4 88 489 490 491
494 495 496 497 49 9 520 526 533 541 543 545 547 583 587 588
590 592 ecc 596 59 9 622 623 625 627 628 629 6 43 644 648 649
666 667 686 721 72 2 723 727 723 730 732 733 734 737 739 740
741 743 "544 745 74 6 747 74 8 749 752 764 77 1 772 775 780 781
110






851 653 655 857 85 8 661 862 865 867 868 874 878 8 87
888 698 954
Irea Code 805
482 483 464 485 486 467 488 525 565 569 642 643 644 646 6 47
648 649 652 653 654 656 658 659 682 683 684 685 667 933 961
962 963 S64 966 96 7 $68 96 9 982 983 9 84 965 9 86 987
Area Code 806
320 335 352 353 35 5 358 359 372 373 374 376 3 78 381 383 622
655 6 56 "4 1 74 2 74 3 744 745 746 747 762 763 765 792 793 794
195 796 797 799 82 8 829 832 842 863 866 873 8 85 892
area Code 808
26 3 286 373 377 395 396 42 2 423 449 471 472 4 74 477 521 523
524 525 526 527 52 8 531 53 3 536 537 538 543 544 546 547 548
595 624 653 672 73 2 734 735 737 833 834 836 839 841 842 845
647
988
848 922 923 92 6 941 942 943 944 945 946 947 948 949 955
Ire ai Code 812
246 256 262 283 284 286 288 332 333 334 335 3 36 337 3^9 342
372 376 378 379 52 6 546 579 567 824 825 33 7 872 876 892 9 23
944 945 94 8 98 8
Aresi Code 813
221 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 231 232 234 236 237 238 239
240 24 1 242 247 24 8 251 253 254 256 257 25 8 259 272 273 280
321 223 111 340 34 3 344 345 34 7 360 363 367 381 334 391 392
393 397 398 441 44 2 443 446 447 443 461 462 521 522 525 526
527 530 531 535 536 541 54 4 545 5 46 576 577 581 584 585 586
593 595 596 621 622 623 626 634 645 677 68 1 684 685 689 725
726 733 734 736 73 8 764 785 766 796 797 799 821 822 823 8 24
825 830 631 832 83 3 834 835 837 839 840 855 864 866 867 870
871 872 615 876 677 879 883 884 885 886 887 893 894 895 896
£98 920 932 933 93 4 935 93 7 933 949 961 962 9 63 969 971 972
973 974 977 985 986 S86 989 990 996 999
Irea Code 814
255 266 269 288 32 2 446 451 452 453 454 455 4 56 459 467 474
476 479 487 495 533 c -;c 536 538 539 684 695 6 96 725 732 734
739 7 42 77 4 79 6 82 5 833 838 864 866 863 871 375 886 898 899
942 943 944 946 94 9
Ireai Code 815
226 229 234 282 33 2 335 337 338 344 385 389 3 97 398 399 423
424 436 439 455 459 465 467 46 6 469 475 476 4 78 485 c.U4 547
623 624 629 633 64 5 654 722 723 725 726 727 7 29 740 741 744
765 773 774 834 838 674 877 865 866 923 962 963 964 965 966
968 987
irea\ Code 816
221 224 228 229 231 23 2 233 234 238 241 242 243 245 251 252
253 254 257 271 27 4 275 27 6 279 283 322 331 3 33 346 348 353
356 356 36 1 36 3 36 4 373 374 391 421 436 443 4 44 452 453 454
455 459 461 464 46 8 471 474 478 483 523 524 5 25 531 532 537
556 561 572 576 57 3 587 623 667 685 683 734 7 37 741 753 756
757 761 763 765 77 4 781 792 795 796 833 836 842 844 861 873




232 236 237 244 24 6 249 261 265 267 268 273 274 275 277 280
281 282 283 284 292 2S3 294 2S5 297 322 332 334 335 336 338
346 355 356 379 382 383 387 390 429 430 43 1 439 441 443 444
447 448 451 452 45 7 460 461 465 467 469 473 4 77 478 481 483
485 488 489 491 49 3 496 498 525 528 529 53 1 534 535 536 538
540 541 544 55 1 560 565 566 569 571 572 574 577 586 588 589
592 595 624 625 626 633 640 649 654 656 662 666 679 691 692
696 723 731 732 735 737 738 752 753 754 755 756 757 761 763
766 767 772 776 787 788 792 794 795 799 822 826 829 831 834
836 838 640 844 848 651 853 655 857 859 86 863 870 875 876
677 881 921 923 924 926 927 930
Irea Code 818 ****Entire Area Coda Is Served****
Irea Code 901
272 274 275 276 278 320 321 323 324 327 332 342 345 346 348
353 357 358 362 363 365 369 372 377 382 386 388 392 393 396
397 398 422 423 42 4 427 452 454 458 521 522 5 23 524 525 526
527 528 529 535 577 664 668 682 683 685 721 722 725 726 728
729 732 735 74 3 744 745 754 755 756 761 762 765 766 767 774
775 781 785 789 794 7S5 797 829 853 867 872 876 922 935 942
S46 947 $48 988
Irea Code 904
241 246 249 251 26 2 264 266 266 269 272 282 2 85 289 350 353
354 355 356 358 359 384 387 388 389 393 396 3 98 399 432 4 33
434 436 438 452 45
3
455 456 474 476 477 478 4 92 631 632 633
634 636 641 642 646 721 723 724 725 731 733 7 37 739 743 744
751 757 764 76 5 768 7 1 1 772 777 778 781 783 786 791 798 932
S44 968 994
Irea Code 912
232 233 234 236 238 352 354 355 356 474 477 598 741 742 743
744 745 "46 748 78 1 784 786 788 897 922 923 925 926 927 929
944 964 966
Area Code 913
232 233 234 235 236 262 266 267 263 272 273 281 286 287 268
289 295 296 299 32 1 334 341 342 354 357 362 371 375 379 381
383 384 422 432 44 1 478 492 532 537 539 54 1 542 564 573 574
576 582 586 596 621 631 642 648 649 661 663 671 676 677 631
685 721 722 724 74 8 749 761 764 775 776 782 788 791 829 831
841 642 643 862 86 4 667 888 8S4 897 936 967
area Code 911
225 232 233 234 23 5 237 238 24 1 245 248 251 253 265 268 271
273 276 277 278 279 285 320 321 328 332 335 3 37 345 346 347
351 352 353 354 356 357 358 359 365 368 375 3C1 390 391 423
424 425 428 429 47 2 476 477 476 526 528 533 576 577 578 591
592 623 624 627 631 632 633 634 636 638 642 664 666 667 668
669 681 662 68 3 684 666 693 6S4 696 697 698 6 99 723 725 735
736 737 738 73 9 747 749 753 76 1 762 763 764 765 769 776 779
786 789 793 833 634 635 878 890 899 934 936 937 939 94 1 942
945 946 $47 94 8 949 961 962 963 964 965 967 968 969 997 9 99
Irea Code 915
332 333 334 335 337 362 363 366 367 368 381 3 85 465 468 459
529 532 533 537 54 1 542 543 544 545 546 548 561 562 563 564
565 566 568 569 58 1 564 591 592 593 594 598 653 655 657 658
672 673 675 676 677 678 679 682 683 634 685 6 86 687 688 689
11

691 692 694 695 696 697 698 699 747 751 755 757 772 775 778
779 621 633 851 852 855 85 8 859 874 877 886 942 944 949
Irea Code !916
322 323 324 325 328 329 331 23 2 334 338 344 361 362 363 364
366 369 371 37 2 381 383 386 38 8 391 392 393 395 421 422 423
424 427 428 440 44 1 442 443 444 445 446 447 448 449 451 452
453 454 455 456 457 461 482 483 484 485 486 4 87 488 489 635
638 643 648 665 682 665 687 689 722 723 79 c, 7 26 7 28 731 736
739 766 771 781 78 2 7 63 786 791 797 920 921 9 22 924 925 9 27
929
991
S33 944 96 1 96 2 965 966 967 969 971 972 9 73 985 988 9 89
Area Code 918
224 227 234 24 1 24 5 250 251 252 254 258 266 2 72 288 299 333
335 336 337 366 36 9 425 428 437 433 445 446 451 455 460 477
481 492 493 494 49 5 496 532 534 560 561 581 582 583 584 5 85
586 567 588 592 599 622 627 628 660 661 662 663 564 665 742
743 744 745 747 74 9 631 832 634 635 836 838
Area Code 919
271 272 273 274 27 5 279 282 288 292 294 29 9 3 73 375 377 378
379 595 621 622 64 3 tse 66 8 674 680 685 697 698 721 722 723
724 725 727 73 74 4 748 75 76 761 764 765 766 767 768 769
770 773 777 784 785 768 852 854 855 922 924 945 969 983 993
994 996 998
Note: MCI also offers service to the following metropolitan
areas in Canada. Listings for these area codes are net












AREA COCE AND PREFIX LISTING FOR GTE SPRINT NETWORK
<3 Octobsr 1983>
area Cede 201
221 222 2 24 225 22 6 227 228 229 231 232 233 2 35 238 239 241
242 245 246 247 24 9 251 254 256 2 57 259 26 1 262 263 265 266
267 268 272 27 3 27 6 277 278 279 283 284 285 287 288 239 291
297 2S8 299 321 32 4 325 326 327 328 329 330 332 333 334 335
338 339 340 34 2 34 3 344 345 348 351 352 353 354 355 356 358
359 36C 361 365 36 6 368 371 37 2 373 374 375 3 76 377 379 381
382 384 365 38 6 38 7 368 389 390 391 392 393 3 94 399 420 4 23
427 428 429 430 43 2 433 434 435 436 437 438 440 44 1 442 444
44 5 44"? 450 451 45 5 456 457 460 461 463 464 4 65 467 463 469
470 4*71 472 47 3 47 4 478 480 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488
489 493 494 495 49 9 522 523 £24 526 527 530 531 533 536 5 39
540 541 542 54 3 54 4 545 546 547 548 549 558 560 561 564 565
567 566 569 570 57 1 57 2 573 574 575 581 582 5 85 589 592 595
596 599 621 622 62 3 624 62 5 627 628 631 632 634 635 636 641
642 643 645 646 64 8 649 652 653 654 656 658 659 66 1 662 664
665 666 667 66 8 67 671 672 67 3 674 675 676 6 77 673 679 684
685 686 667 688 69 692 694 695 696 699 721 722 724 725 7 27
731 "33 736 738 74 741 74 2 743 744 745 746 747 743 75C 751
752 753 754 755 75 6 7 57 759 760 761 762 763 765 766 767 768
772 773 777 77 8 77 9 783 784 785 787 739 790 791 792 794 795
796 797 798 820 621 822 823 824 825 826 828 333 834 836 8 37
642 643 644 84 5 84 6 651 854 657 8 58 861 862 863 864 865 866
667 668 669 870 67 1 873 874 877 878 880 881 882 884 885 8 86
€87 690 693 894 895 898 923 925 926 930 931 932 933 934 935
936 937 939 941 94 2 943 944 945 946 947 949 952 953 956 9 57
961 963 964 965 96 6 967 96 8 969 975 976 977 981 983 984 965
989 991 992 993 994 997 998 999
Area Code 202 ****Entire Area Code Is Served****
Area Code 203
222 223 224 225 22 6 227 229 232 233 234 236 2 39 241 242 243
244 246 247 24 8 24 9 252 254 255 259 261 262 263 264 265 266
268 269 270 27 1 27 2 273 274 275 277 278 279 281 282 283 2 84
285 266 288 28 9 32 2 323 324 325 326 327 328 3 29 332 333 334
335 336 348 354 35 5 356 357 358 359 366 367 368 371 372 373
374 375 377 37 8 38 2 384 385 386 387 389 393 397 426 431 432
436 438 452 46 7 46 8 469 481 464 4 88 492 493 4 94 495 497 521
522 523 524 525 52 7 528 529 531 544 547 548 549 552 56 1 562
563 565 566 56 8 56 9 573 574 575 576 579 582 583 584 589 591
593 ccy 621 622 62 3 624 625 627 628 629 633 6 37 643 644 647
649 651 653 655 65 6 658 659 661 666 667 668 6 73 674 677 678
683 688 693 721 72 2 723 724 725 726 727 728 7 29 743 744 746
747 748 753 754 755 7 56 757 758 762 771 772 773 775 776 7 77
783 784 765 78 6 787 789 792 793 794 795 796 7 97 799 627 828
634 838 646 84 7 85 2 653 854 665 866 869 871 872 874 875 8 77
678 679 691 892 89 3 926 929 932 933 934 93 7 9 38 944 945 947




2 26 250 251 25 2 254 161 262 263 264 265 269 271 272 277 279
281 264 285 288 29 3 320 321 322 323 324 325 3 26 327 328 342
343 344 361 365 39 9 424 425 426 428 431 432 4 33 436 438 452
456 457 46C 470 47 1 473 476 477 478 479 491 497 567 569 5 63
591 592 595 59 9 626 631 633 640 645 647 648 649 653 655 660
661 663 664 66 5 66 6 668 669 672 674 675 676 678 679 681 690
694 699 741 74 4 77 760 781 783 785 786 787 7 88 791 798 822
623 832 633 834 836 838 841 849 853 854 856 8 60 868 870 871
877 879 923 925 928 g~-3 934 938 939 942 945 951 956 967 969
972 973 S79 987 988 991
Irea Code 206
223 226 228 232 23 3 235 236 237 241 242 243 2 44 246 248 251
255 271 272 277 28 1 282 283 284 285 292 322 3 23 324 325 3 26
328 329 340 34 3 34 4 345 34 6 361 362 363 364 365 367 382 3 83
392 394 421 431 43 2 433 44 2 447 451 453 454 455 464 467 472
473 474 47 5 481 48 3 465 486 467 488 522 523 524 525 526 5 27
531 535 537 54 2 54 3 545 546 547 564 565 572 575 581 582 583
584 587 588 59 1 59 3 594 597 621 622 623 624 625 626 627 6 28
630 631 632 633 63 4 641 64 3 644 655 656 662 672 682 721 722
723 725 742 74 3 74 5 7 46 747 751 752 756 759 762 763 76 4 767
771 772 773 774 77 5 776 778 782 783 7 84 788 789 821 822 823
8 24 627 828 83 8 839 841 842 843 845 847 848 852 854 859 862
863 872 874 87 8 88 1 882 883 885 922 924 927 932 935 937 938
941 946 S47 95 2 S55 $64 96 7 977 9 84 991 994 9 95 996 997
Irea Code 207
688 761 766 76 7 77 2 773 774 775 780 781 797 799 8 29 639 846
854 656 865 87 1 883 692 955
irea Code 208
286 322 323 333 33 4 336 338 342 343 344 345 362 375 376 377
378 363 384 385 386 667 388 922 939
Areat Code :209
221 222 224 225 22 6 227 228 229 233 237 247 251 252 255 264
266 268 275 276 291 292 294 297 298 299 431 4 32 435 436 4 39
441 442 443 44 5 44 9 453 46 2 463 464 465 466 4 67 473 474 477
478 465 466 487 48 8 521 522 523 524 526 527 529 537 538 545
571 572 575 57 6 577 578 57 9 834 864 869 883 868 931 941 942
943 944 946 94 8 95 1 952 957 982 983
Irea Code 212 Entire Area Code Is Served^^
Irea Code 213 Entire Area Code Is Served^^
Irea Code 214
221 222 223 224 22 5 226 227 228 229 231 233 234 235 236 238
239 241 242 24 3 24 5 247 248 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258
259 262 263 264 26 6 269 270 271 2 72 276 278 279 285 286 287
288 289 2S1 292 296 297 298 299 320 321 323 3 24 327 328 330
331 333 337 339 340 341 343 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 3 57
358 361 363 368 36 9 370 371 37 2 373 374 375 3 76 377 380 381
385 366 387 388 39 1 392 39 8 399 420 421 422 423 4 24 426 4 28
429 434 436 43 7 43 8 4 42 44 5 446 450 453 454 455 456 457 458
46 2 463 464 46 5 46 6 471 475 482 484 487 492 4 94 495 521 522
523 526 528 53 53 1 532 53 4 539 541 542 54 8 553 556 5=;7 559
561 564 565 56 6 570 573 574 578 579 581 589 5 92 593 595 5 96
597 62C 630 631 634 637 638 641 642 6 43 644 6 47 650 651 652
653 655 656 65 9 66 661 663 669 670 671 673 6 76 679 680 681
115

688 68S 690 691 692 696 698 699 720 721 724 732 733 ~}?c 741
742 744 745 746 74 7 748 74 9 750 753 754 75 7 758 759 760 761
767 780 763 78 4 78 5 786 737 788 790 792 793 794 798 820 821
823 824 825 826 82 7 828 830 832 837 838 839 840 844 84 9 851
858 862 867 86 8 86 9 671 872 874 877 880 881 882 883 688 890
892 693 894 920 922 921 933 934 935 938 939 941 942 943 944
946 948 949 95 4 96 969 976 980 982 983 984 985 986 987 988
991 S92 993 995 996 997
area Code 215
221 222 223 22 4 22 5 226 227 228 229 231 232 233 235 2 36 237
238 241 242 24 3 24 4 245 247 248 250 251 252 253 256 258 259
261 262 263 26 4 26 5 266 268 270 271 272 274 275 276 277 278
279 282 283 284 285 266 287 288 289 291 293 296 298 299 3 20
222 324 228 329 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 341 342
343 346 249 35 1 35 2 3C -3 355 356 357 358 359 362 364 365 368
371 372 373 374 37 5 376 378 379 382 386 387 388 389 395 398
422 423 424 425 426 427 432 433 434 435 437 438 439 441 4 43
444 446 447 44 3 44 9 452 455 456 457 459 46 1 462 463 464 465
466 467 468 47 1 47 2 473 474 476 477 481 482 483 484 485 4 87
488 489 491 492 49 4 495 496 497 499 521 522 525 527 528 532
533 534 535 537 539 540 542 543 544 545 546 547 548 549 552
557 561 562 56 3 56 4 565 566 567 563 569 57 2 574 576 578 581
582 583 584 58 5 58 6 567 589 592 595 596 597 598 622 623 6 24
625 626 627 62 8 62 9 630 631 632 634 635 636 6 37 638 639 640
641 642 643 644 64 5 646 64 7 648 649 657 659 661 662 663 564
665 666 667 66 8 67 671 672 673 674 675 676 677 678 682 683
684 666 667 68 8 689 691 693 694 697 698 699 722 724 725 7 26
727 728 729 732 73 4 735 739 742 743 744 745 747 748 749 750
751 752 753 755 757 759 763 765 767 768 769 770 775 776 7 77
779 761 782 783 78 4 785 786 787 788 789 791 7 96 797 799 8 20
821 823 624 825 828 829 831 833 834 835 836 837 838 339 841
642 843 644 846 84 8 849 353 854 855 856 860 861 864 865 366
867 868 672 874 87 5 676 877 678 879 884 885 8 86 387 891 893
694 895 696 897 89 8 921 922 923 924 925 926 9 27 928 929 9 33
934 935 936 937 938 943 944 945 946 947 9a 8 9 49 951 952 962
963 964 965 966 96 7 968 969 972 976 977 978 985 987 988
area Code 216
221 225 226 228 229 221 232 233 234 235 236 2 37 238 24 1 243
244 245 246 247 24 8 249 251 252 253 255 257 261 265 266 267
268 271 273 27 7 27 8 281 282. 263 288 289 291 2 92 295 299 321
322 323 324 32 7 32 9 331 333 334 335 336 338 341 344 348 349
251 252 254 355 25 6 257 361 362 363 365 36 6 368 369 370 371
372 373 374 37 5 37 6 379 381 382 383 384 391 392 393 394 395
398 399 421 423 425 429 430 43 1 432 433 434 4 38 439 441 442
443 444 447 44 9 45 1 452 453 454 455 456 458 4 59 461 464 467
468 471 473 47 5 47 6 477 478 481 4 84 486 488 4 39 491 492 493
494 497 499 521 522 523 524 526 529 530 531 533 534 535 536
538 539 541 54 2 543 545 54 9 561 562 566 568 572 574 575 578
579 581 582 583 58 5 587 589 621 622 623 626 6 28 630 631 633
637 638 641 64 2 64 4 645 650 651 655 6 56 657 658 659 661 662
663 66U 666 668 671 672 673 676 678 681 686 6 37 688 692 694
696 699 721 724 726 729 731 732 733 734 74 1 742 743 744 745
746 ^47 "548 74 9 75 751 752 753 755 757 75 8 7 59 761 762 771
772 773 777 779 78 1 762 783 784 788 791 792 793 794 795 796
797 798 799 822 82 4 825 826 831 832 833 835 836 837 838 841
842 843 645 84 7 84 8 651 856 660 861 862 863 864 366 867 868
869 671 872 874 87 5 876 877 879 881 832 883 884 885 886 388
889 892 696 89 8 92 921 922 923 926 928 929 931 932 933 9 34





328 332 333 337 34 4 351 352 356 359 364 367 373 384 393 4 22
a23 424 tl 25 428 42 9 469 483 485 487 488 492 495 496 498 522
523 525 526 529 54 4 546 564 566 568 582 583 5 86 595 593 6 26
629 636 643 684 68 7 688 694 747 753 767 782 785 786 787 788
789 793 663 867 67 5 677 892 893 896 897 963
Area Code 219
232 233 234 236 23 7 239 255 256 258 259 272 277 282 283 284
287 286 289 29 1 299 391 392 397 398 420 422 423 424 425 4 26
427 428 429 432 43 4 436 44 44 1 442 443 444 445 446 447 449
456 458 46 1 46 7 47 3 478 481 482 483 484 485 4 86 489 493 520
556 622 623 62 5 627 632 633 637 638 639 654 6 57 659 672 674
679 693 "530 736 738 744 745 747 749 762 76 3 769 787 836 338
844 645 653 881 882 883 884 885 886 887 922 9 23 924 931 932
933 937 S38 94 2 94 4 947 949 962 972 977 980 981 989
Irea Code 301
222 224 225 227 22 9 231 23 2 233 234 2 35 236 2 37 238 239 242
243 244 247 24 8 24 9 251 252 254 255 256 258 260 261 262 263
265 266 267 26 8 26 9 270 276 277 279 281 282 283 284 285 288
291 292 294 295 29 6 297 298 299 320 321 322 3 23 325 327 3 28
329 332 335 336 33 7 338 340 341 342 343 344 345 350 353 354
355 356 358 36 2 36 3 365 366 367 368 372 377 379 383 384 385
386 368 390 39 1 39 3 394 396 420 421 422 423 4 24 426 427 428
4 29 431 433 434 43 5 436 437 439 441 442 44 3 4 44 445 448 449
454 455 459 460 46 1 462 464 465 466 467 46 8 4 69 472 474 477
481 483 464 485 486 468 490 492 493 494 495 4 96 497 498 521
522 C2 i 525 526 52 8 529 530 531 532 534 53 6 5 37 539 542 544
547 549 551 552 55 7 559 561 563 564 565 566 567 568 569 572
574 575 576 57 7 57 8 563 585 587 588 589 592 593 594 595 596
597 598 599 621 622 624 625 627 628 629 630 633 636 644 6 46
647 64S 652 65 3 65 4 655 656 657 659 661 664 665 666 667 668
669 672 6~4 675 67 7 679 681 662 683 685 686 687 688 699 721
725 727 728 73 73 1 732 73 5 736 741 744 747 7 43 752 753 757
760 761 762 76 3 76 4 765 766 766 770 771 772 773 774 776 779
781 767 788 78 9 79 2 793 794 795 796 798 799 821 823 825 828
S33 637 639 840 64 1 643 644 849 850 851 852 853 854 855 856
659 664 666 86 7 86 8 669 870 871 875 876 877 878 879 881 882
888 889 890 891 694 897 899 921 922 923 924 925 926 927 9 29
933 935 936 937 94 2 944 9U5 946 947 948 949 951 952 953 955
956 962 $63 96 4 96 7 969 972 973 974 977 931 9 32 983 984 9 86
S87 S88 992 995 997
Irea Coc!e 302
239 3 22 32 3 32 8 36 6 368 421 428 429 451 453 454 475 478 571
573 575 594 65 1 65 2 654 655 656 658 731 737 7 38 762 764 772
773 774 792 79 8 634 636 992 994 995 998 999
Irea Code 303
221 223 224 226 22 9 230 231 232 233 234 235 237 238 239 273
277 278 279 284 287 288 289 291 292 293 294 2 95 296 297 298
320 321 322 329 33 333 337 339 3 40 341 343 3 44 350 351 352
353 355 356 360 36 1 363 364 366 367 370 371 373 377 382 388
390 392 393 394 39 8 399 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 427 428
429 430 431 433 44 441 44 2 443 444 447 449 4 50 451 452 4 54
455 457 458 46 5 46 6 469 471 47 2 473 475 477 480 481 482 484
488 491 492 49 3 49 4 495 497 499 526 530 534 535 538 542 543
544 545 546 547 54 9 551 560 56 1 564 566 568 570 571 572 573
574 575 576 577 57 8 579 584 567 590 591 592 593 594 595 5 96
597 598 599 620 62 3 624 628 629 6 30 631 632 6 33 634 635 636
639 642 649 650 65 1 652 654 659 665 665 670 671 673 674 6 78
681 664 665 686 68 7 6e8 690 691 692 693 694 6 95 696 697 693
699 722 733 737 74 741 744 750 751 752 753 755 75o 757 753
117

759 761 762 770 771 772 773 77 6 777 778 779 781 785 739 790
791 792 793 794 795 796 797 796 799 820 821 823 825 826 830
631 832 834 e37 83 9 841 850 851 855 861 863 8 66 869 890 892
893 894 896 89 8 922 934 935 936 937 938 947 948 972 973 9 76
S77 978 $79 980 98 5 986 987 988 989
Irea Cede 304
34 2 343 344 345 34 6 347 348 357 429 453 486 5 22 523 526 529
€96 697 722 72 7 73 3 736 743 744 746 747 755 756 757 762 766
768 776 640 925 949 954 965 966 984
Area Code 305
221 223 226 23 2 23 3 235 238 241 243 245 246 2 47 248 251 252
253 255 25 7 25 8 26 1 262 263 264 266 270 271 2 72 274 276 278
279 280 284 285 32 4 325 326 343 350 3 53 357 3 58 361 368 371
372 373 374 377 37 9 381 382 384 385 386 387 3 89 391 392 3 93
395 398 399 421 42 6 427 428 429 431 432 433 434 435 439 441
44 2 443 444 445 44 6 447 44 8 449 4 54 456 457 4 58 462 463 467
471 472 473 474 47 5 476 482 483 484 485 486 4 87 488 490 491
492 493 495 49 8 49 9 521 522 523 524 525 526 5 27 528 529 531
532 533 534 537 538 541 543 544 545 547 548 5 50 551 552 553
554 556 557 55 8 559 561 563 564 565 566 573 576 577 578 5 79
580 581 582 583 584 585 586 587 588 591 592 5 93 594 595 5S6
598 620 621 622 623 6 24 625 626 627 633 634 635 637 638 642
643 649 650 651 652 653 655 659 661 662 665 666 667 672 673
674 681 683 684 685 666 687 688 689 691 693 6 94 696 721 722
726 731 732 733 73 4 735 736 737 739 741 742 7 44 746 747 748
749 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 758 759 761 762 763 764 765
"66 769 771 77 2 776 781 782 785 786 791 792 793 797 798 821
822 823 825 829 83 2 8 33 835 836 837 838 84 842 844 845 848
854 656 658 861 86 3 864 865 866 868 871 873 874 883 884 885
887 888 691 893 895 699 920 921 922 923 925 926 927 928 9 29
S31 932 935 936 93 7 939 94 94 1 942 943 944 945 946 947 948
949 952 961 96 2 96 3 $64 965 966 967 968 969 971 972 973 974
S75 979 981 983 98 5 987 989 994 997 998
Irea Code 307
234 235 237 261 26 5 266 268 472 473 577 632 6 34 635 637 638
771 772 775 777 77 8
Irea Code 309
362 565 637 65 5 67 1 672 673 674 675 676 679 6 32 685 686 688
690 691 692 693 694 697 698 699 745 751 752 7 55 757 762 764
786 787 788 792 79 3 794 796 797 798 799 822
Area Code 312 ****Entire Area Code Is Served****
Area Code 313
222 223 224 22 5 22 6 232 23 3 234 235 237 238 239 245 246 252
25 5 256 257 25 9 261 263 264 267 268 270 27 1 272 273 274 275
276 277 27 8 280 28 1 282 283 264 285 286 287 2 38 291 292 293
294 295 296 29 7 29 8 321 322 323 326 331 332 333 334 335 336
337 338 341 34 2 34 3 344 345 348 349 351 352 3 53 354 355 356
357 358 361 362 36 5 366 36 8 369 371 372 373 374 377 381 382
383 366 38 8 389 39 1 393 397 ICQ 399 420 421 422 423 424 4 25
4 26 427 428 42 9 43 434 435 43 7 439 442 444 4 45 446 449 451
453 455 456 45 9 46 3 464 465 466 467 468 469 471 472 473 474
475 476 477 47 8 47 9 481 482 483 484 485 486 4 87 491 492 493
494 495 496 497 49 9 521 522 523 524 525 526 5 27 528 531 532
533 534 535 53 6 53 7 538 539 540 541 542 543 544 545 546 547
548 549 551 552 55 3 cc 4 556 557 559 561 562 563 564 565 566
567 566 569 571 57 2 573 574 57 5 576 577 579 531 582 583 584
118

585 588 589 591 59 2 c 93 594 595 621 624 626 629 631 635 6 36
637 640 6<M 64 2 64 3 644 645 646 647 649 653 655 658 659 661
662 663 665 66 8 66 9 671 675 676 681 682 683 6 86 687 689 6 94
695 697 699 721 722 723 72 8 729 732 733 735 7 36 738 742 743
744 750 751 754 75 5 7 56 757 756 759 761 76 2 763 764 766 7 67
76 8 769 771 77 2 77 3 774 77 5 77 6 777 778 779 7 85 787 789 791
792 821 622 82 3 824 826 827 828 831 832 833 834 835 836 8 37
63 8 839 em 842 84 3 846 847 848 849 851 352 8 53 855 656 857
858 861 662 86 3 66 4 665 666 667 868 869 871 872 873 874 875
676 679 661 882 68 3 884 885 886 888 891 892 893 894 895 396
697 898 899 921 92 2 923 924 925 926 927 928 931 932 933 9 34
S35 937 939 941 94 2 943 946 949 956 961 962 963 964 965 967
968 971 972 973 97 6 977 97 8 979 981 994 995 996
Area Code 314
225 227 231 232 23 3 234 241 247 253 261 263 275 289 291 296
321 342 343 34 4 351 352 353 355 361 367 371 381 382 383 385
388 389 391 394 421 423 425 426 427 428 429 4 32 434 436 441
444 447 454 458 46 4 469 481 487 521 522 524 5 25 531 532 533
534 535 544 55 3 554 567 56 9 572 576 577 595 621 622 631 638
644 645 647 652 658 664 671 677 679 694 721 723 724 725 7 26
727 731 739 74 1 752 768 771 772 773 776 777 781 321 822 823
826 831 832 837 838 639 842 843 846 849 851 854 855 862 863
665 667 868 86 9 872 878 889 892 894 895 899 921 922 925 928
938 942 946 94 7 957 961 96 2 964 965 966 96 8 969 982 991 993
994 997
Area Code 315
421 422 423 424 42 5 4 26 428 432 433 437 445 4 46 451 452 4 54
455 456 457 458 46 3 468 469 470 471 472 473 4 74 475 476 477
478 479 48 7 488 49 2 524 592 593 598 622 623 6 25 633 635 6 36
637 638 640 652 65 5 656 662 663 672 673 67 5 676 677 678 682
683 685 687 689 69 5 696 697 699 724 732 733 735 736 737 738
768
986
792 793 797 79 8 822 831 839 841 853 85 9 8 65 3 90 896 963
Area Code 316
261 262 263 26 4 26 5 266 267 268 269 436 522 524 526 529 574
681 682 663 684 68 5 666 687 688 689 721 72 2 7 33 744 755 772
773 775 776 777 77 8 788 794 796 799 832 838 9 42 943 94 5 946
Area Code 317
222 228 23 2 233 23 5 236 239 240 241 242 243 2 44 247 248 251
252 253 255 256 257 259 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 269 271
272 273 282 28 3 284 285 286 286 289 291 293 2 97 298 299 3 26
335 352 353 354 35 6 357 358 359 378 395 396 a 22 452 <J53 455
456 457 459 46 2 46 7 468 485 533 534 535 536 5 39 542 543 545
546 547 549 55 2 556 560 562 56 6 630 631 632 633 634 635 636
637 638 639 64 2 64 3 644 646 648 649 689 72 4 7 34 736 733 741
745 747 754 75 5 75 9 768 769 773 7 74 776 77 8 7 79 732 783 784
786 787 788 78 9 823 631 835 836 839 842 844 845 846 848 849
852 656 66 1 86 2 87 1 672 873 875 877 878 881 8 82 883 687 388
892 894 696 897 898 699 923 924 925 926 927 928 929 945 947
S63 994 996
Areal Cocle 318
221 222 226 227 23 1 232 233 234 235 236 237 261 264 269 294
U24 425 H23 43 6 43 9 456 45 9 474 477 478 491 494 527 528 582
598 625 631 63 2 63 5 636 670 674 683 686 687 688 742 746 747
797 798 637 855 856 661 865 36 8 869 873 882 896 925 929 9 33




225 262 264 285 28 9 322 323 324 326 332 344 3 49 355 359 362
363 364 365 36 6 36 9 373 378 381 383 386 388 3 90 391 393 395
396 356 399 43 8 455 842 846 848 849 851 854 857 895
Irea Code <401
22U 23 1 232 24 5 24 6 247 253 255 272 273 274 275 276 277 278
331 333 334 351 353 397 421 431 433 434 43 7 438 456 457 461
463 464 467 521 525 528 572 574 621 624 625 6 35 647 722 723
724 725 726 727 72 8 732 737 738 739 751 776 781 785 821 822
823 625 826 827 628 631 861 863 865 884 885 8 86 934 94 1 942
543 944 949 95 5
Irea Code <402
221 238 14 1 25 3 271 280 289 291 292 293 294 330 331 332 333
334 339 341 34 2 34 4 345 346 347 348 359 390 391 392 393 397
398 399 421 422 423 435 444 449 451 453 455 457 464 466 4 67
470 471 472 47 3 47 4 475 476 477 483 488 489 493 494 496 458
536 541 551 55 3 554 556 55 8 559 571 572 592 5 93 633 691 731
733 734 74 2 779 78 781 782 783 784 785 786 7 87 788 789 790
791 792 754 795 79 6 797 798 799 894 895 896 962 977 978 9 87
Irea Code '404
221 223 231 23 3 237 238 239 241 243 244 247 2 52 255 256 2 57
261 262 266 284 286 288 289 292 294 296 299 3 20 321 325 329
344 346 349 351 352 353 354 355 361 362 363 366 371 373 3 77
378 391 393 394 396 398 399 420 422 424 425 426 427 428 4 29
432 433 434 43 5 436 441 442 445 446 447 44 8 4 49 451 452 454
455 457 458 461 46 3 466 469 471 474 475 476 4 77 478 432 4 83
487 469 491 493 496 498 521 522 523 524 525 526 527 529 530
533 542 543 54 6 54 8 5 49 56 4 572 577 581 586 5 87 588 622 6 24
627 633 634 636 653 656 658 659 681 688 691 696 699 725 739
74 1 742 743 752 753 755 758 759 761 762 763 765 766 767 768
769 763 788 789 79 2 794 795 797 799 843 871 872 373 874 875
876 879 881 885 69 692 894 857 898 899 921 922 923 925 9 26
928 529 931 93 4 93 5 936 93 7 938 939 941 942 943 944 945 9 46
948 949 S51 952 95 3 955 956 957 961 962 963 964 968 969 971
S72
999
973 $74 976 977 979 981 982 987 991 992 993 996 997 958
Irea Code >405
231 232 235 23 6 23 9 270 271 272 278 292 321 324 325 329 340
341 348 350 354 36 364 366 373 376 381 390 391 396 399 4 24
427 460 478 491 495 521 523 524 525 528 556 557 599 630 631
632 634 636 670 67 2 677 681 682 685 686 691 721 722 728 732
733 734 736 737 745 751 752 755 769 771 781 787 789 793 794
79 9 840 841 84 2 84 3 648 942 943 946 947 94 8 949 990 996
Irea Code *408
224 225 226 22 7 23 8 241 24 3 244 245 246 247 248 249 251 252
253 255 256 257 25 8 259 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270
272 274 275 27 7 27 9 280 281 284 286 287 288 269 291 292 293
294 295 296 297 29 8 299 335 336 338 353 354 356 358 365 370
371 374 377 37 8 37 9 395 399 422 423 424 425 4 26 427 429 438
443 446 448 44 9 45 5 458 462 463 475 476 479 4 84 491 496 5 54
559 575 578 629 63 3 662 663 675 679 683 720 721 723 725 7 27
729 730 732 733 734 735 736 737 738 739 74 1 742 743 744 745
746 747 748 749 75 4 755 756 757 758 773 86 5 8 66 367 920 923
925 926 942 94 3 94 5 946 947 97C 971 972 973 977 978 980 9 84




231 26C 264 268 27 2 273 291 294 295 361 362 539 560 564 569
582 588 589 684 693 696 722 724 727 735 736 7 37 740 744 752
753 755 756 76 761 762 763 76 4 765 766 76 8 7 69 775 779 7S6
794 796 822 823 832 633 835 836 839 842 84 5 846 860 866 882
683 886 6S2 898 89 9 925 935 938 942 945 948 962 963 932 9 83
985 966 989
area Code i412
221 227 231 232 23 4 237 241 242 243 244 247 255 256 257 261
262 263 264 26 9 271 273 276 279 281 288 321 322 323 331 333
341 343 344 351 355 359 361 362 363 364 366 3 67 371 372 373
37U 381 391 39 2 39 3 394 421 422 429 431 433 4 34 441 442 4 56
461 462 464 46 6 46 9 471 481 486 487 488 521 531 546 553 561
562 563 cgc; 56 6 57 1 578 596 621 622 624 633 6 36 642 644 647
648 653 655 661 66 4 665 672 673 675 678 681 682 683 687 731
734 m 1 751 75 4 76 1 765 766 767 771 777 77 8 781 782 784 787
788 793 795 821 82 2 623 824 825 828 829 83 1 833 835 840 854
655 656 659 86 3 66 4 661 882 884 885 892 921 922 923 928 931
936 937 961 96 3 967 976
area Code '113
525 532 C - "3 534 53 6 536 539 P4 ~ 547 557 562 566 567 568 569
575 563 589 592 593 594 596 598 730 732 733 734 736 737 739
781 782 783 785 786 787 788 789 955
area Code <114
224 225 226 22 8 24 1 242 243 246 251 2 52 255 2 57 258 259 263
264 265 271 27 2 27 3 274 276 277 278 281 282 289 291 321 3 27
332 336 337 342 34 4 347 351 352 353 3 54 355 3 57 358 367 372
374 375 377 383 384 399 421 422 423 425 432 433 434 435 4 36
437 438 442 44 4 44 5 447 449 453 456 461 462 4 63 464 465 466
46 8 469 47 5 476 48 1 482 483 494 497 498 499 5 27 529 535 541
542 543 544 545 54 6 547 54 8 549 551 552 553 5 54 562 631 632
633 634 636 637 639 643 645 647 649 652 654 6 56 657 658 662
671 672 678 679 68 1 691 694 697 744 747 761 762 764 765 768
769 771 774 77 8 78 1 78 2 783 784 785 786 797 798 799 822 8 26
633 835 643 84 4 84 5 657 859 863 864 865 86 6 869 871 873 878
886 899 931 93 3 935 936 937 961 962 963 964
area Code .415 ****Entire area Code Is Served****
240 241 242 243 24 4 245 246 247 248 249 255 2 59 381 382 385
389 470 471 472 47 3 474 475 476 478 521 522 524 525 526 529
531 534 535 536 537 589 661 666 691 693 698 7 26 727 729 747
755 756 625 82 6 82 9 636 83 7 838 841 855 862 865 866 867 872
874 877 678 882 88 3 664 885 866 891 892 893 8 95 896 936
area Cocle !501
223 224 225 22 7 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 378 433 455 490
562 565 566 56 9 64 5 653 660 661 663 664 666 732 735 753 758
771 772 77 3 77 4 82 1 634 635 847 851 868 888 897 945 96 1 9 82
985 988
area Cocle !502
222 228 231 239 24 1 244 245 267 361 363 366 367 368 423 4 25
426 429 447 448 44 9 451 452 454 456 458 459 491 499 540 560
561 562 566 56 8 56 9 571 580 581 582 583 584 5 85 587 588 5 89
634 635 636 63 7 77 2 774 775 77 6 778 893 895 896 897 922 933




220 221 222 223 22 4 225 226 227 228 229 23 231 232 233 234
235 236 237 238 23 9 240 24 1 242 243 244 245 246 248 "49 251
252 253 254 25 5 256 257 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 268
289 292 293 294 295 297 299 362 363 364 370 371 373 378 390
393 399 581 585 58 8 620 621 625 626 627 628 6 29 630 631 632
635 636 637 638 639 640 641 642 643 644 645 646 647 648 6 49
650 652 653 654 65 5 656 657 658 659 661 663 665 666 667 668
681 682 664 685 692 695 741 743 749 760 761 771 774 775 777
790 796 844
Area Code !504
241 242 244 24 5 246 254 255 260 261 262 271 2 72 273 275 277
278 279 282 283 286 288 291 292 293 334 340 341 342 ^4 3 344
346 347 34 8 34 9 35 5 356 357 358 359 361 362 3 63 364 366 3 67
368 377 379 381 38 2 383 387 388 389 391 392 3 93 394 ~g c 431
436 441 443 450 454 455 456 464 466 467 468 469 482 483 484
486 488 521 522 523 524 525 527 528 529 56 1 563 566 566 569
575 581 566 587 58 8 569 594 595 596 627 642 654 656 662 664
665 676 682 684 686 689 733 734 737 738 749 7 66 767 769 771
774 775 778 821 822 826 827 831 832 833 834 835 837 833 851
£61 865 666 86 8 87 2 873 876 879 885 887 888 8 89 891 895 896
897 899 922 923 924 925 926 927 928 942 94 3 944 945 947 948
949 976
Iresl Code !505
242 243 247 25 5 256 262 26 5 266 268 277 281 291 292 293 294
296 298 299 344 34 5 678 679 765 766 821 822 8 23 824 831 836
841 842 643 844 84 6 848 865 867 869 873 877 881 883 884 8 88
892 893 697 89 8
Area Code !507
281 282 264 285 286 267 288 289 356 365 367 5 33 545 597 753
755 775 667 876 932
Areal Code !312
220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 233 24 1 242
243 244 246 24 7 250 251 255 258 259 261 26 2 263 264 265 266
267 270 271 27 2 276 261 282 288 289 299 327 328 329 333 3 37
340 341 342 34 3 34 4 345 346 349 350 366 372 3 79 381 383 385
387 390 397 39 9 421 423 425 426 432 433 434 435 436 441 442
443 444 445 447 448 451 452 453 4 54 458 459 464 465 467 469
470 471 472 47 3 47 4 475 476 477 478 479 480 4 82 492 493 494
495 496 497 531 53 2 533 534 536 541 542 544 5 46 548 560 572
573 575 576 57 8 58 1 565 621 622 623 624 625 6 26 627 628 6 29
630 631 €33 63 5 636 639 643 647 648 649 650 651 652 653 654
655 656 657 65 8 659 661 662 667 670 671 673 6 74 675 677 679
680 681 682 684 68 6 687 683 690 691 692 694 6 95 696 698 699
722 723 724 726 727 732 733 734 735 736 737 748 781 787 7 97
820 621 822 824 82 6 828 831 834 835 836 837 8 38 843 845 851
852 853 854 85 5 85 7 870 881 682 883 884 886 8 87 888 892 921
922 923 924 92 5 92 6 927 928 929 933 937 93 9 943 991 992 993
Area Code !513
220 221 222 22 3 22 4 225 226 227 228 229 231 232 233 234 236
237 241 242 243 24 4 245 247 248 251 252 253 254 255 256 257
258 259 26 2 26 3 26 5 267 263 271 272 274 275 2 76 277 278 281
290 293 294 296 29 7 298 299 32 1 322 323 324 325 32"7 328 346
347 351 35 2 353 36 7 369 381 385 388 339 390 3 96 397 399 4 20
421 422 423 424 42 5 426 429 433 434 435 439 443 445 449 451
454 457 461 46 2 46 7 471 474 475 476 481 482 4 89 499 521 522
527 528 530 531 53 3 536 539 541 542 551 553 554 55S 56 1 562
56 3 565 566 56 8 56 9 574 575 576 579 583 539 591 595 598 621
122

€24 625 62"? 629 63 1 632 64
1
651 659 661 66 2 6 67 671 677 661
683 664 721 722 724 729 731 732 733 734 738 7U1 742 743 745
746 746 749 751 752 753 756 76 1 762 763 765 769 771 772 777
779 782 786 787 79 1 "3 S 3 797 820 821 822 825 828 829 831 832
635 636 637 841 645 648 849 35 1 852 853 854 859 861 662 863
864 865 666 867 868 670 871 872 873 874 878 879 882 885 890
891 896 e98 921 92 2 923 931 941 943 948 96 1 964 969 972 977
984 988
area Code 515
223 224 225 242 24 3 244 245 246 247 255 262 263 265 266 270
271 274 276 277 278 279 280 261 282 283 284 285 286 287 283
289 834 961 96 4 96 5 966 967 981 984 986 987 989 992 993 996
999
Irea Code 516 ****Entire Area Code Is Served****
Irea Code 517
321 322 323 332 337 339 349 351 353 355 363 371 372 373 374
377 393 394 482 483 464 485 487 625 626 627 641 645 646 651
655 663 669 675 676 694 699 882 887
Irea Code 518
235 237 266 270 27 1 272 273 274 279 283 286 3 46 355 356 370
371 372 374 377 38 1 382 383 384 385 386 393 399 4 34 436 4 38
439 445 447 449 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 462 463 465 470
471 472 473 474 475 476 477 462 489 584 587 663 664 674 731
732 753 756 76 5 766 767 768 783 785 797 86 1 864 869 872 877
682 865 690 895 899
area Code 601
342 352 353 354 355 359 362 366 371 372 373 376 393 641 781
625 629 845 85 1 852 656 857 666 878 879 922 923 924 932 9 36
939 944 948 949 956 957 96 96 1 968 969 981 982 987 992
area Code 602
224 231 233 234 235 236 237 236 239 241 242 243 244 245 246
247 248 249 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 26 1 262
263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277
278 279 285 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 3 23 325 326 327
435 551 569 573 574 575 576 577 578 581 562 533 584 585 588
589 620 621 622 62 3 624 626 628 629 721 74 1 742 743 744 745
746 747 748 74 9 790 791 792 795 820 827 829 830 831 832 833
634 635 637 838 83 9 840 84 1 842 843 846 848 8 49 853 856 860
861 862 663 864 86 6 667 869 870 872 873 876 877 878 879 880
881 862 663 884 88 5 886 887 838 889 890 89 1 892 893 894 895
697 898 899 921 924 931 932 933 934 935 936 937 938 939 941
942 943 944 945 946 947 948 949 951 952 953 954 955 956 957
961 962 963 964 965 966 967 966 969 971 972 973 974 975 976
977 978 979 981 982 963 984 985 986 987 988 990 991 992 993
994 995 996 997 998
area Code 603
424 429 432 434 463 465 472 48 3 485 487 497 5 29 622 623 624
625 627 635 645 666 668 669 673 880 831 882 833 384 885 886
888 689 890 893 894 898 955
area Code 605





223 231 232 23 3 25 2 253 254 255 257 253 25 9 261 266 268 269
272 273 276 277 27 8 283 291 292 293 299 33 1 3 34 341 342 3uu
356 371 384 39 7 431 441 485 491 525 565 566 5 72 581 586 628
635 669 727 78 1 846 658 873 885 887 9 36 939
Area Code i507
648 655 669 69 2 722 123 124 729 748 751 752 7 54 755 757 770
171 772 773 774 77 5 185 797 798 862 390
irea Code 608
221 222 231 23 3 23 8 241 244 246 249 251 252 255 256 257 258
262 263 264 26 6 26 7 211 27 3 274 275 283 29 1 424 437 455 592
63 5 655 164 76 7 19 8 629 831 832 833 835 836 837 838 839 845
646 649 673 93 6 993
Area Code (509
234 235 259 266 27 5 292 29 8 336 340 342 344 345 347 348 354
365 391 392 393 39 4 395 396 398 399 424 426 4 28 429 441 443
448 452 456 46 6 48 2 464 487 488 541 546 547 5 73 581 585 5 86
587 590 599 63 3 63 9 641 64 5 646 652 653 655 662 663 665 667
683 695 134 737 74 2 755 757 771 772 778 779 7 86 795 799 822
623 629 654 858 86 6 882 883 888 890 896 92 1 924 9 27 931 933
936 939 962 96 3 96 4 966 976 964 987 989 999
Area Code (512
221 222 224 22 5 22 6 227 228 291 292 293 296 2 97 298 230 331
332 333 338 339 340 341 343 344 347 348 349 370 371 i-ji 373
374 375 376 377 37 8 379 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 427 428
429 430 431 432 43 3 434 435 436 437 433 439 441 443 444 445
446 447 448 450 45 1 452 454 455 456 457 458 4 59 460 461 462
463 464 469 47 1 47 2 413 474 475 476 477 478 4 79 ^81 432 483
484 467 488 48 9 49 2 491 498 520 521 522 529 533 534 535 536
537 538 540 54 1 54 2 544 545 546 553 559 560 561 566 571 572
574 588 620 62 2 62 3 631 633 63 5 636 638 64 1 642 644 645 646
647 648 681 690 696 698 699 721 722 724 72 5 726 727 729 731
733 735 "36 73 8 73 9 742 753 755 757 770 77 1 772 774 776 777
778 779 780 78 1 184 766 788 789 822 823 824 825 827 828 830
631 835 651 853 85 4 658 861 866 869 870 871 872 874 881 884
885 887 688 890 69 3 694 920 921 922 924 925 926 927 929 931
932 $33 S34 935 93 6 937 938 94 1 944 989
Irea Code i514
221 222 223 224 22 5 227 228 229 231 235 236 237 238 239 251
252 253 256 261 26 2 263 265 267 268 272 274 275 276 278 279
281 291 294 297 29 9 421 422 424 431 436 438 443 444 445 451
457 45S 460 461 46 2 463 464 46 6 469 471 475 4 76 481 486 488
491 492 497 54 8 76 4 766 771 821 833 836 837 8 46 855 960 861
863 864 666 86 7 96 8 670 871 875 376 877 378 879 881 692 365
686 688 889 890 69 1 6S4 895 927 965
irea Code <515
226 227 228 23 6 23 8 242 24 4 248 251 254 255 2 56 259 262 265
266 267 269 29 2 291 298 320 321 322 327 329 331 332 333 344
352 353 356 36 361 366 367 373 377 383 385 3 86 396 521 522
523 524 525 544 54 6 558 573 577 579 5 34 588 6 22 624 629 632
637 642 646 656 67 3 687 688 689 690 691 693 694 697 698 737
741 742 "/47 74 8 14 9 151 752 754 755 756 757 758 776 773 780
782 790 191 79 3 79 4 199 821 822 824 825 832 833 834 842 843
647 855 659 860 86 5 661 868 870 875 876 877 883 885 886 889




24 1 242 243 24 5 24 6 247 281 323 327 329 342 343 344 345 349
361 363 364 372 37 5 381 382 383 384 385 388 451 452 453 454
455 456 457 458 45 9 530 531 532 534 538 623 6 24 626 629 6 29
649 657 664 665 66 8 669 671 676 677 679 68 1 6 35 691 692 694
698 731 746 770 77 4 78 4 791 837 666 863 874 877 878 887 891
895 896 897 89 9 942 949 957
Area Code <517
222 223 225 22 6 227 229 231 232 233 235 236 2 37 241 242 243
244 245 246 24 7 25 251 252 253 254 256 258 2 59 262 265 266
267 268 269 271 27 2 273 274 275 276 277 282 2 94 285 286 2 37
288 289 292 296 29 8 321 322 323 324 3 25 326 3 27 323 329 331
332 333 335 336 33 7 338 339 341 344 351 352 3 53 354 357 358
361 364 365 36 6 36 7 368 369 370 371 376 379 331 383 387 389
391 392 393 395 39 6 399 421 422 423 424 426 4 27 429 431 4 34
436 431 438 442 44 4 445 449 451 452 453 454 458 459 461 463
466 469 mo 471 47 2 475 479 482 483 4 84 488 4 39 491 492 4 94
495 497 498 522 52 3 524 527 536 542 547 552 561 566 567 569
574 575 576 577 57 8 579 580 581 583 584 586 587 588 589 592
593 CC4 595 596 59 8 599 620 623 625 628 633 636 637 638 641
642 643 644 646 64 7 648 649 651 653 654 655 657 658 66 1 662
663 664 665 666 66 7 669 671 67 2 673 674 675 6 76 678 679 631
682 683 664 685 686 667 688 689 692 695 696 6 98 699 720 721
722 "23 725 72 6 72 7 729 731 732 734 735 738 739 740 742 743
749 752 753 754 75 5 7 56 757 756 761 762 763 767 769 770 7-73
776 "781 782 783 78 5 786 787 788 791 792 793 7 94 798 799 821
825 828 829 83 2 83 5 839 842 843 845 846 84 7 348 849 851 852
653 855 856 85 8 86 861 86 2 863 864 865 86 8 869 870 872 375
e76 877 879 88 1 88 2 664 885 886 889 8 90 891 3 92 393 894 995
699 S23 924 925 92 6 929 931 933 935 936 937 938 942 944 955
956 957 961 963 96 4 965 967 969 973 986 987 990 991 992 993
994 995 996 99 7 99 8 999
Irea Code 618
271 274 337 45 1 452 797
Jrea Code 619
221 222 223 224 22 5 226 229 230 231 232 233 2 34 235 236 237
238 239 260 26 2 26 3 264 265 266 267 268 270 271 272 273 2 74
275 276 277 27 8 27 9 280 281 282 2 83 284 286 2 87 289 290 291
292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 3 20 321 323 324 325 327 3 28
340 341 342 343 34 5 346 347 393 396 397 398 399 420 421 422
423 424 425 426 427 428 429 430 433 434 435 4 36 437 438 4 39
440 442 443 44 4 44 5 447 44 8 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 4 56
457 458 459 460 46 1 462 463 464 465 466 469 4 70 471 474 475
477 479 48C 481 48 3 484 485 486 487 483 439 5 07 514 56C 561
56 2 563 564 565 56 6 568 569 570 571 573 574 5 75 576 578 579
580 562 583 584 58 6 5e8 589 601 690 691 692 693 695 696 697
698 699 701 70 2 717 721 722 724 725 726 727 729 741 7U2 743
744 745 746 74 7 74 8 749 75 3 755 756 757 758 7 39 940 941 942
Irea Code 702
246 293 294 29 5 321 3 22 323 329 331 342 343 345 348 355 356
358 359 361 362 36 3 367 36 8 36 9 381 382 383 3 34 385 336 3 87
389 399 45 1 45 2 45 3 454 456 457 458 459 475 4 76 564 565 566
634 642 643 644 64 5 646 64 7 648 649 6 73 677 731 732 733 734
735 736 737 739 747 764 785 766 787 788 789 793 796 793 8 25
826 627 829 831 83 2 833 844 847 849 851 852 853 870 871 873




222 235 237 24 1 24 3 247 250 255 256 273 274 2 76 278 230 281
284 265 321 323 32 5 329 339 342 3 43 344 345 351 352 354 355
356 360 36 2 366 37 375 378 379 380 384 385 3 87 389 425 430
435 437 442 448 45 451 455 471 476 486 487 521 522 524 525
527 528 532 53 3 534 5 36 538 548 549 550 553 5 56 557 558 560
561 563 569 57 3 57 8 591 62 63 1 642 644 660 661 664 671 683
684 665 690 691 69 8 734 750 751 756 759 76 5 768 772 774 7 80
781 790 820 821 62 3 627 83 836 838 841 845 849 860 876 883
890 892 893 920 92 2 929 931 936 941 947 954 960 968 971 974
977 978 979 981 98 2 985 986 989 9 92 998
ireai Code 704
331 332 5-53 334 335 3 36 364 365 366 370 371 372 373 374 375
376 377 378 37 9 39 2 393 394 398 399 455 523 5 25 5 27 535 536
537 541 542 545 55 2 553 554 563 567 568 570 588 594 596 5 97
598 621 825 82 7 84 843 847 875 882 889 392
IresI Cocle 707
422 425 426 427 429 431 433 437 4 38 446 447 448 523 525 5 26
527 528 538 539 54 2 544 54 5 546 552 553 554 557 575 576 578
584 585 642 643 64 4 646 648 664 745 746 762 763 765 778 792
795 823 629 833 83 8 864 887
Areai Code 712
233 239 252 25 5 25 8 274 276 277 279 322 323 325 328 347 366
746 777 938 94 3
Ireai Cocle_713
220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 235 236 237 240
241 247 261 26 6 27 271 277 280 284 285 320 324 328 331 332
333 334 337 33 8 339 341 342 34 3 346 350 351 3 53 354 356 358
359 360 363 367 37 371 37 3 376 383 388 390 391 392 393 420
422 424 425 4 26 427 428 431 432 433 434 436 437 438 439 440
441 442 443 444 44 5 446 4U7 448 449 450 45 1 452 453 454 455
456 457 458 45 9 46 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468 469 470
471 472 473 474 47 5 476 477 479 4 80 481 482 483 484 485 486
487 488 489 490 49 1 492 493 494 495 496 497 4 98 499 520 521
522 523 524 525 52 6 527 52 8 529 530 531 537 540 541 546 549
550 551 552 55 6 55 8 561 56 8 578 580 583 566 5 90 591 596 599
€20 621 622 623 62 6 627 62 9 630 631 633 635 640 641 643 644
645 649 650 65 1 652 654 656 656 659 660 661 662 663 664 665
666 667 668 66 9 67 671 672 673 674 675 676 678 679 680 681
682 683 666 688 690 691 692 694 695 697 699 720 721 723 726
728 729 731 73 3 734 738 73 9 741 747 748 749 7 50 751 754 757
759 771 772 77 4 77 6 777 778 76C 781 782 783 7 84 785 788 789
790 791 792 795 79 7 799 820 82 1 827 8 40 841 844 847 850 852
859 861 862 863 86 4 dea 869 67C 871 877 878 979 880 884 888
890 893 895 89 6 92 921 923 924 926 928 929 9 30 931 932 933
937 939 940 94 1 94 3 944 94 6 947 951 952 953 954 955 956 9 57
960 961 965 96 6 97 2 973 97 4 97 5 9 76 977 978 980 981 964 9 67
988 991 993 99 5 S96 997 998 999
Irea Code 714
220 240 241 250 26 1 321 350 35 1 354 359 361 369 370 380 381
382 383 384 385 39 1 431 432 441 472 4 74 476 4 92 493 494 4 95
496 497 U98 499 50 2 503 505 509 517 520 521 522 523 524 525
526 527 528 529 530 531 532 533 534 535 536 5 37 538 539 540
541 542 543 54 4 54 5 546 547 548 549 550 551 552 553 554 556
557 556 559 567 579 561 586 ^91 592 593 594 5 95 596 597 598
599 602 620 621 62 2 623 62 4 625 626 627 628 6 29 630 631 632
633 634 635 636 63 7 638 639 64C 641 642 643 644 645 646 649
650 651 660 661 66 2 667 66 9 670 671 673 675 630 681 682 683
126

684 665 666 687 688 689 707 706 710 712 720 730 731 732 738
"739 74C 742 750 751 752 754 756 758 759 76 761 768 770 771
772 773 774 775 77 6 "577 773 779 780 781 783 7 84 785 786 7 87
738 79C "/92 793 79 4 795 796 797 793 820 821 822 823 824 825
826 627 628 829 830 831 832 833 834 335 836 8 37 838 839 840
641 842 646 84 7 84 8 650 851 852 855 856 857 859 861 863 865
870 871 674 875 67 7 879 880 881 882 883 884 885 886 887 8 88
889 891 692 89 3 89 4 695 896 897 898 899 921 937 946 9U7 951
952 953 S54 955 95 6 957 960 961 962 963 964 966 966 969 970
971 972 973 97 4 97 5 9 77 978 979 980 981 982 983 984 985 986
987 988 989 99 991 992 993 994 995 996 997 9 98 999
Irea Code 716
222 223 22 5 227 23 2 235 236 238 244 247 248 2 54 258 262 263
265 266 271 27 5 27 8 282 283 286 283 293 297 3 23 325 328 3 34
337 338 34 2 35 2 359 377 381 385 392 395 398 4 22 423 424 425
426 427 428 433 434 436 439 442 454 457 458 461 464 467 473
475 477 462 494 49 6 533 537 538 542 544 546 549 582 586 588
592 594 621 624 625 626 627 63 1 632 633 634 6 35 636 637 644
647 648 649 652 654 655 656 662 663 668 671 674 675 681 683
684 665 666 687 68 8 669 690 691 692 6 93 694 6 95 696 722 7 24
"26 731 741 74 5 751 754 75 9 773 791 821 822 823 824 825 8 26
827 828 83 1 832 633 834 835 836 837 838 839 842 843 845 8 46
647 849 652 85 3 654 655 856 862 865 872 873 874 875 876 877
878 879 681 882 68 3 664 885 886 887 889 890 891 892 893 8 94
895 696 697 89 8 921 924 93 7 941 9 47 955 964 974 976 987 992
Irea Code 717
225 232 2 33 234 236 238 244 246 252 255 266 2 83 284 285 287
288 291 292 295 29 9 233 34 2 343 344 346 347 3 48 354 378 383
39 2 393 39 4 39 7 45 7 464 469 472 474 489 533 5 34 545 558 560
561 562 563 564 56 6 569 586 587 599 6 26 627 639 652 653 654
655 656 657 663 66 4 665 675 676 637 689 691 693 696 697 698
732 735 "36 737 74 1 755 757 76 1 763 764 76 6 767 768 771 774
779 780 782 78 3 78 6 767 790 792 322 823 824 825 826 829 842
643 845 646 84 8 854 868 87 2 876 896 896 921 9 38 939 944 945
948 957 96 1 969 97 5 9 86
Area Code l301
224 225 226 227 23 7 250 254 255 261 262 263 264 265 266 268
272 277 27 8 29 2 29 5 298 299 321 322 323 350 355 359 363 364
366 373 374 375 37 7 378 379 392 393 394 399 4 23 451 465 466
467 479 482 48 3 48 4 485 486 487 489 521 522 5 24 526 530 531
532 533 534 535 53 6 537 538 539 544 546 551 561 562 566 569
571 572 581 582 58 3 564 585 586 621 625 626 6 27 731 754 756
768 773 776 777 78 2 785 798 825 942 943 96 4 965 966 967 968
969 972 973 974 975
area Code I303
232 233 235 239 24 2 243 244 246 252 254 256 2 63 269 271 277
281 282 288 292 29 4 295 297 298 299 345 353 355 356 359 433
439 461 463 472 47 4 476 55 2 553 554 556 559 571 572 C7 3 574
576 577 57 8 579 58 2 563 585 538 592 596 722 7 23 724 731 732
733 735 136 73 8 74 2 7 43 744 745 747 7 48 751 7 54 755 758 762
763 764 765 76 6 76 7 "568 771 772 776 777 779 781 782 733 786
787 768 791 792 79 4 795 796 797 798 799 83 1 8 34 836 845 855
859
967
862 871 873 87 5 6 77 879 831 883 834 886 889 895 945 963
Irea Code i304
222 225 226 230 231 23 2 233 237 244 245 247 254 257 26 1 262
264 266 268 270 27 1 272 274 27 5 276 281 282 284 285 286 288
289 293 295 29 6 320 321 323 328 329 340 343 344 345 346 3 53
127

355 358 359 363 37 9 380 393 396 397 398 399 4 20 421 422 423
424 425 426 427 42 8 433 440 44 1 444 445 446 455 460 461 463
464 465 466 46 7 46 8 480 481 482 483 484 485 4 86 487 488 489
490 494 495 496 497 499 533 543 545 547 583 5 87 588 592 595
596 599 622 623 62 4 625 627 623 629 643 644 6 48 649 666 667
686 721 722 723 727 728 730 737 739 740 74 1 743 744 745 746
'47 746 749 75 2 76 4 771 77 2 77 5 780 731 782 7 84 786 788 790
794 795 796 79 8 823 625 826 627 838 840 850 851 853 855 857
658 665 867 86 8 87 2 874 87 7 878 887 888 898 924 954 971 973
977 978 979
Area Code >305
213 322 323 324 32 5 326 327 329 366 373 388 392 393 395 397
398 399 482 48 3 48 4 465 486 487 488 492 493 4 94 495 496 497
498 499 522 52 3 52 5 526 527 529 581 583 584 389 629 642 643
644 647 648 64 9 65 2 653 654 656 658 659 831 832 833 834 835
842 645 854 858 861 871 872 933 982 9 83 984 985 986 987
area Ccd€ l306
320 335 352 35 3 35 5 356 35 9 372 373 374 376 378 381 383 622
655 656 '41 742 74 3 744 74 5 746 747 762 763 7 65 792 793 794
795 796 797 79 9 828 829 832 842 863 866 873 8 85 892
Area Code i308
235 237 239 247 25 4 257 25 9 261 262 263 293 3 73 377 395 396
422 423 433 43 8 44 9 455 456 471 474 477 486 4 87 488 499 521
523 524 525 526 52 7 528 531 533 536 537 538 543 544 cijt; 5 46
547 548 595 621 622 623 624 625 637 638 653 655 668 671 672
676 677 681 682 68 4 687 689 695 696 732 734 735 737 833 834
836 639 641 84 2 84 5 647 84 8 922 923 926 94 1 942 943 944 945
S46 947 948 94 9 95 5 988
Area Code l312
246 256 262 28 3 284 288 332 333 334 335 336 3 37 339 422 4 23
424 425 426 428 42 9 451 464 473 474 476 477 479 556 637 775
776 624 825 83 7 638 653 658 867 872 876 892 897 923 925 944
945 948 949 96 3 983 965 983
area Code i313
221 223 224 225 22 6 227 228 229 231 232 234 236 237 233 239
241 242 247 248 251 253 254 256 257 258 259 272 273 621 622
623 626 634 645 65 659 677 681 684 685 639 830 831 832 833
834 835 837 83 9 84 655 870 87 1 872 873 875 876 377 879 863
884 885 666 88 7 920 932 933 cne; 949 961 96 2 963 969 97 1 972
973 974 977 985 986 988 98 9 990 996
irea Code I314
451 452 453 45 4 45 5 456 459 474 476 684 695 696 725 732 734
739 742 774 796 62 5 833 838 864 366 863 871 875 886 898 399
942 943 944 946 94 9
area Code i315
226 229 234 282 33 2 335 344 38 5 389 397 393 399 436 439 455
459 469 478 485 48 9 544 54 7 623 624 629 633 645 654 722 723
725 726 727 72 9 74 741 744 765 773 774 834 838 874 677 885
886 962 963 964 96 5 966 968 967
area Code l316
221 224 228 229 231 232 233 234 238 241 242 2 43 245 251 252
253 254 257 27 1 27 4 275 276 279 283 322 331 3 33 346 348 353
128

356 358 361 36 3 36 4 373 374 39 1 421 436 444 452 453 454 455
459 461 464 468 47 1 414 478 483 523 524 525 531 532 537 5 56
561 576 578 58 7 66 7 685 688 734 737 741 753 756 757 761 763
765 781 792 79 5 796 653 836 84 2 844 861 881 891 921 923 9 24
S26 951 $32 94 1 94 2 $66 968 995 997
Area Code B17
232 236 237 24 4 24 6 249 261 265 267 268 273 274 275 277 280
281 262 283 284 29 2 293 294 295 297 322 325 328 332 334 335
336 338 546 355 35 6 379 382 383 387 390 429 4 30 431 439 441
443 444 447 44 8 45 1 452 456 457 460 461 465 467 469 473 4 77
478 481 483 48 5 488 469 491 495 496 498 499 523 524 525 528
529 531 534 535 53 6 538 540 541 544 551 560 565 566 569 571
572 574 577 586 58 8 569 592 594 5 95 599 624 625 626 633 6 40
649 654 656 662 66 6 679 682 691 692 696 723 731 732 735 737
738 752 753 754 755 756 757 761 763 766 767 771 772 773 774
776 777 778 780 78 7 788 792 794 795 799 822 826 829 831 834
836 838 640 84 4 848 651 853 655 857 859 86 863 870 875 8 76
677 881 921 923 92 4 926 927 930 938 939 982 933 984 985 9 86
Area Code i318 ****Entire Area Code Is Served****
Irea Code !301
272 274 276 27 8 320 523 324 327 332 345 346 348 3 53 357 358
362 363 565 36 9 57 2 377 382 386 388 3 96 398 452 454 458 521
522 523 524 525 52 6 5 27 528 529 535 577 578 682 683 685 721
722 725 "26 728 72 9 743 744 745 754 755 756 761 762 765 766
767 774 775 785 789 794 795 797 829 853 867 372 873 676 922
942 $46 $47 94 8
Irea Cocle *904
241 246 249 25 1 26 2 264 26 6 268 269 272 282 285 289 350 353
354 355 556 358 559 564 387 388 389 390 393 3 96 398 399 432
433 M34 436 43 8 452 453 45 5 456 474 476 477 473 492 632 633
634 636 641 642 64 6 "/21 723 724 725 731 733 737 739 743 744
751 757 "64 76 5 16 6 768 771 772 777 778 731 783 786 "/91 798
932 944 <68 99 4
Area Code !312
431 432 435 43 6 43 9 474 477 734 741 742 743 744 745 746 759
776 781 784 787 78 8 79 2 883 888 922 923 926 929 932 935 953
S56 986
Jrecl Code !313
232 233 234 23 5 236 262 266 267 268 272 273 281 286 287 288
289 295 296 29 9 321 334 34 1 342 354 357 362 3 65 371 375 379
381 583 584 422 43 2 441 478 492 541 564 573 5 74 576 582 588
596 621 63 1 64 2 64 8 649 661 663 671 676 677 681 685 721 722
724 761 "64 77 5 78 2 768 791 829 831 862 887 8 88 894 897 967
Irea Code !314
235 237 251 25 3 27 3 278 279 285 321 328 332 335 337 345 347
554 562 57 5 381 390 591 423 426 472 476 478 5 76 591 592 631
632 633 636 64 2 66 4 667 66 8 681 682 683 684 6 86 693 694 696
697 698 699 723 725 758 747 76 1 764 765 769 776 779 789 793
833 834 635 89 89 9 934 93 7 939 946 948 949 961 963 964 965




332 333 334 335 337 362 366 367 368 381 385 465 468 469 529
532 533 537 541 54 2 543 544 545 546 548 561 562 563 564 565
566 566 569 581 584 591 592 593 5 94 598 653 655 657 658 672
673 675 676 67 7 68 2 683 684 685 686 687 688 6 89 691 692 694
695 6S6 6S7 698 69 9 *J47 751 755 757 772 775 778 779 821 833
£51 852 655 85 8 85 9 660 877 886 942 944 94 9
Area Cede '316
322 323 3 24 325 32 8 3 29 331 332 334 338 344 351 355 36 1 362
363 364 366 36 9 371 372 381 383 386 388 391 392 393 ^gc 421
422 423 424 427 42 8 440 441 44 2 443 444 445 446 447 448 4 49
451 452 453 45 4 45 5 456 457 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488
489 635 636 638 64 1 eii2 648 665 682 685 687 689 722 723 725
726 728 731 73 6 73 9 "566 771 781 782 783 786 791 797 920 921
922 924 925 927 929 933 944 961 962 965 966 967 969 97 1 972
973 985 S88 989 991
Irea Code !918
224 227 234 24 1 24 5 250 251 252 254 258 266 272 286 299 366
369 425 428 437 43 8 445 446 451 455 460 477 481 492 493 494
495 496 560 56 1 58 1 562 583 584 585 586 587 583 592 599 6 22
€27 628 660 663 66 4 665 74 2 743 744 745 747 749 831 632 834
835 836 838
AreaI Cocle !319
248 266 269 271 27 2 273 274 275 279 282 236 288 292 294 299
36 2 365 370 373 37 5 377 378 379 383 429 43 1 434 U54 467 469
471 472 475 476 477 489 493 528 541 543 544 549 552 553 556
575 595 596 59 8 62 1 622 639 643 656 668 674 630 681 632 683
684 685 688 69 7 69 8 721 722 723 724 725 727 730 733 737 7 44
748 750 755 76 76 1 7 64 765 766 767 76 3 769 770 772 773 7 77
779 781 782 78 4 785 787 788 321 828 829 832 833 834 836 839
847 848 65 1 852 854 655 859 860 369 872 876 8 78 882 883 8 64




ATST, MCI, AND GTE SPRINT TARIFF RATES
Tariff rates for AT&T MTS (current and proposed) , MCI
Execunet, and GTE Sprint's SPRINT appear first in this
appendix followed by the tariff rates for ATST WATS (current
and protcsed), MCI WATS, and Direct Sprint. Methods of
applying th€ tariffs are described below.
AT&T MTS, MCI Execun€t, and SPRINT
AT&T MIS and SPRIM charges ars based on a rate for the
first irinut€ plus a rate for additional minutes in each rate
period, while MCI Execunet has a single rate for all minutes
in a rat€ period. All of these services round up the dura-
tion cf the call to the next higher minute— -chey bill in one
minute increments. AT&T MTS costs are calculated at the day
rate, regardless of rate period, then discounted according
to the rate period in which the call was made. (The
disccunts are 40 percent for the Evening rate period and 60
percent for the Night and Weekend rate period. A 55 percent
discount is applied tc calls tc Alaska and Hawaii during the
Night and Weekend rate period under the current tariff.)
SPRINT service is discounted based upon total dollar amount
cf the bill. (See the SPRINT rate table below.) MCI
Execunet has separate rates fcr calls to network and ncn-
retwcrk cities. Tenths of a cent are truncated from the
costs calculated for each AT&T MTS call and are rounded for
each MCI Execunet and SPRINT call.
ATST SATS, MCI WATS, and Direct Sprint
ATST WATS measures the duration of a call in one second
increments, MCI WATS uses thirty second increments, and
Direct Sprint uses six second increments. All three of
131

these services have a one irinute minimum averags time
requirement. Also, all three have the same points at which
the rates taper; 15, 40, and 80 hours (or equivalent
minutes). Costs are calculated based on average use per
line per rate period. In ether words, the total usage in
each rate period for all lines (WATS lines or DALs) is
divided fcy the number cf lines to obtain an average use per
line per rate period. (AT&T WATS rounds this average to the
nearest tenth of an hcur.) MCI WATS and Direct Sprint also
calculate the average for calls to network and non-netwerk
cities. (See rate tables belcw.) The average usa per line
per rate period and the per lire monthly recurring charges
are used to calculate the ccst per line. The cost per line
is multiplied by the total number of lines to obtain the
total cost. An example follows:
Two ATST WATS lines (Service Area 6) are used as follows




Night and Weekend 10
The average use per line per rate period is:
Rate Period Hours
-
Business Eay 100 / 2 = 50
Evening 40.45 / 2 = 20.225
(rounded to the neares-
tenth of an hour = 20.2)
Night and Weekend 10 / 2 = 5
The cost per line per rate period (assuming rate step 20
for Service Area 6 calling from California for ATST WATS
(currert rates)) is:
Eusiness Day Rate Period (5 hours total per line average)
15 hours X 5 25.82 = 5387.30
25 hours X $22.98 = $574.50




Evening Eat€ Period (20.2 hcurs total per line average)
15 hours X $16.78 = $251.70
5.2 hours X $14.94 = $ 77.69
Total $329.39
Night and Weekend Bate Period (5 hours total per line-
average)
5 hours X 9.04 - $ 45.20
Total ccst per line:
Eusiness Day Eate Period $1172. 1C
Evening Rate Period $ 329.39
Night and Weekend Rate Period $ 45.20
Eer line Monthly Recurring Charges $ 31.65
lotal Cost per line $1578.34
Total cost:
$1578.34 per line X 2 lines = $3156.68
The process is the same fcr MCI WATS and Direct Sprin 1
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lar gs Grade cf No. of Erlangs Grade of NO. Of
Service Trunks Service Trunks
3.2C 0.549 2 5.00 0.530 3
3.20 0.369 3 5.00 0.398 4
3.2C 0.228 4 5.00 0.285 5
3.20 0.127 5 5.00 0. 192 6
3.2C 0.064 6 5.00 0. 121 7
3.20 0.028 7 5.00 0.070 8
3.20 0.011 8 5.00 0. 037 9
3. 20 0.004 9 5.00 0.018 10




3.40 0.392 3 5.50 0.562 3
3.40 0.250 4 5.50 0.436 4
3.4C 0.145 5 5.50 0.324 5
3. 40 0.076 6 5.50 0.229 6
3.40 0.036 7 5.50 0. 153 7
3.40 0.0 15 8 5.50 0.095 8
3.4C 0.006 9 5.50 0.055 9
3.40 0.002 10 5.50 0.029 10
5.50 0.014 11
5.50 0.007 12
3.6C 0.585 2 5.50 0.003 13
3.60 0.412 3 5.50 0.001 14
3.6C 0.271 4
3.60 0.163 5 6.00 0.590 3
3.60 0.089 6 6.00 0.470 U
3.60 0.044 7 6.00 0. 360 5
3.60 0.019 8 6.00 0.265 6
3.60 0.008 9 6.00 0. 185 7
3.6C 0.003 10 6.00 0. 122 a
6.00 0.075 9
6.00 0.043 10
3.80 0.432 3 6.00 0.023 11
3.80 0.291 U 6.00 0.011 12
3. 8C 0.181 5 6.00 0.005 13
3.80 0.103 6 6.00 0.002 14
3.8C 0.053 7
3.8C 0.025 8 6.50 0.500 4
3. 80 0.010 9 6.50 0.394 5
3.8C 0.004 10 6.50 0.299 6
3.80 0.001 11 6.50 0.217 7
6.50 0. 150 8
4.00 0.451 3 6.50 0.098 9
4.00 0.311 4 6.50 0.060 10
4.00 0.199 5 6.50 0.034 11
4.0C 0.117 6 6.50 0.018 12
4.00 0.063 7 6.50 0.009 13
4.CC 0.030 8 6.50 0.004 14
4.00 0.013 9 6.50 0.002 15
4. CO 0.005 10
4.0C 0.002 11 7.00 0.527 4
7.00 0.425 5
7.00 0.331 6
4.5C 0.493 3 7.00 0.249 7
4.5C 0.357 4 7.00 0. 179 8
4.50 0.243 5 7.00 0. 122 Q
4.50 0.154 6 7.00 0. 079 10
4.5C 0.090 7 7.00 0.048 11
4.50 0.048 8 7.00 0.027 12
4.5C 0.024 9 7.00 0.014 13
4.50 0.010 10 7.00 0.007 14
4.50 0.004 11 7.00 0.003 15
4.50 0.002 12 7.00 0.001 16
150

irlau gs Grade of KC. Of Erlangs Grade of No. cf
Service Trunks Service Trunks
8.00 0.575 4 11 .00 0.008 19
8.0C 0.479 5 11.00 0.005 20
8. 0C 0.390 6 11.00 0.002 21
8.0C 0.308 7 11.00 0.001 22
8. 00 0.236 8
8.CC 0.173 9 12.00 0.556 6
8.0C 0.122 10 12.00 0.488 1
8.00 0.081 11 12.00 0. 423 8
8.00 0.051 12 12.00 0.360 9
8.0C 0.031 13 12.00 0.302 10
8. 00 0.017 14 12.00 0. 248 11
8.00 0.009 15 12.00 0. 199 12
8.00 0.005 16 12.00 0. 155 13
8.0C 0.002 17 12.00 0. 117 14
12.00 0.086 15
12.00 0.060 16
9. 00 0.525 5 12.00 0.041 17
9.CC 0.441 6 12.00 0.027 18
9.00 0.362 7 12.00 0.016 19
9.0C 0.289 8 12.00 0.010 20
9.00 0.224 9 12.00 0.006 21
9.0C 0.168 10 12.00 0.003 22
9. 0C 0.121 11 12.00 0.002 23
9.CC 0.083 12
9.00 0.054 13 13.00 0.585 6
9.0C 0.034 14 13.00 0.521 7
9.00 C.020 15 13.00 0.458 8
9.0C 0.01 1 16 13.00 0.398 9
9.00 0.006 17 13.00 0.341 10
9.0C 0.003 18 13.00 0.287 11
9. 00 0.001 19 13.00 0.237 12
13.00 0. 192 13
13.00 0. 151 14
10. OC 0.564 5 13.00 0. 116 15
10. 00 0.485 6 13.00 0.086 16
10.00 0.409 7 13.00 0.062 17
10.00 0.338 8 13.00 0.043 18
10. cc 0.273 9 13.00 0.028 19
10.00 0.215 10 13.00 0.018 20
10. OC 0.163 11 13.00 0.011 21
10. OC C.120 12 13.00 0.C07 22
10.00 0.084 13 13.00 0.004 23
10. 00 0.057 14 13.00 0.002 24
10. OC 0.036 15 13.00 0.001 25
10.00 0.022 16
10. OC 0.013 17 14.00 0.550 7
10.00 0.007 18 14.00 0.490 8
10. OC 0.004 19 14.00 0. 433 9
10. OC 0.002 2Q 14.00 0.377 10
14.00 0.324 11
14.00 0.275 12
11. OC 0.597 5 14.00 0.228 13
11. 00 0.523 6 14.00 0. 186 14
11. OC C.451 7 14.00 0. 148 15
11. 00 0.383 8 14.00 0. 115 16
11. OC 0.319 9 14.00 0.086 17
11.00 C.260 10 14.00 0.063 18
11. OC 0.206 11 14.00 0.044 19
11. 00 0.159 12 14.00 0.030 20
11 .00 0.119 13 14.00 0.020 21
11.00 0.085 14 14.00 0.012 22
11.00 0.059 15 14.00 0.007 23
11.00 0.039 16 14.00 0.004 24
11. OC 0.025 17 14.00 0.002 25
11.00 0.015 18 14.00 0.001 26
151

rlangs Grade cf Sc. of Erlangs Grade of No. of
Service Trunks Service Trur.ks
15. 00 0.576 7 17.00 0.034 23
15. 0C 0.519 3 17.00 0.024 24
15.00 0.464 9 17.00 0.016 25
15. CC C.410 10 17.00 0.010 26
15. 00 0.359 11 17.00 0.006 27
15. CC C.310 12 17.00 0.004 28
15. CC 0.263 13 17.00 0.002 29
15. CC C.220 14 17.00 0.001 30
15. 00 C.180 15
15. CC 0.145 16
15.00 0.113 17 18.00 0.590 8
15. CC 0.086 18 18.00 0.541 9
15. 00 0.064 19 18.00 0.493 10
15. CC 0.046 20 18.00 0. 447 11
15.00 0.032 21 18.00 0.401 12
15. CC C.021 22 18.00 0.357 13
15. 00 0.014 23 18.00 0.315 14
15. CC 0.008 24 13.00 0. 274 15
15. 00 0.005 25 18.00 0.236 16
15. CC 0.003 26 18.00 0.200 17
15. 00 C.002 27 18.00 0. 166 18
18.00 0. 136 19
16. 00 0.599 7 18.00 0. 109 20
16. OC C.545 8 18.00 0.086 21
16. 00 C.492 9 18.00 0.065 22
16. OC C.441 10 13.00 0. 049 23
16.00 0.391 11 18.00 0.035 24
16.00 0.342 12 18.00 0.025 25
16. 00 C.296 13 18.00 0.017 26
16. OC 0.253 14 18.00 0.011 27
16.00 0.213 15 18.00 0.007 28
16. OC 0.175 16 18.00 0.004 29
16. 00 0.142 17 18.00 0.003 30
16. CC C.1 12 18 18.00 0.002 31
16. 00 0.086 19
16. OC 0.064 20
16. CO 0.047 21 19.00 0.563 9
16. CC C.033 22 19.00 0.517 10
16. CC C.022 2 c 19.00 0.472 11
16. OC 0.015 24 19.00 0.427 12
16. 00 0.009 25 19.00 0.385 13
16. CO C.006 26 19.00 0.343 14
16.00 0.003 27 19.00 0.303 15
16. OC 0.002 28 19.00 0.264 16
16. 00 0.001 29 19.00 0.228 17
19.00 0. 194 18
17.00 0.569 8 19.00 0. 163 19
17. CC C.518 9 19.00 0. 134 20
17. 00 0.468 10 19.00 0. 108 21
17. OC C.420 11 19.00 0.085 22
17.00 0.373 12 19.00 0.066 23
17. CC C.328 13 19.00 0.050 24
17. 00 0.285 14 19.00 0.036 25
17.00 0.244 15 19.00 0.026 26
17.00 0.206 16 19.00 0.018 27
17. OC C.171 17 19.00 0.012 28
17.00 0.139 18 19.00 0.008 29
17. OC C.1 10 19 19.00 0.005 30
17.00 0.086 20 19.00 0.003 31
17. CC 0.065 21 19.00 0.002 32
17.00 0.048 22 19.00 0.001 33
152

Erlangs G rad 5 of NC. Of
S«=rvics Trunks
20. OC 0.582 9
20. 00 0.538 10
20. CC 0.494 11






20. OC 0.221 18
20. OC 0.189 19
20. 00 0.159 20
20.00 0.131 21
20. 00 0.107 22
20.00 0.085 23
20. OC 0.066 24
20.00 C.050 25
20. 00 0.037 26




20. OC 0.005 31
20.00 0.003 22
20. OC 0.002 33





$JOB ID.NOIIST.NAEE. L=80Q*** ***************** ****** ********************** ***********************
c
C THIS PROGRAM WAS CREATED BY SCOTT L. KLINGLER. CAPTAIN, USAF IN
C MARCH 1984. IT SAS WRITTEN FOR INTERACTIVE COMPUTING USING THE
C WATFIV FACILITIES OF THE IBM 3033 AT THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE
C SCHOOL ADDITICNAL INFORMATION ABOUT THIS PROGRAM CAN BE
C CETAINED IN KLINGLER, SCOTT L., SPECIALIZED CCMMON CARRIERS:
C ICKG DISTANCE ALTERNATIVES FOR MILITARY INSTALLATIONS. MASTER'S
C TEESIS, NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CA, MARCH 1984.
CQ**** ****** **************** ****************** ************ ***************
Q******** **************************************************** ***********
c
C THIS PROGRAM PEFFORMS THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS:
C
C 1. PUTS AREA CODES AND PREFIXES OF SPECIALIZED CCMMON
C CARRIER (SCC) NETWORKS FROM FILES INTO AN ARRAY NUM
C
C 2. COMPARES CALLED NUMBER (AREA CODE AND PREFIX) TO SCC
C NETWORKS. (NOTE: IF AREA CODE IS NOT ONE OF THOSE LISTED
C IN DO 10 (ALL AREA CODES IN UNITED STATES) DATA FOR THE
C CALLED NUMBER WILL BE REJECTED.)
C
C 3. CALCULAIES DISTANCE (RANGE OF DISTANCES) TC CALLED CITY FROM
C THE DURATION. RATE PERIOD, AND ORIGINAL COST OF THE CALL.
C (NOTE: IF DISTANCE WILL NOT CALCULATE (DUE TO INCORRECT
C DATA, MULTIPLE RATE PERIOD, DISTANCES FURTHER THAN LONGEST
C RANGE OF DISTANCES ALLOWED IN PROGRAM, ETC.) CALL DATA WILL
C BE REJECTED.)
C
C 4. CALCULATES CHARGES FOR MTS-TYPE CALLS (DIAL ACCESS SERVICE
C - ATST MTS, MCI EXECUNET, AND SPRINT) EASED ON DURATION OF
C CALL, RATE PERIOD. AND MILEAGE AND TOTALS MINUTES OF CALLS
C IN EACH RATE PERIOD TO NETWORK AND NON-NETWCRK CITIES.
C
C 5. CALCULATES CHARGES FOR WATS-TYPE CALLS (DEDICATED ACCESS
ER
:cn)
c per access line per rate period
C SERVICE - ATST HATS, MCI WATS JNETWORK S VICE WITH UNIVERSAL
C TERMINATION], AND DIRECT SPRINT) BASED ON THE AVERAGE TIME
CQ**** ************************************************************ *******
C
C ASSUMPTIONS ANE LIMITATIONS
C
C * THIS PROGRAM CAN BE USED ONLY FOR CALCULATING CCSTS OF CALLS (VIA
C ATST MIS AND WATS, MCI EXECUNET AND MCI WATS. AND SPRINT AND DIRECT
C SPRINT WITH UNIVERSAL CALLING) ORIGINATED WITHIN THE CONTINENTAL
C CNITED STATES (CCNUS) ANE COMPLETED TO CONUS, HAWAII, AND ALASKA.
C IT ALSO ASSUMES THAT THE USER KNOWS IF THE LOCATION BEING EVALUATED
C IS IN AN AREA WHICH PERMITS ORIGINATING CALLS VIA THESE SERVICES.
C
C * TEIEPHONE Bill DATA FRCM A ONE MONTH PERIOD IS USED FOR THE
C INPUT DATA. (TEE USER SHOULD CONSIDER USING AN AVERAGE MONTH'S
C BILL AND A PEAK KCNTH'S EILL TO EVALUATE THE COSTS AND NUMBER OF
C WATS 2ND DEDICATED ACCESS LINES (DALS) FOR AVERAGE AND PEAK MONTHS





C * TENTHS OF A CENT ARE TFUNCATED FROM THE COSTS CALCULATED FOR EACH
C ATST MIS CALL ANE ROUNDED FOR EACH MCI EXECUNET AND SPRINT CALL.
C
C * SINCE CALLS TO HAWAII MADE VIA ATST MIS ARE EILIED BY EANC AND
C NOI EY MILEAGE, THE PRCGEAM CONVERTS EANDS TO MILEAGE RANGES FOR
C USE IN CALCULATING THE COSTS VIA THE OTHER CARRIERS. THE CORRECT-
C NESS OF THESE CONVERSIONS HAS NOT BEEN DETERMINED EXCEPT FOR THE
C BEST COAST.
C
C * COSTS FOR CA1LS MADE VIA DIAL ACCESS SERVICES (MCI EXECUNET AND
C SPRINT! IN THE 56-70 AND 71-12U MILE DISTANCE RANGES ARE CALCULATED
C USING THE RATES EOR THE 71-124 MILE RANGE SINCE ATST MTS HAS ONLY A
C 56-124 MILE RANGE (AND THE DISTANCE (RANGE OF DISTANCES) TO THE
C CAIIED NUMBER IS CALCUIATED FROM THE DURATION, RATE PERIOD, AND COST
C CI TBE ORIGINAL ATST MTS CALL.)
C
C * COSTS FOR CAIIS MADE VIA MCI EXECUNET OVER 3000 MILES ARE
C CALCULATED USING THE RATES FOR THE 1911-3000 MILE RANGE SINCE
C TEEEE IS NO RATE SHOWN IN THE TARIFF FOR DISTANCES GREATER THAN
C 3000 BILES.
C
C * COSTS FOR CAIIS MADE VIA SPRINT ARE CALCULATED USING THE RATES
C WHICH ARE DISCOUNTED FOR OVER $200 USAGE PER MONTH.
C
C * THE PROGRAM CALCULATES THE COSTS OF ACCESSING THE DIAI ACCESS
C SEB^ICES, IF AN?, USING FIFST MINUTE AND ADDITIONAL MINUTE RATES,
C TEE RATE PERIODS IN THE TABLE IN SUBROUTINE QUERY, AND ONLY THE
C DURATICN OF THE COMPLETED LONG DISTANCE CALL.
C
C * SINCE ORIGINAI CALL DATA IS IN ONE MINUTE INCREMENTS, WATS AND
C DEDICATED ACCESS SERVICE COST CALCULATIONS DO NCT CONSIDER THE
C LESS THAN ONE MINUTE INCREMENTS USED BY THESE CARRIERS OR THE ONE
C MINUTE MINIMUM AVERAGE TIME REQUIREMENT OF THESE CARRIERS.
C
C * WATS AND DEDICATED ACCESS SERVICE COST CALCUIATIONS INCLUDE THE
C BCN1HIY RECURRING CHARGES PER ACCESS LINE BUT NCT CRDER OR INSTALLA-
C TICN CHARGES. TEE MONTHLY RECURRING CHARGES USED IN THE PROGRAM
C ARE TEE BASIC CHARGES WHICH ASSUME THAT THE INSTALLATION IS CLOSE
C ENCDGH TO THE CARRIER'S PCINT OF TERMINATION SO AS TC AVOID
C ADDITIONAL MILEAGE CHARGES.
C
C * COSTS FOR ATST WATS (CURRENT TARIFF) ARE CALCULATED USING SERVICE
C AREA 6 RATES. THE RATES USED FOR CALCULATING COSTS OF ATST WATS
C (ERCPOSED TARIFF) ARE FOR SERVICE AREAS 5 AND 6 (WHICH HAVE THE SAME
C RATES)
.
C * THE PROGFAM DCES NOT RCUND THE TOTAL HOURS OF CALLS IN EACH RATE
C FEBIOD TO THE NEAREST TENTH OF AN HOUR FOR ATST WATS COST
C CALCULATIONS.
C
C * COSTS ARE CALCULATED FCR DEDICATED ACCESS SERVICES WITH
C "UNIVERSAL TERMINATION" (MCI WATS AND DIRECT SPRINT SITH UNIVERSAL
C CALLING), AND NCT FOR NETWORK-ONLY TERMINATION SERVICE.
(3*****4****4**** *****************************-********.******************
C




C FIIEDEF 3 DISK MCI DATA A (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80
C IILEEEF 9 DISK SERINT DATA A (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80
C FILEDEF 10 DISK TCLL DATA A (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80
C FILEEEF 11 DISK EATAOUT DATA A (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80
C FILEDEF 12 DISK FEJECT DATA A (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80
C FILEEEF 13 TERM (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 80
C EXEC HATFIV SCCPBCJ S1
C CIBSCBN
C STXrE DO YOU WANT TO BROWSE THE OUTPUT DATA FILE? (Y OR N)
155

c -FETCFN SREAE ARC c
c Elf S1 EQ Y 5GOT0 "-YESANS
c 6IF 61 EQ N SGOTC -NOANS
c CLBSCFN
c 6TYPE S1 IS NOT I VALII (MUST BE Y OR N)
c SGOTC -FETURN
c -YESANS
c EFOWSE EATAOUT DATA
c EIIT
c -NOANS
c SIYFE THE OUTPUT IS WR] TO THE t DATAOUT !DATA t•























c 221 222 22U 225 226 227 228 2;29 231 232 233 235 238 2 29 241 242 243 245
c 246 mi 248 249 251 254 256 25T 262 263 265 266 267 268 271 272 273













FIIE 9 SPRINT EATA







FIIE 10 TOLL DATA











c 2 1 EACKENSACK NJ 201 368 1.23
c 3 1 KESIEROOR HE 207 8 56 1.72
c 7 1 WASHINGTON DC 202 697 3.68
c 3 1 LAS VEGAS NV 702 734 1.43
c 5 1 BENC NV 702 766 2.14
c 5 1 HIGHLD FLS NY 914 938 2.70
c 2 1 NASHUA NB 603 885 1.23
c 2 1 CMAHA NE 402 221 1.08
c 1 1 HCUSTON TX 713 526 .64









C Fill 11 DAIAOUT DATA
C




C FIIE 12 REJECT CATA
C





C FILE 13 TERM
C




C SCBROCTINES (AS THEY APPEAR IN THE MAIN PROGRAM)
C
C SCCLIS - THIS SUBROUTINE PLACES SCC NETWORK LISTINGS OF AREA
C COEES AND PREFIXES ON EACH NETWORK INTO AN ARRAY, NUM.
C
C SORT - THIS SUEROUTINE SORTS TELEPHONE CALL DATA EY AREA CODE
C AND PREFIX FCF USE IN THE MAIN PROGRAM.
C
C QUERY - THIS SUEROUTINE INTERACTIVELY QUERIES THE USER FOR INPUT
C EATA USED TO CALCULATE COSTS OF ACCESSING THE SCC NETWORKS
C AND TO CALCULATE THE AT&T WATS COSTS (USING CURRENT AND FROPOSED
C RATES).
C
C ASK - THIS SUBFCUTINE TAKES A CHARACTER STRING WHICH IS GIVEN
C AS THE SUBROUTINE ARGUMENT AND OUTPUTS IT TO THE TERMINAL.
C
C DIET - THIS SUEFCUTINE CALCULATES THE DISTANCE TC A CALLED CITY
C IECM THE DURATION, RATE PERIOD, AND COST OF THE CALL.
C
C CALC - THIS SUEROUTINE CALCULATES THE COST OF EACH CALL IF IT
C REBE MADE VIA AT&T MTS, MCI EXECUNET, AND SPRINT (BASED ON
C EUBATION OF CALL, RATE PERIOD, MILEAGE, AND, FCR MCI EXECUNET,
C KETSORK CR NCK-NETWORK CITY), SUMS THE COSTS OF CALLS (WITHIN
C EACH RATE PEJICD, NETWCFK OR NON-NETWORK CITY) FOR EACH CARRIER
C EOR USE IN TEE ATST WATS. MCI WATS. AND DIRECT SPRINT COST
C CALCULATIONS EERFORMED IN SUBROUTINE CALC2.
C
C LINES - THIS SUEROUTINE CALCULATES ERLANGS OF CALLS DURING THE
C EUSY HOUR ANC OUTPUTS NUMBERS OF LINES AND GRADES OF SERVICE
C FOR USE IN DETERMINING HOW MANY WATS OR ACCESS LINES TO USE
C IN CALCULATING THE COSTS OF AT&T WATS, MCI WATS, AND DIRECT
C SPRINT.
C
C FACTOR - THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES FACTORIALS EOR USE IN
C SUEROUTINE LINES.
C
C CALC2 - THIS SUEROUTINE CALCULATES THE COST OF ALI CALLS IF THEY
C SERE MADE VIA ATST HATS, MCI WATS, AND DIRECT SPRINT (EASED ON







C ACCESS - A VARIABLE USED TO INDICATE IF CHARGES FCR CALLS TO
C ACCESS THE SCC NETWORKS APPLY.
C




C ANS - A CHARACTER VARIABLE USED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS INTERACTIVELY
C AVCO - AVERAGE COST (PER MINUTE) OF AT&T MTS (ORIGINAL COST)
C AVC1 - AVERAGE COST (PER MINUTE) OF AT&T MTS (EROEOSED RATES)
C AVC1A - AVERAGE COST (PER MINUTE) OF AT&T HATS (CURRENT RATES)
C AVC1B - AVERAGE COST (PER MINUTE) OF AT&T HATS JPROEOSED RATES)
C AVC2 - AVERAGE COST (PER MINUTE) OF MCI EXECUNET
C AVC2A - AVERAGE COST (PER MINUTE) OF MCI EXECUNET WITH ACCESS COSTS
C AVC2E - AVERAGE COST (PER MINUTE) OF MCI HATS
C AVC3 - AVERAGE COST (EER MINUTE) OF SPRINT
C JVC3A - AVERAGE COST (PER MINUTE) OF SPRINT HITH ACCESS COSTS
C AVC3B - AVERAGE COST (PEE MINUTE) OF DIRECT SPRINT
C
C AV1IME - AVERAGE TIME CF CALLS
C
C COST - COST OF CALL
C
C CSCMO - SUM OF CRIGINAL AT&T MTS CALLS
C CSUM1 - SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA AT&T MTS fERCPOSED RATES)
C CSUM1A - SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA AT&T HATS (CURRENT RATES)
C CSCM1E - SUM CF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA AT&T HATS (PROPOSED RATES)
C CSUM2 - SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA MCI EXECUNET
C CSDM2A - SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA MCI EXECUNET (INCLUDING
C CCSTS OF CALLS TO ACCESS)
C CSCM2E - SUM OF COSTS CF CALLS MADE VIA MCI HATS
C CSCM3 - SUM OF COSTS CF CALLS MADE VIA SPRINT
C CSUM3A - SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA SPRINT (INCLUDING
C CCSTS OF CAIIS TO ACCESS)
C CSUM3E - SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA DIRECT SPRINT
C
C FLAGJX) - AN ARRAY USED TO INDICATE IF THE AREA CCDE ANE PREFIX
C OF THE CALL ARE ON THE SCC NETWORKS
C FLAG(1) = MCI
C FLAG (2) = GTE SPRINT
C
C IREJ - TOTAL NUMBER OF REJECTED CALLS
C
C IICALL - TOTAL SUMBER OF CALLS
C
C IIBIN - TOTAL KINUTES OF CALLS
C
C ITKIN2 - TOTAL KINUTES CF CALLS LESS MINUTES OF CALLS UNABLE TO
C EE PLACED VIA MCI (TO ALASKA)
C
C LIMDIF - THE DIFFERENCE BETHEEN LIMHI AND LIMLC
C
C LIMHI - (LIMIT HIGH) THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ACCESS LINES IN THE
C RANGE OF NUBEERS OF LINES TO BE USED FOR SUEROUTINE CALC
.
C
C IIBLO - (LIMIT ICH) THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF ACCESS LINES IN THE
C RANGE OF NUMEERS OF LINES TO BE USED FOR SUEROUTINE CALC.
C
C MILES - DISTANCE (RANGE OF DISTANCES) TO CALLED CITY (CALCULATED
C IN SUBROUTINE DIST)
C MIN - LENGTH OF CALL IN MINUTES
C
C NCALLS - TCTAL KUMEER OF CALL DATA SETS FROM THE FILE TOLL DATA
C
C NLINES - NUMBER OF ACCESS LINES
C
C NNJ - PREFIX (fBX) CAILEE
C NCBCI - NUMBER CF CALLS UNABLE TO PLACED VIA MCI (TO ALASKA)








































NUMjX.X.X) - AN ARRAY USED TO STORE AREA CODES AND
PREFIXES ON THE SCC NETWORKS
1ST POSITION - SCC
1 - MCI
2 - GTE SPRINT
2ND FOSITION - TRANSLATED AREA CODE
EXAMPLE: 25 = AREA CODE 312
3RD POSITION - PREFIX (NNX)
NXA - A TRANSLATED VALUE FCR THE AREA CODE, ACODE.
OUTPUT - A VARIABLE USED TO INDICATE IF RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE CALC
ARE TO BE OUTPUT FOR EACH CALL DATA SET.
PEFIOE - RATE PERIOD
1 = BUSINESS DAY
2 = EVENING
3 = NIGHT ARE WEEKEND
PLACE - LOCATICK CALLED
NOTE: VARIABLES USED AS SUBROUTINE ARGUMENTS. EVEN THOUGH THEY MAY
BE OUTPUT IN TEE MAIN PROGRAM, ARE DEFINED IN THE SUBROUTINES.
**************************************** ******************************










PERIOD (20 00) , PLACE (200 0) , ACODE (200 0)
,
-NNXJ2000) ,COST(2000) .FLAG






CALL QUERY (OUT PUT, ACCESS .RATE 1 , RATE1 A, R ATE 2,
R
ATE2A, RAT E 3,
-FATE3A,RSTEPC,R£TEPP, REGION)


















































































































































































































































































































































































NXA=15 ;GO TO 20 ; ENB IF
NXA=16 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=17 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=18 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=19 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=20 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=21 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=22 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=23 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=24 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=25 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=26 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=27 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=28 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=29 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=30 ;GO TO 20 ; ENE IF
NXA=31 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=32 ;GO TO 20 ; ENE IF
NXA=33 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=34 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=35 ;GO TO 20 ; FND IF
NXA=36 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=37 ;GO TO 20 ; FND IF
NXA=38 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=39 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=40 ;GO TO 20 ; FND IF
NXA=41 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=42 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=43 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=44 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=45 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=46 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=47 ;GO TO 20 ; END IF
NXA=48 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=49 ,GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=50 ;GO TO 20 ; FND IF
NXA=51 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=52,,GO TO 20: ; END IF
NXA=53 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=54 GO TO 20; ; END IF
NXA=55 ;GO TO 20; FND IF
NXA=56';GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=57, GO TO 20;'END IF
NXA=58
p
GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=59; GO TO 20;;END IF
NXA=60, GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=61 ;GO TO 20 ;END IF
NXA=62; GO TO 20; ; END IF
NXA=63, GO TO 20 ;ENE IF
NXA=64; GO TO 20; ENE IF
NXA=65; GO TO 20; FND IF
NXA=66
;
GO TO 20, END IF
NXA=67; GO TO 20; ENE IF
NXA=68; GO TO 20, ENE IF
NXA=69; GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=70; GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=71
;
GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=72; GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=73; GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=74
;
GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=75; GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=76 GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=77; GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=78; GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=79; GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=80; GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=81 GO TO 20; END IF
NXA=82; GO TO 20; END IF





















































































































84; GO TO 20;
85; GO TO 20;
86; GO TO 20;
87; GO TO 20;
88; GO TO 20;
89; GO TO 20;
90; GO TO 20;
91; GO TO 20;
92; GO TO 20;
93; GO TO 20;
94; GO TO 20;
95; GO TO 20;
96; GO TO 20;
97; GO TO 20;





101 ;GO TO 20
102 ;GO TO 20
103 ;GO TO 20
104 ;GO TO 20
105 ;GO TO 20
106 ;GO TO 20
107 ;GO TO 20
108 ;GO TO 20





















































IF ACCDE(I) IS NOT TRANSLATED ABOVE, THE CALL EATA HILL BE REJECTED
AND OUTPUT TO THE FILE. FEJECT DATA. THE PROGRAM WILL CONTINUE AND
EEEFOFM THE CALCULATIONS FOR THE NEXT CALL.
(IF TEE CALL DATA FOR I = 1 IS REJECTED CERTAIN VARIABLES IN
SUEFOCTINE CALC WILL NOT BE INITIALIZED. THIS WILL CAUSE A
FATAL ERROR.)











******«***# ±± ****** X* *4 *************** if*************-*************.***
********************************************************************
WHEN THE VARIAEIE CUTEUT IS .TRUE., THE RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE CALC
ARE OUTPUT FOR EACH CALL DMA SET. THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS APE




WRITE (1 1, 104) ACODE (I) ,NNX(I)
GO TO 3
ENE IF
IF (I.EQ. 1) GO TC 30












WRIT (1 1,1 5) ACODE (I) , NNX (I)
GO TO 3
ENE IF






CAIL EIST (I, BANE. MILES)
444 4* * 4*** **** * 4 ****** * *** **** ******************* * ****** ******** * ***
IF THE DISTANCE CALCULATION IS SUCCESSFUL (INDICATED BY A VALUE
OF MILES OTHER THAN 0) THE FOLLOWING <IF> STATEMENT WILL ALLOW
CONTINUED EROCESSING CF THIS CALL DATA. IF THE DISTANCE
161

C CALCULATION IS UNSUCCESSFUL, THE CALL DATA IS OUTPUT TO THE FILE,
C REJECT DATA ANE THE PROGRAM MILL GO ON TO PROCESS THE DATA FOR
C THE NEXT CALL.
C
c
IF (MILES. NE.OJGC TO U
WRITE (12, 10 7) MI N (I) , PERIOD (I) , PLACE (I) , ACODE (I),NNX (I) , COST (I)
IREJ=IREJ + 1
GO TO 10







C DO 50 SETS A FLAG (FLAG) IF THE AREA CODE (NXA) AND PREFIX (NNX(I))
C IS CN THE SCC NETWORK DESIGNATED BY IN (IN = 1 FOR MCI,
C IN = 2 FOR GTE SPRINT) (IN OTHER WORDS, IF NUM (IN ,NX A ,NNX (I)
)




FLAG ( IN) =• FALSE.
IF (N0M (IN^ NXA, USX (I) ) ) FLAG (IN) = .TRUE.
50 CCNTINUE
C************************** **********************************************
c********** *************************************** ******* ****************














C WHEN THE VARIAEIE CUTEUT IS .TRUE., THE DATA FOR EACH CALL IS
C OUTPUT BY THE FCLLOWING STATEMENT.
C




C**** ************* ********* **********************************************(3************************** **********************************************
c
C THE FCLLOWING STATEMENTS CALCULATE THE AVERAGE TIME OF ALL CALLS
C ANE TEE AVERAGE COSTS (PER MINUTE) OF EACH SERVICE
C










C WHEN IHE VARIAEIE ACCESS IS .TRUE., THE COSTS CF ACCESSING THE
C SCC NETWORKS ARE CALCULATED. THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IERMIT
C THESE COSTS TO EE OUTPUT WITH THE REST OF THE CALCULATED COSTS.
C (OTEEEWISE THESE COSTS WILL BE ZERO AND NOT OUTPUT WITH THE REST





WHITE (1 1, 109) ITCALL,ITMIN.AVTIME,IREJ,CSUMO.AVCO



















THE FOLLOWING <SRITE> STATEMENT OUTPUTS THE RATE STEPS AND REGION
RHICH WERE INPUT FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE CALC2
WRITE (11 ,1 11) RSTEPC r R STEEP, REGION
C
c *************************************** *****************
c******* ****** ***************************** **************
c
TEE FCLLOWING STATEMENTS QUERY THE USER FOR THE NUK



























HOW KANY TOTAL WATS
ACCESS LINES DO IOU
CALCULATE DEDICATED
LINES OR DEDICATED




































NUMBER IN THE RANGE OF
THE LARGEST
OF LINES?
NUMBER IN THE RANGE OF
(MUST BE WITHIN 10 LINES OF THE SMALLEST)
READf 13,*) LIMHI
LIMDIF=LIMHI-LIMLO
IF (LIMDIF.GT. 10. OR .LIMHI . LE. LIMLO . OR . LI MLO. LT. 1) THEN




£*** ******* 4********4 4***** ****************** ************
£** ******************************************************
C
C IF THE CALCULATICN OF COSTS IS FOR A RANGE OF VALUE






DO 80 NLINES=LIMLO .LIMHI
CALL CALC2 (NLI
N
ES, BSTEPC, RSTEFF ,R EGIO N, MIN 1 1
,
-CS0M1A,CSUM1B,MIN211,MIN221,MIN231,MIN2 12,MIN222,MI
-CSUE2E,MIN31 1, KIH321, MIN33 1 -HIN31 2 , MIN3 22, M IN 33 2,
-MIN3 1 3, MIN 323, MIN 3 33, CSUM3B)
MIN12,MIN13,
N232,















C ************* ************* **********************************************
£**** ****** **************** **********************************************
c
C IF TEE CALCULATION OF COSTS IS FOR ONLY ONE VAIUE CF NLINES THE
C FCILCKING STATEMENTS HILI CALCULATE AND OUTPUT THE COST FOR
C TEE ONE VALUE CF NLINES
C
CAIL CALC2 (NLINES. RSTEPC.RSTEPP.R EGI OK -MINI 1
,
BIN 1 2, KIN 1 3,CSUM1 A r
-CSUME,MIN21 1 , KIN221, MIN23 1 , MIN2 1 2 , H IN2 22, M IN 2 32 r CS UM2B ,
-MIN311.MIN321, BIN 331, MIN 3
1




C CAICULATION OF AVERAGE COST (PER MINUTE) FOR EACH WATS OR













£**** ********************************** ********** ************ ************
100 FORMAT (//1 X. EXECUTING • ,///U,
-•THIS PROGRAM KAS CREATED EY SCOTT L. KLINGLER, CAPTAIN, USAF IN',
-/1X. 'MARCH 198a. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THIS PROGRAM CAN EE
-' ,/lX, 'OBTAINED IN THE PFOGRAM DOCUMENTATION ITSELF OR IN KLINGLER
-, SCOTT L. ,' ,/1X, 'SPECIALIZED COMMON CARRIERS LONG DISTANCE ALTEBN
-AIIVES FOR MILITARY' ,/1X, 'INSTALLATIONS, MASTERS THESIS, NAVAL POS
-TGRAEUATS SCHOCI, ', /I X ,' MONTEREY, CA, MARCH 1984. ', ///1 X,
-•READING SCC LISTS IT WILL TAKE A WHILE «)
101 FOEMAT (//1 X,' SCFTING CALL DATA •)
103 FOFMAT(/lX, r INVALID AREA CODE IN INPUT DATA',/1X,
-l3 f 1X,I1,lX,Al3,1X,I3,lX.l3,1X,F6.2)
104 FCFMAT (1X, 'RATE PERIOD: 1 = DAY 2 = EVENING',
-• 3 = NIGHT AUE WEEKEND'./
-80 ('*') ,/1 X • AEEA CODE ' ,13 ,/ 1X , 1 3 (' * ' ) ,/1 X . ' PREF IX • I3,/1X,
-10<'-«)
./5 7X,» KCI« , 12 X,' SPRINT' /36X, ' ORIG 1 , 3 X , « NEH • .1 1 X
,
-•EIOS , -12X, , PLDS , ,/12X,« FATE' ,2 OX, « AT&T • . 3X , ' AT5T ' . JX, • MCI' ,3X,
-'ACCESS* , 2X, ' SPRINT' , 2X, 'ACCESS' ,/1X, 'MINUTES' . 3X ,' PERIOD' , 5X
,
-•PLACE',9X,'COSI' ,3X, 'COST' # 3X, 'COST* ,3X,'COST',4X, 'COST',4X r
-•CCST',/80 ('-•))
105 FOFMATj/80 (•*• ) ,/lX,' AREA CODE • , 13 , /1X , 13 ( ' * • ) /
-57 X, • HCI 1 , 12X, * SPRINT '/3 6X, • ORIG* , 3X , '
N
EW' , 1 1 X
,
-'PIUS' .1 2 X,' PLCS' ,/12X.' FATE' ,2 OX, 'AT&T', 3 x, • AT&T '. 3X, ' MCI' ,3X,
-•ACCESS' .2 X. 'SPRINT' , 21, 'ACCESS' ./IX.'MINUTES'^X.'EERICD'.SX,
-•PIACE'^X^COST* f 3X, 'COST' ,3X, 'COST' ,3 X. ' COST r , 4X, 'COST' , 4 X,
-'CCST',/80 <•-'), /I X,' FRE FIX • ,13 ,/ 1X , 10 (*- • ) /)
106 FOFMAT(/1X, 'PREFIX »
,
I3-/1X. 10 (• -•
)
A
107 FOFMAIJ/1X,' DISTANCE CALCULATION UNSUCCESSFUL FOR INPUT DATA',/
-1X, 13, IX, II. 1X,A13,1X,I3.1X,I3,1X,F6.2)
108 FOFMAI(2X,l3,9X,I1 ,4 X , A1 3, 3X, F5. 2, 2X
,
F5. 2, 2X, F5. 2 , 2X, F5 . 2, 3X,
109 FOEMATJ///1X , • TCTAL CALLS = ',15./
-1X, 'TOTAL MINUTES = ',18,' MINUTES',/
-1X, 'AVERAGE TIKE PER CALL = ',F5.1,* MINUTES PER CALL 1 ,/
-1X, 'NUMBER OF CALLS REJECTED = ',13,//
-1X, 'ORIGINAL TCIAL AT&T MTS COST = $',F10.2,/
-1X, 'AVERAGE COST PER MINUTE = $',F6.3,//
164

-1X, 'TOTAL ATST MTS COST (PROPOSED RATES)= $',F10.2,/
-1X, 'AVERAGE COST PER MINUTE = f',F6.3.//
-1X, 'TOTAL MCI EXECUNET COST = |',F10.2,/
-1X, 'AVERAGE COST PER MINOTE = $',F6.3,/
-1X,I3,1X,' CALLS UNABLE TO BE COMPLETED (TO ALASKA) ',
-• (MINUTES = ', 15,') • ,//
-1X. 'TOTAL MCI EXECUNET COST (WITH COST OF CALL TO ACCESS) = $',
-F10. 2,/1X. 'AVERAGE COST PER MINUTE = $',F6.3,/
-1X,I3,1X,*CALLS UNABLE TC BE COMPLETED (TO ALASKA) '.
-•(MINUTES = ' , 15,' )',//lX, 'TOTAL SPRINT COST = $',F10.2,/
-1X, 'AVERAGE COST PER MINUTE = $',F6.3.//
-1X, 'TOTAL SPfilST COST (WITH COST OF CALL TO ACCESS) = $',
-F10. 2/, 1X, 'AVERAGE COST PER MINUTE = $',F6.3)
110 FCFHAT(///1X, 'ICTAL CALLS = ',15,/
-1X, 'TOTAL MINUTES = ',18-' MINUTES',/
-1X, 'AVERAGE TIME PER CALI = ',F5.1. r MINUTES PER CALL',/
-1X, 'NUMBER OF CALLS REJECTED = ',13,//
-1X, 'ORIGINAL TCTAL ATST MTS COST = $',F10.2,/
-1X, 'AVERAGE COST PER MINUTE = $',F6.3,//
-lX r 'TOTAL ATST MTS COST (PROPOSED RATES)= $*,F10.2,/
-1X, 'AVERAGE COSI PER MINUTE = f*,F6.3.//
-1X, 'TCTAL MCI EXECUNET CCST = $',F10.2,/
-1X, 'AVERAGE COST PER MINUTE = $',F6.3,/
-1X, 13, 1X, 'CALLS UNABLE TC BE COMPLETED (TO -ALASKA) ',
-• (MINUTES = ' ,15, ')',//
-1X, 'TCTAL SPRIKT COST = !',F10.2,/
-1X, 'AVERAGE COSI PER MINUTE = $',F6.3)
111 FOFMAT(////1X, 'RATE SIEP USED FOR AT&T WATS (CURRENT RATES) CALCUL
-ATICN = ' ,I3 # /1X,'RATE STEP USED FOR AT&T WATS (PROPOSED RATES) CA
-LCULATION = « ,13, /1X, 'REGION USED FOR DIRECT SPRINT CALCULATION =
-',12)
112 FOEMAT(//1 X, 'TCTAL NUKBEF OF WATS LINES OR DEDICATED ACCESS ',
-'LINES = ' .13, ///1X,' TOTAL ATST WATS COST (CURRENT RATES) = $*,
-F1C.2,/1X, 'AVEFAGE COST PER MINUTE = $',F6.3.//
-1X, 'TOTAL ATST WATS COST (PROPOSED RATES) = $',F10.2,/
-1X, 'AVERAGE COSI PER MINUTE = $',F6.3,//
-1X, 'TCTAL MCI WATS COST = $',F10.2./
-1X, 'AVERAGE COST PER MINUTE = $',F6.3,/
-1X,13, 1X, 'CALLS UNABLE TC EE COMPLETED (TO ALASKA) ',
-' (MINUTES = ' I c ' ) ' //
-1X, 'TOTAL DIRECl'sPfii NT COST = $• F10.2,/







C THIS SUBROUTINE PLACES SCC NETWORK LISTINGS OF AREA CODES AND





C NNX1 - PREFIX CN SCC KETWCRK IN AREA CODE NXA1
C
C NXA - A TRANSLATED VALUE FOR THE AREA CODE, NXA1
C
C NXACOD - A VARIABLE WHICH INDICATES, WHEN EQUAL TC 1, THAT ALL







































DO 20 AND DO 30 READS THE AREA CODE (NXA1)
NXiCCE FROM THE FILES MCI DATA AND SPRINT
TRANSFERS OOT CF THE LOOE AND RETURNS TO T
THE <IF(NXA1.EC. )THEN;NXA= > STATE
TEE AEEA CODES T0"5AVE SPACE TTI~THE ARRAY,
*************************
*************************
AND A SPECIAL INEICATOB,
























































EN D AT EKE
(NXA1.EQ. 2C1) THEN;NXA = 1
(NXA1.EQ.202 THEN;NXA= 2
(NXA1 .EQ. 203)THEN;NXA= 3
(NXA1.EQ.205 THEN;NXA= 4
(NXA1 .EQ. 206)THEN;NXA= 5
(NXA1.EQ. 2C7) THEN;NXA = 6
(NXA1 .EQ. 208) THEN;NXA = 7
INXA1 .EQ. 209) THEN;NXA= 8
(NXA1.EQ. 2 12) THEN;NXA = 9
(NXA1 .EQ. 2 13) THEN; NX A= 10
(NXA1.EQ. 2U) THEN; NXA = 1 1
(NXA1 .EQ. 2 15 THEN;NXA=12
1NXA1 .EQ.216) THEN;NXA=13
(NXA1.EQ. 2 17) THEN ;NXA=1U
(NXA1 .EQ.2 18)THEN;NXA=15
(NXA1.EQ. 2 19 THEN;NXA = 16
(NXA1 .EQ.30T THEN;NXA=17
(NXA1 -EQ.302) THEN;NXA=18
(NXA1.EQ. 303) THEN;NXA = 19
(NXA1 .EQ. 304)THEN;NXA=20





(NX A 1.EQ. 30 9) THEN;NXA=24
(NXA1 .EQ. 312 iTHEN;NXA=25
(NX A 1.EQ. 3 13) THEN;NXA = 26
(NXA1 .EQ.314) THEN;NXA=27
(NXA1.EQ.315i THEN;NXA=28
(NXA1.EQ. 316' THEN;NXA = 29
NXA1 .EQ. 3 17) THEN; NXA=30
(NXA1.EQ. 318) THEN;NXA = 31
(NXA1 .EQ. 3 19 THEN;NXA=32
(MXA1.EQ.UC1)THEN;HXA=33
(NXA1.EQ. U02) THEN;NXA = 3U
(NXA1 .EQ.404)THEN;NXA=35
(NXA1.EQ.405 THEN;NXA=36
NXA1 .EQ. 406) THEN;NXA=37
NXA1 .EQ.4 08) THEN;NXA = 38
(NXA1.EQ. 409 THEN;NXA=39
(NXA1 .EQ.412)THEN;NXA = 40







































































































































































IF (NXA 1 .EQ. 414
l.EQ. 415
)THEN ;NXA=42 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA (THEN ;NXA=43 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 1.EQ.417 | THEN ;NXA=44 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 1 .EQ.419 ) THEN ;NXA=45 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 1.EQ. 501 I THEN ;NXA=46 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA I .EQ. 502 )THEN ;NXA=47 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 1.EQ. 503 I THEN ;NXA=48 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 1 -EQ. 504 I THEN ;NXA=49 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 1 .EQ. 505 ) THEN ;NXA=50 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA l.EQ. 507 I THEN ;NXA=51 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'1 .EQ. 509 (THEN ;NXA=52 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA l.EQ. 512 THEN ;NXA=53 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA*I .EQ.513 THEN ;NXA=54 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'l.EQ. 515 i THEN ;NXA=55 ;GO TO 40;





;NXA=57 ;GO TO 40;
1.EQ. 518 ;NXA=58 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA' I .EQ. 601 THEN ;NXA=59 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NX A' .EQ. 602 I THEN
THEN
;NXA=60 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA l.EQ. 603 ;NXA=61 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA' 1 .EQ. 605 i THEN ;NXA=62 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA l.EQ. 6C6 1 THEN,;NXA=63 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 .EQ. 607 I THEN ;NXA=64 ;GO TO 40;
IF NXA' .EQ.608 i THEN,;NXA=65 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'l.EQ. 6C9 THEN ;NXA = 66 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA' .EQ. 612 i THEN; NXA=67 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'
IF (NXA1
l.EQ. 614 THEN ;NXA=68 ;GO TO 40;
.EQ. 615 THEN,;NXA=69 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 4
IF (NXA
.EQ.616 >THEN; NXA=70 ;GO TO 40;
l.EQ. 617 THEN ;NXA=71 ;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'
IF (NXA'
-EQ. 618)THEN; NXA=72, GO TO 40;
l.EQ. 619 THEN; MXA=73;,GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 .EQ.701 THEN.;NXA=74,;GO TO 40;
IF NXA 1 .EQ. 702, | THEN; NXA=75, GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'l.EQ. 703 THEN ;NXA=76,;GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 .EQ. 704)THEN; NXA=77 GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'l.EQ. 7C7 THEN; NXA=78; GO TO 40;






l.EQ. 714 THEN;,NXA=81,,GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 .EQ.715 THEN; NXA=82, GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 1 .EQ.716 THEN; NXA =83
;
GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'l.EQ. 717 THEN; NXA=84; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 .EQ. 801 THEN; NXA=85; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'l.EQ. 602 THEN; NXA =86; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 .EQ. 803 THEN; NXA=87, GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 1 .EQ. 804, THEN; NXA=88; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA*l.EQ. £05 THEN; NXA=89; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 .EQ. eo6 (THEN; NXA=90; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'l.EQ. 6C8 THEN; NXA=91; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 .EQ. 812
.EQ. 813
THEN; NXA=92; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 1 THEN; NXA=93 ; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA 'l.EQ. 814 THEN; NXA=94; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 .EQ.815 THEN; NXA=95; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA'l.EQ. 816
.EQ.817
THEN; NXA=96; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1 THEN; NXA=97; GO TO 40;
IF (NXA1
IF (NXA '
.EQ. 818 THEN; NXA=98; GO TO 40;
.EQ. SOI THEN; NXA=99:GO
NXA=100;GC
TO UO;
I TO 40IF (NXA1 .EQ. 904 THEN;
IF (NXA1 .EQ. 906
.EQ.907
THEN; NXA=101;GC I TO 4
IF (NXA1 THEN; NXA=102;GC ) TO 40
IF (NXA1
IF (NXA1
.EQ. 912) THEN; NXA=103;GC I TO 40
.EQ. 913) THEN; NXA=104;GC TO 4
IF (NXA1
IF (NXA 1
.EQ. 914JTHEN; NXA=105;GC I TO 40
.EQ. 915) THEN; NXA=106;GC I TO 4
IF (NXA1 .EQ.916) THEN; NXA=107;GC TO 40
IF (NXA1
IF (NXA1
.EQ. 918) THEN; NXA=108;GC TO 40











































































































































C IF NXA1 IS NOT TRANSLATED ABOVE. ITS VALUE WILL BE CUTFUT TC THE
C EA1AOUT DATA FIIE. THIS HILL CAUSE A RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM
C AN! MAY CAUSE A FATAL ERBOE.
C






C IF NXACOD = 1 THE FOLLOWING <IF> STATEMENT SETS AIL POSITIONS OF
C TEE ABRAY NUM(IN,NXA, ) TO .TRUE. INDICATING THAT ALL PREFIXES
C IN THIS AREA CCEE (NXTT- TRANSLATED FROM NXA1) ARE CN THE SCC
C NETWORK DESIGNATED BY IN (IN = 1 FOR MCI, IN = 2 FOR GTE SPRINT)
C AND BYPASSES DC 70 AND DC 80.
C
c
IF (NXACOD. EQ.1) THEN
DO 50 NNK=1,999






C IF NXACOD IS NCT EQUAL TO 1 OR 0, ITS VALUE (AND THE VAIUE CF
"I) WILL BE CUTFUT TO THE DATAOUT DATA FILE.
C A FETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM AND MAY CAUSE A FATAL ERROR.
C NXA1 THIS WILL CAUSE
C
IF (KXACOD. EQ. 1. OR. NXACOD . EQ . 0) GO TO 60






C DO 70 AND CO 8C READ THE PREFIXES (NNX1) OF AN ASIA CODE (NXA)
C THAT ARE ON THE SCC NETWCRK (EXCEPT IF NXACOD = 1) AND SETS
C TEE VALUE OF N UM (IN, NXA, NNX 1) TO .TRUE..
C
c
DO 7 K=1 .99 9, 18
READ (1,10 1)NNX1 (K) , NN X 1 jK* 1 ) , NNX 1 (K+2) , NNX 1 JK+ 3) , NN X1 ( K+4) .
-NN21 (K+5) , NNX1 (K+6) -NNXT (K + 7) f NNXT (K + 8) , NNX1 (K+9) ,NNX1 (K+10) .
-NNX1 (K+1 1) ,NNX1 (K+12) ,NNX1 (K+13) , NNX 1 (K+14) , NNX1 (K+ 15) , NNX 1 (K + 16) ,
-NNX1(K+17)
DO 80 L=1 , 18
N = L-1
IF (NNX1 (K+N) .EC.OJGO TO 30






Q****** ************* ******* **************** ********************* *********
100 FOFMAT (13, 1X,I1)
101 FCEMATM8 (13, 1XJ)
102 FOBMAT (1 X , 'I NCCBRECT DATA INPUT IN SUBROUTINE SCCLIS *** NXA1 = •,
-13)
103 FOBMAT (1 X . 'INCCBRECT DATA INPUT IN SUBROUTINE SCCLIS *** NXA1 = ',








C THIS SUBROUTINE SOHTS TEIEFHONE CALL DATA BY AREA CODE





C ACCDE - AREA CCEE CALLED
C
C COST - COST OF CALL
C
C MIN - LENGTH OF CALL IN MINUTES
C
C NCALLS - TOTAL NUMBER OF CALL DATA SETS FROM THE FIIE TCLL DATA
C
C NNX - PREFIX (NNX) CALLED
C
C FEBIOE - RATE FIRIOD
C 1 = BUSINESS DAY
C 2 = EVENING
C 3 = NIGHT AKE WEEKEND
C
C FIACE - LOCATIC* CALLED
C
C TEKP - A VARIAEIE USED TC TEMPORARILY STORE VALUES OF MIN, PERIOD,
C ACCDE, AND NNX DURING SORTING
C
C TEMPC - A VARIAELE USE TO TEMPORARILY STORE VALUES CF COST
C DURING SORTIl^G
C








CCMMCN /B/KINf ^000) , PERIOD (20 00) , PLACE (2000) , ACOCE (200 )
,
-NNX (2 000) , COST (2000) , FLAG
N=NN=0
DO 10 1=1 ,2000







DC 30 1=1 ,N
3NC=I+1
DO 40 J=INC, NCALLS
II(ACODE(I) .LT.ACODE (J) )GO TO 40
IF (ACODE (I) .GT. ACCDE (J) )GO TO 50



























SCEBCUTINE QUERY (OUTPUT, ACCESS, EAT E1 , BAT E1 A, BATE2,RATE2A,RATE3,
- F AT E3 A. R ST EPC f RSTEPP, BEG ION)£***** *************************************************** ****************
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE INTEB ACTIVELY QUEBIES THE USER FOB INPUI DATA
C USFD TO CALCULATE COSTS OF ACCESSING THE SCC NETWORKS AND TO
C CAICULATE THE AT&T WATS COSTS (USING CUBBENT AND FROPOSED RATES) .
C




C ACCESS - A VABIABLE USED TO INDICATE IF CHABGES FOR CALLS TO
C ACCESS THE SCC NETWORKS APPLY.
C
C ANS - A CHARACIER VABIABIE USED TO ANSWER QUESTICKS INTERACTIVELY
C
C EISC - A VARIAELE USED TO READ THE DISCCUNT APPLIED FOB EVENING
C ANE NIGHT AMD WEEKEND BATE PERIODS
C
C DISC2 - THE DISCOUNT FACTOR FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD
C
C DISC3 - THE DISCCUNT FACTOR FOB NIGHT AND WEEKEND RATE PERIOD
C
C CUIEUT - A VARIABLE USED TO INDICATE IF RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE CAIC
C ARE TO EE OUTPUT FOR EACH CALL DATA SET.
C
C RATEXX - RATE FOR CALL 10 ACCESS MCI EXECUNET CR SPRINT
C 1ST POSITIOli - RATE FERIOD
C 1 - BUSINESS DAY
C 2 - EVENING
C 3 - NIGHT AND WEEKEND
C 2ND POSITION - FIRST CB ADDITIONAL MINUTE BATE
C NO VALUE - FIRST MINUTE RATE
C A - ADDITIONAL MINUTE RATE
C
C REGICN - GEOGRAFHICAL AREA IN WHICH DIRECT SPRINT CALLS ARE
C ORIGINATED
C
C BSTEFC - BATE STEP (CUBBENT AT6T HATS TABIFF)
C







1 CAIL ASK(» •
CALL ASK ('DO YCU WANT OUTPUT FOR EACH CALL? (Y OR N) '
CALL ASK(' •
CAIL ASKf'Y WIIL GIVE DATA FOR EACH CALL PLUS TOTALS'




AhD. ANS .NE.' N') THEN









IF (ANS.EQ. •!•) CUTPUT=.TRUE.
IF (ANS.EQ. 'N' ) CI!UTPUT=. FALSE.
THIS EROGRAM ASSUMES:
* MCI AND SERINT LOCAL







* THE RATE PERIODS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
BUSIUESS DAY
8AM TO BUT NOT INCLUDING 5PM MON-FRI
EVENING
5PM 10 BUT NOT INCLUDING 11PM SUN-FRI
CAIL ASK(«
CAIL ASK ('IS THERE A CHABGE FOR THE CAL
CALL ASK ('THE MCI EXECUNET AND SPRINT N
CALL JSK(' (Y OR N)
READ (13,100) ANS
IF (AN S.N E. •I*
.
AND.ANS .NE.« N') THEN





































IF (ANS.NE. 'Y' . AND. ANS. NE

























11PM TO BUT NOT INCLUDING 8A
8AM 10 BUT NOT INCLUDING 1 IP




DO YCU STILL WANT TO CONTINUE
FOR CALCULATING THE COST OF A
SCC NETWORKS? (Y OR N
WIIL
WIIL
) (13, 100) ANS
. ,













•FOR TEE DAY RATE PERIOD:
'WHAT IS THE FIRST MINUTE RATE?
(EXAMELE: FOR $.03 PER MINUTE INPUT .03)
RATE1
WHAT IS THE ADDITIONAL MINUTE






CAIL ASK {'ABE TEE CHARGES FOR THE OTHER
CALL ASK ('CALCULATED AS A PERCENTAGE OF
CALL ASK*' (Y CR N)














CALL ASK (• WHAT IS
CALL ASK (' EEF.IOE?
CALL ASK (• EXAMPLE
READM3,*^DISC
N • ) GO TO U
THE DISCOUNT FOR THE EVENING RATE
(GIVE AS A REAL FRACTION.






















FOR THE NIGHT AND
(GIVE AS A REAL




















FOR TEE EVENING RATE PERIOD
HHAT IS THE FIRST MINUTE RATE?
{EXAMELE: FOR $.01 PER MINUTE INPUT .01)
BEAD ( 13, *1
ask r
WHAT IS THE ADDITIONAL MINUTE RATE?












FOR IKE NIGHT AND WEEKEND RATE PERIOD:
READ (13,*)
CALL ASK(»
WHAT IS THE FIRST MINUTE RATE?







WHAT IS THE ADDITIONAL MINUTE RATE?
(EXAMELE: FOR $.01 PER MINUTE INPUT
HEAD (13,*) RATE2A£**************************$************ ********* ************************
£******************************************************•»*}***************
c
STEPS LISTED BELOW ARE FROM AMERICAN
CO. ICC TARIFF NO. 259, 1 JAN 1984





















FOR CALCULATING THE AT&T WATS COSTS USING
CURRENT RATES, WHAT IS THE RATE STEP?




19 - ID, OR, WA

















CALL ASK(» 22 - AL , CT , DE, DC, FL, GA, KY, KE , ME,
CAIL ASK(' MA, MS, NH, NJ, NY, NC, OH, FA, RI,
CAIL ASK(» SC, TN, VT, VA, HV
CALL ASK (•
CALL ASKM
CAIL ASK(»INPUT BATE STEE (19, 20, 21, OR 22)
HI1DI13,*) BSTEEC
If (RSTEPC.LT. 1S.OR.RSIEPC.GT.22) THEN






LISTED EEICW ARE FROM ATST COMMUNICATIONS


















































THE ATST WATS COSTS USING
WHAT IS THE RATE STEP?
STATES
14 -" IA, KS, NE
15 •- AR, II, MN, MO, ND, OK, SD
16 - CO, IN, LA, MS, TX, wi, MY

























STEP (14, 15, 16, 17, OR 18)
FOR CALCULATING THE DIRECT SPRINT COSTS




IF (RSIEPP.LT.1U.OR.RSTEFE.GT. 18) THEN

























DC, FL, MA, MD, NC, NY,
(NOTE: CNLY SPECIFIC LOCATIONS IN THESE










INPUT REGION (1 OR 2)
REGIC*













1HIS SUBROUTINE TAKES A CHARACTER STRING WHICH IS GIVEN









SUEROUTINE DIS I (I, BAN D, MILES)
C*** **************** ******* *********************************************
C
THIS SUBROUTINE CAICUIATES THE DISTANCE TO A CALLED CITY FROM
TEE DURATION, RATE PERIOD, AND COST OF THE CALL
THE RATES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE FROM AMERICAN TELEPHONE
ANE TELEGRAPH CO. FCC TARIFF NO. 263 f 1 FEB 1984.
NOTE: THE RATES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE MUST BE THOSE FROM THE AT&T










ATET MTS CHARGES APE EASED ON A RATE FOR THE FIRST MINUTE PIUS A
PATE IOR AEDITICNAL MINUIES IN EACH RATE PERIOD. THE DURATION OF
A CALI IS ROUNDED UP TO THE NEXT HIGHER MINUTE. COSTS ARE
CALCULATED AT TEE DAY RATE, REGARDLESS OF THE RATE PERICD, THEN
DISCOUNTED ACCCEDING TO THE RATE PERIOD IN WHICH THE CALL WAS MADE,














ACCDE - AREA CCEE CALLED
BAND - BAND (GECGRAPH IC AI REGION) FROM WHICH CALLS TO HAWAII ARE
ORIGINATED
COST - COST OF CALL
NOTE: .0001 IS ADDED TO COST TO CORRECT FOR MACHINE ROUNDING
ERROR.
CCST1 - A VARISELE USED 10
MACHINE RCUKEING EFFOF
ADD .0001 TO COST TC CCRFECT FOR
AT&T OFFERS THE FOLLOWING DISCCUNTS FORDISC - DISCOUNT FACTOR.
CALLS:
EVENING UO PERCENT (OR COST TIMES .6)
NIGHT AND WEEKEND 60 PERCENT (OR COST TIMES .4)
NIGHI ANE WEEKEND TO ALASKA AND HAWAII 55 EERCENT (OR COST
TIMES .45) (ATST CURRENT RATES ONLY)
(NCTE: AT&T CAICULATES TEE COST OF ALL CALLS BY APPLYING THE
E*Y RATES, MULTIPLYING BY DISCOUNT FACTOR, AND TRUNCATING
TENTHS OF A CENT.)
ICCST
_
INTEGERED COST CF CALL TIMES 100
ITCOST - INTEGEFED TEMPORARY COST (TCOST) TIMES 100
(NCTE: ICOST AND ITCOST ARE USED TO TRUNCATE TENTHS OF CENTS FOR
COMPARISON BET SEEN ORIGINAL COST ( .0001) (ICOST) AND CALCULATED
COST (ITCOST) CF CALL)
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C HUES - DISTANCE (RANGE CF DISTANCES) TO CALLEC CITY
C 1 1-10 MILES
C 2 11-22 MILES
C 3 23-55 MILES
C *4 56-124 MILES
C 5 125-292 MILES
C 6 293-430 MILES
C 7 431-925 MILES
C 8 926-191C MILES
C 9 1911-3000 MILES
C 10 3001-4250 MILES
C 11 4251-5750 MILES
C
C *NCTE: MCI AND GTE SPBINT USE DISTANCE RANGES OF 56-70 AND 71-124
C WHILE AT&T USES 56-124. COSTS FOR ALL MCI AND GTE SPRINT CALLS
C IN THE 56-124 KILE RANGE ARE CALCULATED AT THE 71-124 RATES.
C
C MIS - LENGTH OF CALL IN MINUTES
C
C NMIN - ADDITIOlfAL MINUTES (TOTAL MINUTES LESS 1 MINUTE) . THIS IS
C NECESSARY SINCE AT6T AND SPRINT CALLS ARE BILLED EY FIRST
C MINUTE TIMES FIRST MINUTE RATE PLUS ADDITIONAL MINUTES TIMES
C ADEITIONAL MINUTE RATE
C
C EEBIOE - RATE PERIOD
C 1 = BUSINESS DAY
C 2 = EVENING
C 3 = NIGHT AND WEEKEND
C








CCMMCN /B/MIN(2000) , P ERIOD (2000) , PLACE(2000) ,ACODE(2000) ,
-NN2 (2 000) ,COST (2000) , FLAG
C
C THE FOLLOWING ISO STATEMENTS ADD .0001 TO COST TO ACCOUNT FOR
C MACHINE ROUNDING ERROR AND CALCULATE AN INTEGEBED VAIUE CF COST
C TIMES 100 (ICOST) TO CCMEAFE WITH CALCULATED VALUES OF ITCOST






IE(PEEIOD(I) .EC.1) DISC = 1.
IF (PERIOD (I) .EC.. 2) DISC=.6
IF (PERIOD (I) . EQ.3) DISC = .4
IF I (ACODE (I) . EC.808.OF. ACODE(I) .EQ.907)
-.AND. FERIOD(I) . EQ. 3) DISC = .4 5
C** ******** ********** ****** **********************************************
C*********** ************** ***********************************************
C THE RATES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE MUST EE THOSE IN EFFECT WHEN





C CA1CUIATION OF EISTANCE (BAND) FOR CALLS TO HAWAII.
C
C SINCE CALLS TO HAWAII ARE BILLED BY BAND AND NCT RILES. THIS
C PART OF THE SUEECUTINE MAKES AN ASSUMPTION CONVERTING BAND 1
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C TO MILES=9. BANC 2 TO MIIES=10, BAND 3 TO MIIES*11 TO PERMIT
C CALCULATING THE COSTS OF THESE CALLS VIA OTHEE CAFRIERS IN





TCCST=(.74 + (NHIN*.49) ) *DISC*. 0001
IICOST=IFIX(TCCST*100
.)
IF (IT COST. EQ.ICCST)THEN;EAND=1; MILES =9; END IF
TCCST=(.76 + (NMIN*.53) ) *DISC+.00 01
IICOST=IFIX(TCCST*100.)
IF (ITCOST.EQ.ICCST)THEN;EAND=2; MILES=10;END IF
ICCST=(. 7 9+(NJlIN*.55) )*DISC+.0O01
IICCST=IFIX(TCCST*100.)







C*** *********************** ******************************************** **
c
C CAICULATION OF DISTANCE (MILES) FOR CALLS TO ALASKA
C
IF (ACODE (I). EQ. 907) THEN
1CCST=(.6 2+(NMIK*.U3) ) *DISC+. 00 1
ITCOST=IFIX(TCOST*100.)
IF (ITCOST. EQ. I CCST) MILES = 7
1CCST= (. 6a+(NMIN*.U6) ) *DISC+. 00 1
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100 .)
IF (ITCOST. EQ. I CCST) MILES = 8
TCCST=(. 74 + (NMIN*.54) ) *D ISC*. 00 01
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100.)
IF (ITCOST. EQ. I CCST) MILES =9




IF (ITCOST. EQ. I CCST) MILES = 10
1CCST=(. 87-WNMIK*.70) ) *DISC+. 00 1
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100.)
IF (ITCOST. EQ. I CCST) MILES=11
GC TO 10
ENE IF
Q ********** ************* ******************* ******************************
C*************************************** *********************************
C
C CALCULATION OF DISTANCE (MILES) FOR ALL CALLS EXCEPT TO HAWAII
C AND ALASKA
C
ICCST=(. 3 2+ (NMIK*. 16) )*DISC + .0001
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100.)
IF (ITCOST. EQ.ICCST) MILES = 1
1CCST=(.U0+ (NMIK*. 22) ) *DISC+. 00 01
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100
.)
IF (ITCOST. EQ.ICOST) MILES=2
1CCST=(.48 + (NMIN*.28) ) *DISC+.00 01
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100 .)
IF (ITCOST. EQ. ICCST) MILES=3
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1CCST=(. 57+(NMIN*. 37) ) *DISC+.0001
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100 .)
IF (ITCOST. EQ. ICCST)MILES=4
1CCST=(. 58+(NMIN*.39) ) *DISC+. 00 01
IICOST=IFIX(TCCST*10 .)
IF (IICOST. EQ. ICCST) MIIES=5
1CCST=(. 5 9+(NMI*;*.42) ) *DISO.00 01
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100.)
IF (IICOST. EQ. ICCST) MIIES=6
aCCST=(.6 2+(NMIi;*.a3) ) +DISC+.0001
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100
.)
IF (ITCOST. EQ. ICCST) MILES=7
TCCST=(.6 4 + (NMIN*.44) )*DISC+.00 01
IICOST=IFIX(TCCST*100.)
IF (ITCOST. EQ. ICCST) MI LES=8
TCCST=(.7 4 + (NMIN*.49) )*DISC+.00 01
IICOST=IFIX(TCCST*100 .)
IF (IICOST. EQ. ICCST) MILES =9
ICCST = (. 7 6+(NMIK*.51) )*DISC+. 0001
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100 .)
IF (IICOST. EQ. ICCST) MILES = 10
ITCOST=IFIX(TCCST*100 .)
IF (IICOST. EQ. ICCST) MILES=1 1







SUEROUTINE CALC(I. BAND,MILES,RATE1,RATE1A,RATE2,RSTE2A, FATE 3,
-RAIE3 A,DISC2,DISCJ,COST1 ,COSr2, COST2 A,COST3 , COST3 A,
-CSUM0,CSUM1,CSUM2,CSUM2A,CSUM3.CSUM3A,
-MIN11 ,MIN12,MIN13,MIN211,MIN221,MIN231.MIN212,MIN222.MIN232,
-KC MCI. NO H IN, MI Nil 1, MIN321, M IN 33 1,MIN 312, MI N322, MI N3 32,
-MIN3 13.MIN323.KIN3 33)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCUIAIES THE COST OF EACH CAIL IF IT HERE MADE
C VIA ATST MTS (JBOPOSED RATES), MCI EXECUNET. AND SPRINT (BASED
C ON DURATION OF CALL, RATE PERIOD, MILEAGE, AND, FCR MCI EXECUNET,
C NETWOEK OR NON-NETWOBK CITY), AND SUMS THE COSTS CF CALLS (WITHIN
C EACH RATE PERICE, NETWORK OR NON-NETWORK CITY) FCR EACH CARRIER
C FOR DSE IN THE AT&T WATS, MCI WATS. AND DIRECT SPRINT COST
C CALCULATIONS PERFORMED IN SUBROUTINE CALC2.
C
C RATES USED IN TEIS SUBROUTINE ARE FHOU THE FOLLOWING TARIFFS:
C
C ATST MTS (PROPOSED RATES)
C
C ATST COMMUNICATIONS TARIFF FCC HO. 1, PP 56, 59, ISSUED
C 3 OCT 1983, EFFECTIVE DATE POSTPONED INDEFINITELY.
C MCI EXECUNET
C
C MCI TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION TARIFF FCC NO . 1 , P 19,




C GTE SPRINT COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION TARIFF FCC NO. 11, P 34
,









































































METHODS OF APPIYING THE TARIFFS ARE DESCRIBED EELCW.
ATST BTS AND SFFINT C
MINUTE PLUS A PATE FO
WHILE MCI EXECUKET HA
FERIOC. ALL OE THESE
TO THE NEXT HIGHER HI
AT&T MTS COSTS ARE CA
FEBIOE. THEN DISCOUNT
THE CALL WAS MADE. (
RATE PERIOD AND 60 PE
A 55 PERCENT DISCOUNT
DUFING THE NIGHT AND
SPRINT SERVICE IS DIS
Bill. MCI EXECUNET H
NCN-NETWORK CITIES.
CALCULATED FOR EACH A
EXICUNET AND SPRINT C
HARGES ARE BASED ON A RATE FOR THE
R ADDITIONAL MINUTES IN EACH RATE
S A SINGLE RATE FOR ALL MINUTES IN
SERVICES ROUND UP THE DURATION OF
NUTE—THEY BILL IN ONE MINUTE INCR
LCULATED AT THE DAY RATE, REGAEDLE
ED ACCORDING TO THE RATE PERIOD IN
TRE DISCOUNTS ARE 40 PERCENT FOR T
RCENT FOR THE NIGHT AND WEEKEND RA
IS APPLIED TO CALLS TO ALASKA AND
WEEKEND RATE PERIOD UNDER THE CURR
COUNTED BASED UPON TOTAL DOLLAR AM
AS SEPARATE RATES FOR CALLS TO NET
TENTHS OF A CENT ARE TRUNCATED FRO



















ACCDE - AREA CCEE CALLED
EAND - BANE (GEOGRAPHICAL REGION) FROM WHICH CALLS TO HAWAII ARE
ORIGINATED
COST - COST OF CALL
COST1 - COST OE CALL IF MADE VIA AT&T MTS (PROPOSED RATES)
COST2 - COST OE CALL IF MADE VIA MCI EXECUNET
COST2A - COST CF CALL IF MADE VIA MCI EXECUNET (INCLUDING COST
OF CALL TO ACCESS)
COST3 - COST OF CALL IF MADE VIA SPRINT
COST3A - COST CE CALL IE MADE VIA SPRINT (INCLUDING
COST OF CALL TO ACCESS)
:une'
PROPOSED RATES)
CSUMO - SUM OF CRIGINAL AT&T MTS CALLS
CSCM1 - SUM OF COSTS CF CALLS MADE VIA AT&T MTS
CSUM2 - SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA MCI EXECI
CSCM2A - SUM CE COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA MCI EXECUNET (INCLUDING
CCSTS OF CAIIS TO ACCESS)
CSUM3 - SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA SPRINT
CSCM3A - SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS MADE VIA SPRINT (INCLUDING
COSTS OE CALLS TO ACCESS)
DISC - DISCOUNT FACTOR. AT&T OFFERS THE FOLLOWING DISCCUNTS FOR
CALLS:
EVENING «0 PERCENT (OR COST TIMES .6)
NIGHT AND WEEKEND 60 PERCENT (OR COST TIMES .4)
(NCTE: AT&T CAICULATES TEE COST OF ALL CALLS BY APPLYING THE
EAY RATES, MULTIPLYING BY DISCOUNT FACTOR, AND TRUNCATING
TENTHS OF A CENT.)
DISC2 - THE DISCCUNT FACTCR FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD
DISC3 - THE DISCOUNT FACTCR FOR NIGHT AND WEEKEND RATE PERIOD
FLAG(J) - AN AFEAY USED TO INDICATE IF THE AREA CODE AND PREFIX
OF THE CALL ARE ON THE SCC NETWORKS
FLAG(1) = MCI
FLAG(2) = GTE SPRINT
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C I - THE NUMBER OF THE CALL IN THE ARRAY OF CALI DATA
C
C ICCST1 - A TEMPORARY VALUE OF COST TIMES 100 USED TC TRUNCATE
C TENTHS OF CEMS
C
C MILES - DISTANCE (RANGE CF DISTANCES) TO CALLED CITY (CALCULATED
C IN SUBROUTINE DIST)
C
C BIB - LENGTH OF CALL IN MINUTES
C
C MINXXX - SUM OE MINUTES
C 1ST DIGIT - CARRIER
C 1 - ATS
T
C 2 - MCI
C 3 - GTE SFRINT
C 2ND DIGIT - FATE PERIOD
C 1 - EUSINESS DAY
C 2 - EVEN I KG
C 3 - NIGHT AND WEEKEND
C 3RD DIGIT - KETWORK/NCN-NETWORK
C 1 - TO NE1WORK CITY
C 2 - TO NCli-NETWCRK CITY
C 3 - TO ALASKA OR HAWAII NON-NETWORK CITY (GTE SPRINT ONLY)
C NO 3RD DIGIT - AT&T
C
C NMIN - ADDITIONAL MINUTES (TOTAL MINUTES LESS 1 MINUTE) THIS IS
C NECESSARY SINCE ATST AND SPRINT CALLS ARE BILLED BY FIRST
C MINUTE TIMES FIRST MINUTE RATE PLUS ADDITIONAL MINUTES TIMES
C ADDITIONAL MINUTE RATE
C
C NCMCI - NUMBER CF CALLS UNABLE TO PLACED VIA MCI (TC ALASKA)
C
C liOMIN - TOTAL MINUTES OF CALLS UNABLE TO BE PLACED VIA MCI
C (TC ALASKA)
C EEFIOE - RATE PERIOD
C 1 = BUSINESS DAY
C 2 = EVENING
C 3 = NIGHT AND WEEKEND
C
C RATEXX - RATE ECR CALL TO ACCESS MCI EXECUNET CR SPRINT
C 1ST POSITION - RATE PERIOD
C 1 - BUSINESS DAY
C 2 - EVENING
C 3 - NIGHT AND WEEKEND
C 2ND POSITION - FIRST CR ADDITIONAL MINUTE RATE
C NO VALUE - FIRST MINUTE RATE










ERICD (20 00) , PL ACE (200 ) , A CODE (200 )
,
-N NX (2 000) ,COST (2000) , FLAG
DIMENSION MIN3li(4) ,MIN323(4) .MIN333(4)
C**** ********* ************* ************************************** ********
Q************************************************************************
C
C TBE FOLLOWING <IF> STATEMENT INITIALIZES THE VARIABLES IF THE DATA
C EEING TRANSFERFED TO THIS SUBROUTINE IS FOR THE FIRST CALL IN
C TBE SET OF DATA
C
c
IF (I. 10. 1) THEN
CSUM0=CSUM1=CSUM2=CSUM2A=CSUM3=CSUM3A=0.0















MIN21 1=MIN2 2 1=MIN2 31=0





co 1 j= 1, a


































IF (PERIOD (I) .EC.
2
IF (PERIOD (I) . EC-3J DISC = .a
***************************************************
*********************** ****************************





IF(ACCDE(I) . EQ.608) THEN
IF (BAND.EQ. 1)COST1 = (.73+ (NMIN*.U3
IF (BAND. EQ. 1) COST 1= (.75+ (NMIN*.45





**SUM OF MINUTES IN EACH RATE PERIOD***************
FOR USE IN EIRECT SPRINT CALCULATION**************


























(I) .EQ . 1. AND. MILES. EQ.N
(I .EQ.2. iND. MILES. EQ. N










THE FCLLOWING CALCULATICN APPLIES IF THE CALL IS
MTS) TO ALASKA.
**SUM OF MINUTES IN EACH RATE PERIOD***************
FOR USE IN DIRECT SPRINT CALCULATION**************
********FOR CALLS TO ALASKA************************
IF (ACCDE (I). EQ.907)THEN
JF (MILES. EQ.7) J = 1
IF (MILES. EQ. 8) J=2
IF (MILES. EQ.S) J = 2
IF (MILES. EQ
IF (MILES. EQ.
IF (PERIOD (I) .EQ. 1) MIN313 (J
IF (PERIOD (I
IF (PERIOD (I
MIN313 (J) + MIN(I
MIN323 (J) +MIN (I











= MIN313 (J) +MIN









IF (HUES. EC 1
IF (MILES. EQ.
2
IF (MILES. EQ. 3


































„)C0ST1= (.7 5+ (NMIN*.4„















THE FOLLOWING IWO STATEMENTS TRUNCATE TENTHS OF
CALCULATED FOE ATST MTS (FFOPOSED RATFS)
ICCSI1=IFIX( (CCST1+. 001) 100.)
CCST1=ICOSI1/1CC.£************************** ***************************




C***** S0B 0F COSTS OF CALLS WITH PROPOSED AT&T MTS RAT
C
CSCM1=CSUM1+C0ST1
C ******* «*** ******** **** ******************* ***********
C**** ************* ********* ***************************
C*****SUM OF MINUTES IN EACH RATE PERIOD**************
C
IF (PERIOD (I) .EQ. 1) MIN 1 1 = MIN 1 1+MIN (I)
IF (PERIOD (I) . EC. 2) MI N 1 2= f?IN 1 2 +MIN (I









C********** TO A NETWORK CITY **********************
C
c*** ************ **************************************
C*****COST CALCULATICN FOR DAY RATE PERIOD CALL*******
C
IF (FLAG< 1) )THEN
IF (PERIOD (I).EQ.I) THEN









MILES.EQ.9)COST2 = .43 20+MIN
flILES.EQ.10) COST2=.4320*MI_.
IF(MILES.FQ. 11) COSI2=.4 32 0*MIN (I)
C** *************** ********* ***************************










































MIN211 = MIN211+MIN (I)
COST FLUS COST CF CALL TO ACCESS
THE (IFIX...) ECRTION OF THIS STATEMENT TRUNCATES TENTHS OF CENTS
CF COST FOR CAI1 TO ACCESS










IF (PERIOD (I) -EQ.2) THEN
IF ( MILES. EQ. 1)CCST2=.09 22*MIN
IF(MILES.EQ.2)COST2=. 12 60*MIN
IFfHILE S.EQ. 3
































SUM OF MIN22 1 FCR USE IN SUBROUTINE CALC2
MIN221=MIK221+MIN (I)
CCST ELUS COST CF CAL1 TC ACCESS
TEE (IFIX...) FCRTION OF IHIS STATEMENT
CF CCST FOE CAII TO ACCESS
TRUNCATES TENTHS OF CENTS




C*****COST CALCULATION FOR NIGHT AND WEEKEND RATE
C
IF (PERIOD (I). EQ. 3) THEN

























COST2 = . 1579*MIN (I)









SUM OF MIN231 EOR USE IN SUBROUTINE CALC2
MIN231 = MIN231 + MIN(I)
CCST FLUS COST CF CALL TC ACCESS
THE (IFIX...) ICRTION OF THIS STATEMENT TRU










C********** jo a NON-NETWORK CITY *************
C









CALCULATION FOR DAY RATE PERIOD CALL*************************C*****C0ST
C
C SINCE MCI DOES NOT OFFEB SERVICE TO
C SIAIEMENT SUMS THE NUMBEB AND TOTAL









If (PERIOD (I) -EQ.1) THEN












































IF ( MILES. EQ. 9) CCST2= . 4800*MIN
IF(MILES.EQ. 10) COST2=.4 80 0*MlN
IF (MILES.EQ. 11 COST2 = .4 80 0*MIN (I)









SUe OF MIN212 FCR USE IN SUBROUTINE CALC2
MIN212 = MIK212 + MIN (I)
CCST ELUS COST CF CALL TC ACCESS
TEE (IFIX...) FCPTION OF THIS STATEMENT TRUNCATES TENTHS OF CENTS
CF CCST FOB CAII TO ACCESS
COST2A =CCST2+ (IFIX ( (RATE1 + (NMIN*R ATE 1 A) • 0001) * 100,) /100.)
GO TO 20
END IF(ntM^Mt*************^* 4**************************4******
C*****COST CALCUIATICN FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD CALL**********
C















































4 4***4 4**44* 4********4****Slil****




COST PLUS COST OF CALL TC ACCESS
THE (IFIX...) JCETION OF THIS STATEMENT
CF CCST FOB CAIL TO ACCESS
TRUNCATES TENTHS OF CENTS




C*****COST CALCULATION FOR NIGHT AND WEEKEND RATE PEEIOD CALL
C






MILES.EQ. 2) COST 2 = . 08 40*MIN(I]
MILES.EQ. 3 CCST2=. 1080*MIN(I
MILES.EQ. U) COST 2= . 14 40*MIN (I
MILES.EQ. 5j COST2=. 15 20*MIN(I
MILES.EQ.6)COST2=. 16 40*MIN(I
MILES.EQ. 7) COST2=. 16 80*MIN (I
MILES.EQ. 8 CCST2=. 1720*MIN (I
MILES.EQ. 9J COST 2= . 1920*MIN(l!
MILES.EQ. 10) COST2=.1920*MIN (I)
; MILES.EQ. 11) COST2 = . 192 0*MIN (I)








Sat CF MIN232 FCB USE IN SUBROUTINE CALC2
MIN2 32 = MIN232+MIN (I)
CCST ELUS COST CF CALI TC ACCESS
TEE (IFIX...) ECRTION OF THIS STATEMENT TRUNCATES TENTHS OF
CF CCST FOR CAII TO ACCESS







SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS VIA MCI EXECUNET
CSUM2=CSUM2+COST2








C************* ********** *:»:* **************************************
C********** ********* 4 ****** **************************************£****************************************************************
(3********** SPRINT CCST CALCULATION ***************************
C
C THIS CALCULATICN ASSUMES THE LOWEST TARIFF RATE (OVER 3200 TOTAL
C LCNG EISTANCE EILL) . THIS IS A VALID ASSUMFTICN FOR NEARLY








CALCULATICN FOR CAY RATE PERIOD CALL**************************
IT (PERIOD (I) . EQ.1) THEN
IF (MILES.EQ. 1) COST 3= (.2024 +
IF (MILES. EQ. 2) COST 3= (.2668 +
IF (MILES. EQ.3 COST 3 =
IF MILES.EQ. 4)COST3 =
IF (MILES. EQ.5) COST 3 =
IF (MILES.EQ. 6) COST3 =
IF (MILES. EQ.7)COST3 =
IF (MILES. EQ.g' COST 3 =
IF (MILES. EQ.9iCOST3 =



























= (.5796+ (NMIN*. 4 26 9'
COST3= (. 598 0+ (NMIN*. 4 453
C
C CCST ELUS COST CF CALI TC ACCESS
C TEE (IFIX...) FCRTION OF THIS STATEMENT TRUNCATES TENTHS OF
C CF COST FOR CAII TO ACCESS
C
COST3A = CCST3+ (IFIX ( (RAT E1 + ( NMIN*R ATE 1 A) +. 0001) * 1 00.) /
C ********** **************** **************************************
C SUM OF MIN311 FCR USE IN SUBROUTINE CALC2
C










C IF CALL IS TO ALASKA
C ALREADY BEEN SUPMED A
C
IE (ACODE (I) .EQ.808£**************************










IF (PERIOD (I) . EC. 2) THE
IF (MILES. EQ.1) COST
IF (MILES. EQ.2JCOST
IF (MILES. EQ. 2' COST
IF (MILES. EQ. 4) COST
IF (MILES. EQ.5) COST
IF (MILES. EQ.6) COST
IF (MILES. EQ.7JCOST
IF (MILES. EQ.6) COST
it (ijl LLS. EQ
IF (MILES. EO
IF (MILES. EQ
1 + MIN (I)
OR HAWAII (NON-NETWORK
T BEGINNING OF PROGRAM











































COST CF CALL TC ACCESS
OF THIS STATEMENT
CF CCST FOR CAII TO ACCESS











C SUM OF MIN32 1 FCR USE
C
IF PLAH (2))THEN




C IF CALL IS TO ALASKA
C ALREADY BEEN SUKMED A
C
IF (ACODE (I) .EQ.808
Q ***************** *********
C SUK CF MIN322 FCR USE
C






























TRUNCATES TFNTHS OF CENTS
























****^(*9**94c**?7Xt =n * * * * *






1* Tl* T» -r- -T.^p-)--t»T-r, 'T*
************
IF (PERIOD (I) . EQ. 3) THEN
IF (MILES. EQ. 1) COST 3= (. 05 28+ ( NMIN* . 05 27
IF (MILES. EQ.2 COST 3= (. 0704 + (NMIN*. 07 03
IF (MILES. EQ. 3) COST 3= (.12 32+ (NMIN*. 09 50
IF MILES. EQ. 4) COST 3= (. 1 584 + ( NMIN* . 1143
IF (MILES. EQ.5 COST 3= (. 1 6 72+ (NMIN* . 12 67,



























C CCST FLUS COST CF CALL TC ACCESS
C THE <IFIX...) JCRTION OF THIS STATEMENT TRUNCATES
C CF CCST FOE CAIt TO ACCESS
C
COST3A = CCST3+(IFIX ((RATE3+ (NMIN*R ATS 3 A) +.0C£************************** H******************* *******
C SUM OF MIN331 FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE CALC2
C
IF (FLAG (2)) THEN




C IF CALL IS TO AIASKA CR HAWAII (NON-NETWORK) MINU
C ALEEAEY BEEN SUMMED AT BEGINNING OF PROGRAM
C












C*** ******* **************** **********************************************
SUM OF COSTS OF CALLS VIA SPRINT
CSUM3=CSUM3+COST3









THIS SUBROUTINE CALCUIATES ERLANGS OF CALLS DUEINi
EUSY HOUR AND CUTPUTS NUMBERS OF LINES AND GRADES
[CALCULATED USING THE ERIANG B EQUATION (SEE SHIT!
TELEPHONY AND TELEGRAPHY- OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
FOE USE IN DETEEMINING HCW MANY HATS OR ACCESS LI




'H, SYDNEY F. ,




A KCNTH AND APEFOXI MATSLY 17























c*** ****** ****** ***************************** ****************************
c
SUEEOUTINE ASSUMES AN AVERAGE OF 22 E
PERCENT OF ALL CALLS
DURING THE
THE EELANG B EQUATION IS
3 =
EEL / N!




















E - BLOCKAGE (GRADE OF SERVICE) - PERCENTAGE OF CALIS N CT CCMFLETED
ERI - ERLANGS CF TRAFFIC DURING THE BUSY HOUR
FACTOR - A FUNCTION WHICH CALCULATES THE FACTOBIAI CF THE ARGUMENT
MIN11 - TOTAL MINUTES OF CALLING DURING THE DAY RATE PERIOD
N - NUMBER OF WATS OR ACCESS LINES
X - A TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED IN THE B CALCULATICN FOR SUMMING THE












































































FOLLOWING NUMBERS OF LINES WILL
FOLLOWING GRADES OF SERVICE.
GRADE OF SERVICE = 0.050 MEANS















T(1X,'NUMEER OF LINES = ', 13 , 3X , • GRADE OF SERVICE = ',F5.3)
N
CTOR (N) )





EASED ON ',F5.2,' ERLANGS DURING THE EUSY HOUR THE F
•KUMBER OF LINES WILL GIVE THE FCLLCWING GRADES OF S
(EXAMPLE: GRADE OF SERVICE = 0.050 MEANS 5 OUT OF 10
EE CALLS ARE NOT COMPLETED.)'//)
ASED ON ',F5.2,' ERLANGS DURING THE BUSY')
ION FACTOF(I)
**************** **********************************************
THIS FUNCTION CACULATES FACTORIALS FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE LINES
REAI*8 FACTOR
FACTOR=1.






SUERODTINE CALC2 ( NLI
N
ES, F5TEPC, RST EP P , R EGIO
N
r MIN 1 1, MIN 12, MINI
3
r
-CSUM1 A,CSUM1E,MIN211, MIN 22 1 ,M IN 23 1 , M IN2 12 , M IN 2 22 , MI N23 2 , CSU M2 E,
-MIN3 1 1, MIN 321 ,MIN331 r MIN 3
1
2,MIN32 2, MIN3 32, M IN 3 13 , MIN3 2 3 ,MIN 33 3,
-CSUM3E)
**********************************************************************
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE COST OF ALL CALLS IF THEY WERE MADE
VIA ATST WATS (CURRENT AND PROPOSED TARIFF RATES), KCI WATS, AND




C RATES USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE FROM THE FOLLOWING TARIFFS:
C
C ATST HATS (CURRENT RATES)
C
C AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO. TARIFF FCC NO. 259,
C PP 13-1 U. 1, 1 JAN 1984.
C
C ATST RATS (PEOECSED RATES)
C
C ATST COMMUNICATIONS TARIFF FCC NO. 2, PP 74-75, ISSUED




C MCI TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION TARIFF FCC NO.1, EP 19.6-




C GTE SPRINT COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION TARIFF FCC NO. 10, PP 42-
C 49, 5 JAN 1984.
C
C£*************** ******** ******************************* ******************
c
C METHODS OF APPLYING THE TARIFFS ARE DESCRIBEE EELCW.
C
C ATST WATS MEASUFES THE DURATION OF A CALL IN ONE SECOND INCREMENTS,
C MCI WATS USES THIRTY SECOND INCREMENTS, AND DIRECT SPRINT USES SIX
C SECOND INCREMENTS. ALL THREE OF THESE SERVICES HAVE A ONE HINUTE
C KINIMUM AVERAGE TIME REQUIREMENT. ALSO, ALL THREE HAVE THE SAME
C POINTS AT WHICH THE RATES TAPER: 15, 40. AND 80 HOURS (OR EQUIV-
C ALENT MINUTES) . COSTS ARE CALCULATED BASED ON AVERAGE USE EER LINE
C PEE RATE PERIOD. IN OTHER WORDS, THE TOTAL USAGE IN EACH RATE
C PERIOD FOR ALL LINES (WATS LINES OR DALS) IS DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER
C OF LINES TO OBTAIN AN AVERAGE USE PER LINE PER PATE PERIOD.
C (A16T WATS ROUNDS THIS AVERAGE TO THE NEAREST TENTH OF AN HOUR.)
C MCI WATS AND DIEECT SPRINT ALSO CALCULATE THE AVEEAGE FCR CALLS TO
C NETWORK AND NON-NETWORK CITIES. THE AVERAGE USE PER LINE PER RATE
C EEFIOD AND THE PEE LINE MONTHLY RECURRING CHARGES ABE USED TO
C CALCULATE THE COST PER LINE. THE COST PER LINE IS MULTIPLIED BY




C THE RESULTS OF IHESE CALCULATIONS WILL EE LARGER THAN ACTUAL FOR
C THE SERVICES THAT ARE EIILED IN LESS THAN ONE MINUTE INCREMENTS.
C (IN OTHER WORDS, COSTS FOR THE CALLS WOULD BE IESS THAN THESE
C CALCULATIONS WOULD INDICATE.)
C
C IF EXACT LENGTH OF CALL DATA IS AVAILABLE THIS SUBROUTINE WILL
C NEED TO BE CHANGED SINCE ATST WATS BILLS CALLS IN ONE SECOND
C INCREMENTS, DIEECT SPRINT EILLS CALLS IN SIX SECOND INCREMENTS,






q C't - cost ny c'Ti
C "1ST DIGIT" 1 CARRIES
C 1 - ATST
C 2 - MCI
C 3 - GTE SPRINT
C 2ND DIGIT - EATE PERIOD
C 1 - BUSINESS DAY
C 2 - EVENING
C 3 - NIGHI AND WEEKEND








































































1 - TO METWOPK TITY
2 - T Nf J<-NETWCRK CIT
3 - TO ALASKA OR HAWAII NON-NETWORK CITY
NO 3RD DIGIT - ATST WATS (CURRENT RATES)


































HR11 - AVERAGE TIME
t ii\iuj v. a x.
u
o
HP12 * AVERAGE TIME
PERIOD CALLS









































MXXX - AVERAGE TIME (IN MINUTES) PER ACCESS LINE
1ST DIGIT - CARRIj
2 - MCI
3 - GTE SFRINT
2ND DIGIT - FATE PERICD
1 - EUSINESS DAY
2 - EVENING
3 - NIGHT AND WEEKEND
3RD DIGIT - KETWORK/NCN-NETWORK
1 - TO NETWORK CITY
2 - TO NCK-NETWCEK CITY
3 - TO ALASKA OR HAWAII NON-NETWORK CITY (GTE SPRINT CNLY)
MINXXX - SUM OF MINUTES
1ST DIGIT - CARRIER
1 - ATST
2 - MCI
3 - GTE SFRINT
2ND DIGIT - FATE PERICD
1 - EUSINESS DAY
2 - EVENIUG
3 - NIGHT AND WEEKEND
3RD DIGIT - KETWORK/NCN-NETWORK
1 - TO NETWORK CITY
2 - TO NCN-NETWCRK CITY
3 - TO ALASKA OR HAWAII NON-NETWORK CITY (GTE SPRINT CNLY)
NO 3RD DIGIT - ATST
NLINES - NUMBEF OF ACCESS LINES
RAIEXX - RATE FCR ATST WATS
1ST DIGIT - FATE PERICD
1 - BUSINESS DAY
2 - EVENING
3 - NIGHT AND WEEKEND
2ND DIGIT - INTERVAL CF OF
1 - 15 HBS2-25 HFS
3 - 40 HFS
4 - 80 HFS













C 3 - NIGHT AND WEEKEND
C 2ND DIGIT - NON-NETWORK, OR ALASKA OR HAWAII NCN-NETWORK CITY
C 2 - NON-NETWORK
C 3 - ALASKA OR HAWAII NON-NETWORK CITY
C 3RD DIGIT - INTERVAL OF OF TOTAL USAGE TIME
C A - 900 MIN
C B - 1500 KIN
C C - 2400 KIN
C D - 4800 KIN
C NO 3RD DIGIT - NIGHT AND WEEKEND RATE
C
C REGION - GEOGRAPHICAL AREA IN WHICH DIRECT SPRINT CALLS ARE
C ORIGINATED
C
C RSTEEC - RATE STEP (CURRENT AT&T WATS TARIFF)
C
C RS1EPP - RATE STEP (PROPOSED ATST WATS TARIFF)
C
C TIKE1 - TIME INTERVAL - 15 HRS OR 900 MIN
C IIME2 - TIME INTERVAL - 25 HRS OR 1500 MIN
C TIME3 - TIME INTERVAL - 15 HRS OR 2400 MIN
C TIME4 - TIME INTERVAL - 15 HRS OR 4800 MIN
C
c
INTEGER RSTEPC, FSTEPP, REGION
REAL M21 1, M2 21,M231,M212,M222,M232,M311,M321,M331,M312, M322,M332,
-M3 13.K323, M333












C*****CALC0LATION OF AVERAGE TIME (IN HOURS) PER WATS LINE***************
C
HR 11= (MINI 1/6 0.)/NLINES
HR12= (MINI 2/6 O.j/NLINES
HR13= (MIN 13/6 O.j/NLINES
Q************************************************************* ***********
c









C********** AT&T WATS (CURRENT RATES) *********************************
C THE FCLLOWING <IF> STATEMENTS DEFINE THE RATES TC BE USED IN THE









32: RATE 13= 1 8. 69
;





IF (RSTEPC. EQ.20)THEN:BATE11=25.82:RATE12=2 2.98:RATS13=20.14:
RATE14=17. 04; R ATE2 1=1 6. 78; RATE22=1 4. 94; RATE23=13. 09 ; RAT E24 = 1 1 .08;
RATE3=9.04 ;END IF
C
IF (RSTEPC. EQ. 2 1)THEN; EME1 1 = 26. 96; RATE1 2=23 . 99: RATE 13= 2 1 . 03 ;
RATE14=17.79;RATE21=17.5 2;RATE22=15.5 9; RATE23= 1 3. 67 ;RAT E24 = 11 . 56 ;
RATE3=9.44 ;END IF
C
IF (RSTEPC. EQ. 2 2) THEN; RATE 1 1=29.04; BATE1 2=25 . 85 ; BATE 13=22.65 :
RATE 14=1 9. 17;RATE21=1 8. 8 8; R ATE22=1 6. 80 ; RATE23= 14 . 72 ;RATE24= 12.46;
RAIE3=10. 1 6;END IF
C*** ************** ********* **********************************************
C************* ************************************************ ***********
C*****C0ST CALCULATICN FOR DAY RATE PERIOD CALLS ***************** ********
C
IF(HR11.LE.TIME1)C11A=HP11*RATE11
IF (HR11.GT.TIM EL AND. HR1 1.LE.TIME3) C1 1 A= ( ( HR 1 1 -TIME 1) * RATE 12)
-+ ITIME1*EATE1 1)





-+ (TIME2*RATE12) +(TIME 1*BATE11)
IF (HB11. GT.TIME4) C11A= ( (HR1 1-TIME4) *RATE14) + (TIME 3* RATE 1 3)
- + (TIME2*BATE12) + (TIME 1*P ATE1 1
)
Q ********** **************** **********************************************
c****************************************** ******************************
C*****CCST CALCULATICN FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD CALLS********* ************
C
IF(HR12.LE.TIME1) C12A = HP 12*RATE21
IF (HR 12. GT. TIM ELAND. HR12. LE. TIME3) C 1 2 A= ( ( HR 1 2-TIME 1) *RATE2 2)
-+ (TIME1*BATE21 )
IF(HB 12. G T.TIM E5. AND. HR 1 2. LE. TIME4) C 1 2A=
(
(HR 1 2-TIME 3) *RATE2 3)
- <TIME2*BATE2 2) 4 (TIMS 1*R ATE21 )
IF (HB12. GT.TIME4) C12A = ( (HB12-TIME4) *RATE24) + (TIME3*RATE 23)
-+ (TIME2*RATE2 2) + (TIME 1 *E ATE2 1
C*********************************************** *************************
C**************************************************************** ********
C*****COST CALCULATICN FOR NIGHT AND WEEKEND RATE PER-IOC CALLS***********
C
C13A=HR13*RATE3
C* ********* ********* ******* **********************************************
C********** ************************************************** ************
C*****SUe OF COSTS IK ALL RATE PERIODS******* ******************** ********
C
CSCM1A=(C1 1A+C12A+C13 A+CWRC1A) *NLINES
Q ***************************************************** *******************(3***************** ********* **********************************************
C** *************** ********* **********************************************
0** ************ **********************************************************
C********** AT&T WATS (PROPOSED RATES) ********************************
C
C THE FOLLOWING <IF> STATEMENTS DEFINE THE RATES TC BE OSED IN THE




IF (RSTEPP. EQ. 14) THEN: E AT E1 1 = 1 9. 40 : B ATE1 2=1 7 . 27: R ATE 13= 1 5 . 1 5
;
BATE 14=1 2. 81; P. ATE 2 1=1 2. 6 2; RATE22=1 1.23; RATE 2 3 = 9. 8 4; BATE 24= 8.
BATE3=6. 74 ;END IF
IF (RSTEPP. EQ. 15) THEN: F AT E1 1 = 1 9. 60: RATE 1 2= 1 7. 47 : R ATS 13= 1 5 .30 ;
RATE14=12. 94; R ATE21= 1 2. 7 4; RATE2 2=1 1. 35 ; RAT S23=9. 96; RATE 24=8 .4 1
;
RATE3 = 6. 81 ;END IF
IF (RSTEPP. EQ. 16) THEN: RATE 11 = 19. 83 : RATE 1 2 = 1 7 . 65 ; BATE 13= 1 5. 4 7
RATE14=13.09;RATE21=1 2. 89 ; RAT E22= 1 1. 4 8; RAT E23= 10 . 06 ;RATE24=8. 5 1
;
BATE3=6.89;END IF
IF (RSTEPP. EQ. M) THEN; BATE1 1=20. 06
:
BAIE 1 2=1 7 . 85 : BATE 13= 1 5. 65
:




BATE22=1 1 . 6 1 ; RATE2 3=10. 17 ;RATE24=8. 6 1
RATE3=6. 97 ;END IF
191

i. 16) THEN; RATE1 1 = 20. 45; R ATE1 2= 1 8 . 1 9 : RATE 13= 1 5. 9 5
:
i; RATE 2 1=1 3. 3 0; RATE2 2= 1 1
.
82; RATE23= 10. 37 ; RAT E24= 8. 77;
IF (RSTEPP. E(
RATE14=13. Ui
RA1E3=7. 1 1 :END IF
C************************** **********************************************
c** ****************** ****** 4*********************************************
C ***** C0S T CALCULATION FOR CAY RATE PERIOD CALLS ************* ************
C
IF (HR11.LE.TIME1) C11=HR1 1*RATE1 1
IF (HR11.GT.TIME1.AND. HR1 1.LE. TIME3) C1 1= ( (HR 1 1 -TIM F1 ) *R A TE1 2 )
-+JTIME1*RATE1 1
)
IF (HR 11.GT.TIME3.AND. HR 1 1. LE. TIME4) C 1 1 = ( (HR
1
1-TI ME3) *RATE1 3
)
-+ (TIME2*RATE12) + (TIME1*5ATE11)
IF (HR11.GT.TIMEU) C 11= UHR1 1-TIMEU) *RATE14) (TIME3 *R ATE 1 3)




C*****CCST CALCULATION FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD CALLS*********************
C
IF (HR12. LE.TIME1) C 12= HR 1 2*R ATE2 1
IF (HR12.GT '.TIM ELAND. HR12. LE. TIME3) C 1 2= ( (HR 1 2-TIME1 ) *R ATE
..TE21)
(HR 12. GT. TIME 3. AND. HP 1 2. LE. TI ME4) C12= ( (HR 2-TIME3) *RATE





IF (HR 12. GT.TIME4)'
-+]IIME2*RATE2 2) + (TIME j *E ATE21
1EU) *RATE2U) + (TIME3 *R ATE 2 3)
C*** ************************************************************* ********
Q************************************************************************





C*****SUC OF COSTS IK ALL RATE PERIODS*********************** ************
C





EESIGNATION OF TIME INTERVALS








c********* *************************************** ************ ************
C********** tjci WAT C *************************************************
c
c*** ************ *********** **********************************************
c*** ********** ************************************************ ***********
C*****CAICULATION OF AVERAGE TIME (IN MINUTES) PER ACCESS LINE***********
C









C*** *************************************** ** ***************** ***********





IF (M2 11. GT. TIM I LAND. M21 1 . LE. TIME3) C21 1= ( (M21 1-TIMF 1) * .
-•MTIME1+.2721)
IF(M211.GT.TIME3.AND. M21 1. LE. TIME4) C2 1 1 = ( (M 2 1 1 -TIME 3) *
.
-+ (TIM E2*. 2 42 0) + (TIME 1 *. 2 72 1
)
IF (M 2 11. GT. TIM £4) C21 1 = (JM2 1 1-TIME4) *.17 95) (TIME3*.2120
- (TIME2*.2 42 0) (IIME1 *.2721)
C********** ******* ********* **************************** «*4***
C*********** ************************************ *************
C*****CC ST CALCULATION FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD CALLS TC NETWO
C
IF (M221.LE.TIME1) C221 =M221 * . 1 767
IF (M221.GT.TIME1.AND. M22 1 . LE. TIME3) C221 = ( ( M22 1 -TIME 1) *
-+(TIME1*.1767)
IF (M2 21.GT.TIME3.AND. M22 1 .LE. TIME4) C221 = ( (M22 1-TIME 3) * .
- (TIME2*. 157 2) -MTIME1*. 1767)
IF (M2 21.GT.TIME4)C221 = ( (M22 1-TIME4) * . 1 1 66) + (TIME 3*. 1378
~MTIME2*.157 2) +(TIME1 *.1767)
C**** *************** ******* **********************************(3************************************************************
C*****COST CALCULATION FOR NIGHT AND WEEKEND RATE FEPIOE CALL









C *****C0S T CALCULATION FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD CALLS*********









C ***************** ********* **********************************
C*************** *************************** ******************
C*****SUM OF COSTS IN ALL RATE PERIODS, NETWORK AND NON-NETWO
C
CSUM2E=(C211+C22UC23 1 +C2 12+C222 + C23 2+CMRC2B) *NLINES
C******* *********************************************** ******
C************* ***************************************** ******
c*** ******* ******* ********* **********************************(3************************************************************
C********** DIRECT CPRINT ********************************
C
c************************************************************(3************************************************************












C*****COST CALCULATION FOR DAY RATE PERIOD CALLS TO NETWORK C
C
IF(M3 11. LE. TIME 3) C311=M3 11*. 2 57















































C*****CCST CALCULATICN FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD C
II (H32 LIE.TIME 1) C321 =M3 21*. 1 87
IF <M3 21. GT. TIME LAND. M32 1. LE. TIME3) C321 = ((
-+JTIHE1*. 187)
IFjM321.GT.TIME3.AND. M3 2 1 .LE. TIME4) C321 = (
(
- CIIME2*. 165) + (1IME1*. 187)
IF (M3 21.GT.TIME4) C321=( (M321-TIMEU) *.123) +
-+ (1IME2*. 165) + (TIME1*.18 7)
C*** ******* ******* ********* *********************
C************* ********** ************************





c*** ************** ********* *********************
C*****COSI CALCULATICSS FOR CAILS TO NON-NETWORK
C
C THE FOLLOWING <IF> STATEMENTS DEFINE THE R
C CALCULATION BASED ON THE INPUT VALUE OF RE
*************************
*************************








IF (REGION. EQ. 1) THEN: R 3 1 2A = . 36 58 : R 3 1 2B = . 326
R312D=.24 15:R3 22A=.23 78;F322B=. 2118;R32 2C=
R332=.1271 ;END IF
IF (REGION. EQ. 2)THEN:R 3 1 2A = . 38 16 : R 3 1 2B=. 339
R312D = .25 16; R3 22A=.2U 81;R322B=. 220 6; R322C=
R332=.1326;END IF
C************* ************************** ********
C*****COST CALCULATICN FOR DAY RATE PERIOD CALLS
C
IF (M 3 12. LE.TIME1)C312=M312*R312A
IF (M3 12. GT. TIME LAND. M3 1 2. LE. TIME3) C3 12= ( (
-+ fTIHE1*B312A)
IF (M3 12. GT. TIME 3. AND. M3 1 2. LE. TIMEU) C312=((
- (TIME2*R312B) + (TIME1*R3 12 A)
IF (M3 12. GT.TIMEU) C31 2= ( (M3 1 2-TIME4) *R312D)
-+ (1IME2*R3 12B) + (TIME1 *R312A)
C*********************** ************************
C************* *********************** ***********
C*****COST CALCULATICN FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD C
C*** *************TO KCN-NETWORK CITIES**********
C
IF (M3 22.LE.TIME1) C322 = M3 2 2*R322
A
IF (M3 22.GT. TIME LAND. M32 2. LE. TIME3) C3 22=((
- (TIME1*R322A)





















IF (M3 22.GT.TIMEU)C322=nM3 22-TIME4)*R32 2D) + (TIME3*R322C)
+ (TIME2*B322B) + (TI HE1 *B3 22 A)(3***********************************************
(3********************4**************************
C*****COST CALCULATICN FOR NIGHT AND WEEKEND RAT
C******************to NON-NETWORK CITIES ********
C
C332=M332*R332
C*** *********** ************ *********************
C********** ************* ************************(3***********************************************

















C 3HE FOLLOWING <IF> STATEMENTS DEFINE THE RATES TO BE USED IN THE
C CAICUIATION BASED ON THE VALUE OF I IN DO 10.
C
IF (I. EQ.1)THEN;R31 3A=
.
3993 ; R 31 3B= . 35 53; R3 1 3C=. 31 15;
R313D=.26 3 5;R3 23A=.25 95;F323B=.2310;R323C=.2025;R323D=. 1713;
R333=.1398 ;END IF
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN;R31 3A=.4 303 ;R3 1 3B= . 38 30; R 3 1 3C=. 33 57;
E313D=.2 8 4 0;R3 23A=.27 97;B323B=.249 0;R323C=.2182;R32 3D=. 1847;
R333=.1507;END IF
IF(I.EQ.3)THEN;R31 3A=.44 93 ; R3 1 3B= . 3998; R3
1
3C=. 35 05;
R313D=.2 9 6 5;R3 23A=.29 20;B323B=.2598;R32 3C=.2278;R323D=. 1927;
R333=.1573;END IF
IF H-EQ.4) THEN;R31 3 A=. 4 8 40 ; R 31 3B=- 43 08; R31 3C=. 3715;
R3 13B=.3195;R3 23A=.3147;R323B=.28 00;R323C=.2453;e323D=. 2077;
E333=. 1693 ;END IF
C****************************************** ******************************
Q ********** ********** ******************************************* *********
C***** C0 ST CALCUIATICN FOR DAY RATE PERIOD CALLS ************* ************
C*******TO ALASKA OR HAWAII NON-NETWORK CITIES********* ****** ************
C
IF(M3 13.LE.TIME1)C313=M313*R313A
IF IM3 13. GT. TIM ELAND. M3 1 3. IE. TIME3) C3 1 3= ( (M 3 1 3-TIME 1) *R 3 13B
)
-+ (IIME1*R3 13A)
IFJM3 13. GT. TIME 3. AND. M3 1 3. LE. TIME4) C3 13= ( (M3 1 3-TI KE3)
-*R313C)
13
-+ (TIME2*R313B) 4 (TIME 1 *R3 13 A)
-+{TIME2*F313B) -UTIME 1 *R3 13A)
IfJH31 .GT.TIME4^C313=J (M313-TIME4) *R313D) + (TIME3*R3 1 3C)
C******************************************************** ******** ********£************************************************************************
C*****CCST CALCUIATICN FOR EVENING RATE PERIOD CALLS*********************
C*********TC ALASKA OF HAWAII NON-NETWORK CITIES ******************* ******
C
IF (M3 23.LE.TIME1) C323 = M3 23*R3 23 A
IF (M3 23. GT. TIM ELAND. M32 3.LE. TIME3) C323= ( (M3 23-TI ME 1) *R323B)
-+ (IIME1*R323A)
IF jM3 23.GT.TIME3.AND. M32 3. LE. TIME4) C3 23= ( (M 323-TIME3)
-*R323C)
-+ (IIME2*R3 23B) + (TIME1 *B323A)
IF (M3 23. GT.TIME4)C323= ( (M323-
-+ (1IME2*R3 23B) + {TIME1 * E323 A)
(M TIME4) *R323D) + (TI ME 3 +R323C)
C************* *********************************************** ************
C************************************************************************
C*****COST CALCULATION FOR NIGHT AND WEEKEND RATE PERIOD CALLS***********








C*** *********** ************ **********************************************
c************************************************************ ************
C*****SUM OF COSTS IN ALL RATE PERIODS, NETWORK AND NON-NETWOFK** ********
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